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What is it Iüce to be a child moving through school contexts? How 

dws the way children leam echo m the learning of adults; then, 

reciprocaiiy, how do aduits (i.e. teachers) shape the way children leam? 

Does a cuitUral attribution of differences between child and adult 

circumscribe the potentiai Ieaming of individuais? These three 

questions arise from my simuitaneous experience as a dassroom 

teacher, a teadier of undergraduate students and a graduate student in 

education. They serve as beacons to guide a narrative hmeneutic 

exploration, informed by major theories of child development as w d  

as alternative discourse on cultural notions of identity, into the sense 

of identity expressed by leamers in each of the three groups. While the 

principal participants in the inquiry were graduate students in 

education, the stories and questions of students in undergraduate and 

elementary grades are integral to the understanding of the cyclical 

nature of identity in education, that is, the interrelationship of child 

and adult in human identity. 

The dissertation reveals the fragmentation of the individuated self 

as pewasive in western dture, specifically in the s d  construdion 

of the dichotomy between M d  and adult. Attention is drawn to the 

potential for dienation in d e t y ' s  perpetuation of the dichotomy. By 

inquiring into the commonalities and clifferences in the experiences of 

child and adult leamers assumptions that undergird many major 

theories of chiid development are exposed. An alternative to reliance 



on such theories, recursive practice, is desaibed. Reamive practice 

encourages a pmess of ongohg rdexive questionhg in diildren, in 

student teachers and in researchers, a pmess whïch may infuse 

teaching and learning with the understanding of chiid and addt as CO- 

constitutionai. 

Such an understanding has implications for the education of 

teachers. First, educators shodd create the opportunity for adult 

learners, espeaally student teachers, to recall their childhood voices 

and to engage with the ambiguity of th& own experience. Such a 

process may free students to explore and value multiple perspectives in 

leaming. Further, it may d o w  them to recognize the wisdom of 

dùldren, induding insights they have experienced as children, and to 

respond in more dynamic ways. 
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HIDING IN THE LIGHT 

Cursive Wtiting on the dassroom wali 
stretches More me on pristine page 

A corpse with no head 
mind holds the Pen 

Hegemony of words 
M t s  every breath 
typing its cultural script 

Muffied voices 
blanketed in lullabies of myth 

Can we hear through silence? 

Many of my preconceptions regarding how self is interpreted through 

schooling events are voiced in the shards of the poem presented above. 

These fragments, not unlüce the fragments of any Me, address the personal, 

CuitUral and historical aspects of self. In this inquiry, by refiecting my 

thoughts back and forth through shards of my own history, it has been 

possible to illuminate aspects of my aperience, bringing to light questions of 

how larger cultural processes, such as schoohg, shape who we are and who 

we are becoming* 



cHAmER1 

Web of Inquûy 

This inquüy proceeded out of a desire to deepen my own 

understanding of human experience and, in parüdar, chücùeds experiences 

of schooling. 1 did not begin my inquiry with specific researdi questions in 

hand, searching for cu~swexs already formed in my mind. Rather, my 

questions evolved through the process of inquiry itself. However, it is now 

possible to extract and fomalize questions from the intercomeded strands. 

These are stated here, at the very beginnllig of the story of my inqujr, to give 

readers a framework for ciearer understanding of the process. 

It began with a sense of my own ignorance, with a sense of the 

problematic, bom of the silence of my own childhood. 1 sense this silence 

grew out of cornplex conditions that were responsible for much of the 

separation and alienation 1 felt and continue to feel in educational contexts. I 

beIieve my personai sense of knowing comects with much contemporary 

literature in education which speaks to a fragment& sense of self (Gergen, 

1991; Levin, 1985; Wer, 1988). 

If 1 tum to books for the general public. to the iist of best seiîing books, 

I also find the alienation. the spiritual emptiness of which 1 speak (Canfield & 

Hansen, 1996; HiIlman, 1996: Redfield, 1993). Yet, perhaps because we are 

human we have always been concemed about psychological fragmentation. 



Wordsworth, over two hundred years ago, wrote of psychological 

fragmentation out of a sense of spiritual emptiness: 

The World is too much with us; late and mon, 
Getting and spending we lay waste our powers: 
Little we see in nature that is ours; 
We have given o u .  hearts away, a sordid boon! 
This sea that bares her bosom to the moon; 
The winds that will be howhg at ail hours, 
And are up-gathered now Iüce sleeping fiowers; 
For th&, for everything, we are out of tune; 
It moves us not (Wordsworth, 1959, p. 72) 

The sense of the problematic reveals itself in the questions that 

evolved through my inquiry. Engagement in the process of questioning 

becomes one of ever-widening cirdes, in which each question enfolds and 

unfolds 0th- questions, towards a greater and greater depth of 

understanding. While it is possible to frame these questions independently, 

they must be lookeâ at in relation to each other as parts of an integrated 

whole: 

1. What is it iîke to be a child moving through school contexts? 

Even asking this question leads to an investigation into the interactive 

na- of self/other. 1 begin my investigation in Chapter2, by exploring my 

own experience, in f a d g  the alienation that we all encounter in becoming 

more consaous of who we are in relation to others. Chapter 3 explores the 

mulülayeredness of self, in partidar the chiid/adult/teadier identities. 



Chapter 4 considers seifhood as a pmcess of social interaction in which social 

norms both delimit and embrace who we are as children, as aduits, and as 

teachers, the reciprocal perceptions of which serve to illuminate and inform 

educational pactice. 

2. How does the way we Ieam as children echo in the leaming of adults; then, 

reciprocaiiy, how do adults (ie teachers) shape the way children lean? 

The research process as a learning tool, as described in Chapter 5, 

examines taken-for-granted assumptions and the role of the researcher in the 

process. My primary participants were recently registered graciuate students 

in education. The direction of inquiry is outiined in Chapter 6 as one not 

consaously selected but arising from my own diildhood and teaching 

experiences, crystaiized in my rehun to 6 0 0 1  as a graduate student, and 

causing my reassessment of the kind of biowledge that our education system 

validates for both M d  and adult leamers. The socially constructed 

oppositional relationship between children and adults, as described in 

Chapter 7, Ied to a consideration in Chapter 8 of the need to rethink the 

importance of childhood experiences, to remember the M d  in oneself, to 

adcnowledge the cyclical nature of the adult/chiid relationship and to look at 

this paradoxical situation in whïch both the potential for unity and 

fragmentation exist. This chapter also envisions what an altemative view of 

chïldhood in education might look like, one which honoun the questions 

and voices of children, and dispels the silence tesulting from dominant 

cliltuai scripts. 



3. Does a cultural attriiution of ciifferences between child and adult 

circumsctibe the potential leaming of individuals? 

Chapter 9 offers an awareness of the fragmentation of the individuated 

self as constmcted in our dture,  specifically the child/adult dichotomy. 

Chapter 9 aiso considers the need for questions as tools enabhg a search for a 

way out of the cyciical silences imposed by cuiturdly dominant discourses, 

and possible implications for children, adults and teachers, within the practice 

of teacher education. 

These questions rewnated with a silence inside of me. They were not 

new questions; they consumeci me from just below the surface, ineffable - 
sornething in them yet to be named when I was a child. These issues 

continue to go unnamed and have the power to build an unease in my 

consciousness. 

By dosely examining some of the sources of my own unease, 1 came to 

an understanding of how the dominant discourses and practices of soaety 

helped aeate the silence and spiritual empthess of which 1 speak. 

Ultimately, 1 hope this process of inquiry wiU enable participation in the 

creation of a more humane world, a world which honours the imagination 

and respects the experience of individu&, whether they are chiidren or 

adults. 

This ongoing process of research demanded continuous scnitiny from 

both outside of and within myself. A description of the process is interwoven 

throughout the text of the inquiry. An outline of the problem alone was 

inadequate. Rather 1 was interested with those lacunae, discontinuities, 

layered within the stories of my pursuit of the research, that gave me pause 



for thought Furthemore, 1 believe these lacunae called not so much for a 

single version of narrative, but for multiple narratives, di Iocated within 

tension/with intention, surprise, and ambiguity, both concealing and 

revealing insight into human understanding. 

Tensions within my own life story prompted an inward glance at my 

own personal history, looking for the concealed, pushing me out to engage 

the world so that 1 might understand from many perspectives. A shifting, 

layered perception of unnamed issues may not be unique to me alone. For, 1 

believe, as Greene (1978) suggests, that "a human being lives, as it were, in 

two orders - one created by his or her relations with the perceptual fields 

that are given in experience, the other aeated by his or her relations with a 

human and social environment'' (p. 2). 

DuMg the course of my inquiry, I &O attended conferences, 

completed writing projects, assumed a new and challenging role as a 

university teacher, and. on a more penonal level, became a parent for the 

first tirne. AU these new diverse adivities added passion and immediacy to 

my researdi. This confims my belief that research, iike Me's project itself, is 

a complex process that is continually shaped by factors that may or may not be 

in the researcher's immediate line of vision. Similarly, 1 believe educational 

research itself must be conscious of the wider and deeper context in which its 

speciEic pro- take place, and enampas the whole of life and its meanings. 

Many recent contemporary educational tesearchers (Aoki, 1991; Carson, 

1986; Comelly & Clandinin, 1990; Jalongo & isenberg, 1995) have advocated 



an approach which brings the researcher doser to the research participants in 

an attempt to cpestion the meaning of shared experience, that is, the text. 

Some of the researchers interested in questions of partiality and perspective 

in educational research have d e d  theh approach narrative inquiry; others 

follow fiom the tradition of hermeneutic understanding- 

This research is an engagement in interpretive inquiry, an exploration 

of my wonders about childrenfs experience and understandings of schooling 

and education- The subject of my research and m y  process or method of 

investigation required intercomection, since there was a creative tension 

between the two. OnIy a combination of approaches - the attention ta 

meaning afforded by hermeneutic inquiry and the possibiiity of intimate 

personal connecfion between tesearcher, participants (through structured 

contact, serendipitous encounters, and life experiences) and context offered by 

narrative inquiry - gave me hope of addressing this complex issue. For this 

reason, it is not rny intention to present a single thesis supported by 

arguments and evidence presented in a detached and forma1 manner; rather, 

because 1 sought to combine henneneutic inquiry and narrative inquj., 1 

selected the mode of inquiry and representation whidi Lopate (1994) named 

the informal essay: 

The essayist attempts to surround a something - a subject, a mood, a 
problematic imitation - by coming at it from al1 angles, wheeling and 
diving like a hawk, each seemingly digressive spiral adualiy taking us 
doser to the heart of the matter. (p. xxxviii) 

The uiformal essay is a skeptical and subversive form of writing in 

whidi the author plays with the subject matter h m  ail conceivable angles, 

and often becornes self-skeptical in the process. This writing style is both 

personal and playful. Contradictions and digressions are not flaws to be 



avoided but an inevitable dimension of the process of understanding the 

human condition as one comes to undesstand it. 

The style of the informal essay with its emphasis on gaining deeper 

understanding of its subject matter through examining it from many sides is 

consistent with both hermeneutic and narrative inquhy, and responds to the 

needs of my interpretive inquiry. This coherew of content and form is 

consistent with the position of Richardson (1994): 

Writing from our Selves shodd strengthen the cornmunity of 
qualitative researchen and the individual voices within it, 
because we will be more fully praent in out work, more honest, 
more engaged. (p. 516) 

Aithough there are ciifferences among contemporary educational 

researdiers, they have in common a more embodied way of understanding a 

subject and the research process involved. 

The search for the deep meanings of lives understood as narrative texts 

and the ongoing process of interpreting them is essentiaily a henneneutical 

endeavor. Hermeneutics is the theory and philosophy of the interpretation 

of meanhg it has a lengthy and complex history. Different schools and 

different thinl<ers have offered varying definitions of it. As Muder-VoIlmer 

(1989) points out, hermeneutics is both an historical concept and an ongoing 

concem in the human sciences. He goes on to Say that some see 

hermeneutics as a method for interpreting literary texts, and some see it as an 

inteiiectual movement. Its historical emphasis on rigorous scholarship, 

which is still very much with us today, is baseci on the tradition established by 



Chladenius, a University teacher in the eighteenth century. Chladenius, a 

man of his tirne, wanted to provide a consistent theory and the d e s  for 

interpretation. This is not sqrising given that during the Renaissance and 

the Refomation the Church needed a way for interpreting the holy 

scriphws. As Muder-VolImer (1989) points out, interpretation has been 

around since antiquity. However, it was not unüi the Renaissance and the 

Reformation that hemieneutics as a discipluie came into being. Foilowing 

the togic of ANtotIe, and the enlightenment thinkers in general, the grounds 

for correct interpretation were seen to reside in reason itself. In fact the 

"contention was that like logic itself hemieneutics rested on certain generally 

applicable d e s  and prinQples which were vaiid for ail thwe fields of 

knowledge which relied on interpretation" (Mueller-Voher, p. 4). 

The more current works of Betü and Hirsdi (1976) also epitomize this 

tradition of generally applicable d e s  of interpretation. In other words, "the 

aim of interpretation is to reproduce the meaning or intention of the author 

by folIowing weiL-defined herxneneutical canons that guide reading" 

(Gallagher, 1992, p. 9). This is the essence of "Mentific" hemeneutics. In the 

following section 1 look at "phiiosophical" hemeneutics. 

While traditional scienüfic hermeneutics assumes the accessibiiity of 

an original interpretation of the authois text, philosophical hermeneutics 

aiiows the interactive role of the reflective self in relation to the text. 

In recent times, philosophicai hermepeutics, as developed by Gadamer 

(1991), questions the assumptions of scientific hermeneutics. Philosophical 



hermeneutics attempts to bring us badc to the everyday world by questioning 

just how a parfidar understanding has corne to be. "Philosophical 

hemieneutics is an effort to mthink what we are and how we might relate 

outselves to the world" (Crusius, 1991, p. 15). Accordhg to Gadamer's 

philosophical hermeneutics, "understanding begins . . . when something 

addresses us. This is the primary hermeneutic condition . . . The essence of 

the question is the opening up and keeping open of possibilities" (1960, p. 

266). In his text Gallagher (1992) aiso elaboates on the many competing 

theories and practices of hermeneutics that both historically and currently 

shape our practice in education, induding conservative hemeneutics, 

moderate henneneutics, critical hermeneutics, and radical hemeneutics. He 

manages to bring hermeneutics into the present world and relate it to 

education by suggesting thaï hermeneutics "examines human understanding 

in general." This is in accordance with Gadamefs notion (1960,1977,1991) 

that ail understanding is interpretation. 

Philosophical hermeneutics was not created in a vacuum but rather 

rested on the work of many. It got its impetus from the Romantic movement 

in centrai Europe which revolutionaüzed the inteliectuai landscape. 

Sdileiemiadier, a Protestant the01ogia.11, is aedited with grounding 

hemenuetics in the concept of understanding palmer, 1969). To be no longer 

concerned with simply decoding a proper line of thought but, htead, to be 

trying to iiiuminate the conditions for the possibility of understanding 

aduaiiy to occur, was a major deparhm of thought. Perhaps the real power of 

philosophicai hemwneutics is the way it gives a scholar a method for hearing 

and seeing what is questionable in a given situation or context. 



Nanative inquïry, like philosophical hermeneutics, offers no one 

method desiped to hdp the researcher get at normative tnrth 

(Weinsheimer, 1985 p. 7). Rather, the researcher rnust continuaiiy be 

attentive to the descriptive aspects of the stoned experience of individuals 

and the conditionhg factors that both limit and priviiege the interpretation 

of a text The researcherfs understanding is defined by the research questions 

and intetests (biographical landscape) in relation to the cuitural backdrop 

(social landscape) into which she/he is bom. Narrative inquiry is an 

expression of a broader qualitative research movement within education 

which struggles to address hwnan experience in more tangible ways. 

Clandinin and Connelly (1990) desaibe the ernbociied nature of diw 

narrative inquïxy approach: 

The narrative study of expeirience brings body to mind and mind 
to body; it connects autobiography to action and an intentional 
future; it connects these to social history and direction; and it 
links the pluralistic extrernes of formaiism to the conaeteness of 
specific actions. (p. 245) 

Narrative inquiry emphasizes understanding human experience through 

examining and interpreting the details of everyday iives. In my view, 

narrative inquiry has as an aim similar to that of phenomenology, that is the 

study of human phenornena and, not unüke phenomenology, "attempts to 

gain insightful descriptions of the way we experience the world pre- 

reflectively, without taxonomizîng, dassifying or abstracting it" (Van 

Manen, 1990, p. 9). Narrative inqujr is not, however, a process that intends 



to discover "absolute truths" or even phenornenologid "essence". It is, 

however, a process that demands continuous sautiny of "normative truths". 

Narrative inquiry often b e m  with an account of a personal 

experience. An educational r d e r  gapples with a personal story to 

interpret what b-es increasingly problematic and, in th% way, leads to 

fiutha questions about the meaning of the experience. This sense of the 

problematic may become the driving force behind the inquiry, pushing the 

researcher to coilect detaiîed stories of other people's experiences and practices 

in similar situations, or to tell and retd stories of his/her own experiences 

and practices. The research process unfolds to contain within its compas an 

analysis of the context in whidi experiences occur. This examination may 

ultiniately lead to more questions, which may challenge taken-for-granted 

notions and widely-held beliefs within the educational cornmunity. 

Narrative inqujr. then, involves exploring the interface between personai 

experience and the Iarger structures of knowledge-making in our soaety. 

Narrative inquiry is a process of seardiing without a dearly defined ending 

because the answers it h d s  often open to larger possibiüties. 

Educational researchers like Clandinin and Comnlly (1988,1992,1993), 

Eisner (1991); and feminist theorists iike Code (1991) and Oakiey (1981) are 

some who express the urgency for qualitative research methods into 

understanding of human experience as an alternative to the reductionism of 

quantitative methodologies. 



There are many well argued critiques in the field of education that 

speak to the need for M e r  research in the ewplication of understanding as 

opposed to more traditionai methodologies based on the naturd sciences 

(Clandinui 6r Connellyr 1992; Lâthar 1986; Piw & Reynoldsr 1992). From the 

point of view of qualitative research, what appears particuiarly problematic is 

that amdytical categories resulting from natual science research have often 

been mistaken for d a 1  fa&- Qualitative research approaches, such as 

narrative inquiry and hermeneutics, may expose limitations that result from 

rigid categorization and abstraction of human experience. As Grumet (1988) 

suggests, in qualitative research, "categorical meanings are suspended [in 

order to deepen understanding of the] dialectical interplay of out experience 

in the world and our ways of thinking about it" (p. 67). From this point, as 

Grumet suggested, it is possible to consider the interplay between the 

individual and the world as we know it. 

If 1 look beyond the atations 1 have just given to the spaces between 

them, 1 see caught there the age old debate between experiential and saentific 

knowledge. My carefully chosen citations become soldiers who champion 

experience over science. That 1 feel the need to defend experiential 

knowledge is not surprising given what Varela, niompson, and Rosch 

(1993 ) suggest: "In our present world science is so dominant that we give it 

the authority to explain even when it denies what is most immediate and 

direct - our everyday, immediate experience" (p. U). 

nie privileging of scientific kxtowledge over personal experientiai 

know1edge has a long and complex history, dating back to Bacon, Descartes 

and Locke, who estabiished the theoretical rwts of the "modem" era 

(Borgmann 1992). Borgmann notes that "we can think of rnodemism as the 



conjunaion of Bacon's, Descarte's and Locke's projects, as the fusion of the 

domination of nature with pDmacy of method and the sovereignty of the 

individual" (p. 25). Descartes' Discotlr~~ on method (MW), in parüdar, 

argued for den and precise measures for dispelling both superstition and 

religious dogrna, the legacy of the medieval en. To this end, a rigorous 

method of science that privileged the rationality of the howing subject, 

detached from the conditions of his subjectivity, was bom. This way of 

thinking is now so deeply entrenched in our dture that it often goes 

unckdlenged even in texts that purport to be about the subjecthism of 

interpretation. In their treatises on the ernbodiment of knowingI Varela, 

Thompson, and Rosch (1993) attempt to move beyond this dualistic debate. 

They show us that in the West, two extreme views, that of xientific 

knowledge and of experience, have operated. They argue that the triumph of 

scientific knowledge oves experience has resulted in disembodied thought. 

The first of the two extreme views, that of scientific knowledge, is 

reminiscent of Descartes, whose project was to side-step our structures of 

understanding (prejudice and prejudgment) in favour of an objective, 

unbiased description. This world view is consistent with the objective 

positivist stance of conternporary science. The second, that of experience, is 

one of extreme subjectivism in which the individual mind constructs the 

world on its own m absence of d e r -  One view searches for a recovery of 

what is "outer" - what is to be found in the world independent of the 

knower. The other view searches for a recovery of what is "inner" to the 

minà of the knower - what is created independently of an extemal world. 

Vareia, Thompson, Rosch (1993) enlist the view of the non-Western 

philosophical tradition of Buddhism, believing that Buddhism and its 



doctrines of nonduaikm may contribute to a less cir-ed view of self 

and soàety. In partiah, these authors argue for a middle way between 

objecfivism and subjectivism and look at knowing as a continuous osciliation 

between different modaiities- In conducting this hq*, I have adopted this 

point of view. I have rnoved back and forth h m  narrative to phiiosophical 

hermeneutics, and, as 1 state below, also to postmodemism. in my view, in 

any inquiry, the best we can hope for is to become aware of some of our views 

and purposes and the contradictions therein. I do not believe there is one best 

method for making meanhg, although 1 beiieve it is important to employ 

suitable methods or prinaples depending on our research purposes. The 

world presents a variety of problems that M e n g e  researchers to develop an 

informed perspective and a suitable method. 'fhis qualitative inquiry, which 

considers the interplay of the multi-aspected self with experiences of culture, 

requires a synthesized method of approach offering multiple perspectives 

which facilitates questioning of taken-for-granted notions. 

The notion of a variety of research methods a .  perspectives is 

distindy postmodem Postmodemism marks the beginning of a new ea,  

one in whkh rationaikm is no longer priviieged, and ailows for different 

ways of knowing. Postmodemism draws on the work of various thinkers 

such as Nietzsche, Foucault, Demida, Deleuze, Kristeva, and Rorty. 

A change to postmodernism may not be without its own set of 

problems, as Rosenau suggests. Rosenau has diffidty with the nhilistic 

tendency of many postinodern theorists today and calls for an "affirmative" 



postmodem view that assefts life as "visionary and celebrating" rather than 

"apocaiyptic and desperatet8 (Rosenau, 1992, p. 16). 

What is important to this study, however, is the way postmodem 

thought challenges one best method and the notion of one tnie way of 

knowing, and offers instead an expansive aeativity and multiplitity. Within 

the context of this inquiry, in order to adequately address the cyciical nature of 

the adult/child relationship, it becornes necessary to question the distinct 

ciassifications of "chüd" and "adult" fiom multiple perspectives and to 

consider the existence of alternative conceptualizations of experience - other 

ways of considering identity and knowledge. 

A research text, iike any text, is open to multiple interpretations. 

Therefore, research has the potential to become more than just comparing 

one point of view with another or one story with another- Research has 

certain social, political, and ethical, ramifications. Crites (1971) describes two 

narrative forms, saaed stories and mundane stories, thaï operate 

simultaneously, carrying culturai aspects of our experience forward. Sacred 

stories embody our taken-for-granted attitudes determined by the way our 

&al context is repre~ented to uk Çacred stories present the lat.ger contexts in 

which mundane stories are told. Mundane stories point to, but do not 

overtiy express the cuitural sacred story. The mundane story hunishes the 

opportunity to examine what has been culturally constructed in an impliat 

way through the sacred story. Both sacred and mundane stories help us to 



understand that ail of us are parts of a iarger whole and, therefore, part of one 

another. 

But do cultural saaed stories allow for multiple interpretations? 

Interpretation depends on how people axe positioned in stories and on who 

has the power to draw the line between acceptable and unacceptable behavior. 

This may be pârficuiarly relevant to my research, as women and children axe 

major participants in my research process. Historidy, in the West, the 

experiences of women and children have been fiîtered through the discourse 

of the patriarchy. This may be particularly problematic, because, for centuries, 

the language of the patriarchy has been the voice of authority in desaibing 

the experience of women and duldren. As Rich (1976) has said, 

Patriarchy is the power of the fathers: a familial-social, ideological, 
political system in which men - by force, direct pressure, or through 
ritual, tradition, law, and language,  ust toms, etiquette, education, and 
division of labor, determine what part women shall or s h d  not play, 
and in whidi the fernale is everywhere subsumeci under the male. (p. 
40) 

. . .  d S t m :  Vi-a Woolf as &thor /Person 

The story of Vuginia Woolf shows how the cuitUral sacred story shapes 

the mundane stories of our liws. 1 have been troubled by what many üterary 

critics had to say about Vuginia Woolf's mentai state. She is often desaibed 

as having been insane (Kenney 6r Kenney, 1982; Novak, 1975; Showaiter, 

1985). However, the mundane stories told by my materna1 gandmother 

made me skeptical of such an interpretation. My grandmotha lived in the 

same Victorian England as Woolf. She told stories of her circumsaibed Me as 

a young gitl. Early on, she became acutely aware of the intellectual privileges 



offered to her male s ibhgs but not to her. Later, as a woman, wanting more 

for herself than the dubious honour of pouring tea for her father's wealthy 

dients8 she escaped to Canada hoping for new adventure- As 1 listened to my 

grandmother speak, 1 quesüoned whether Woolf may have been "sane" in an 

"abnorxnai" social context that made her appear to be mad. 

If we choose to examine Wooif's life ftom a slightly different 

perspective, we may begin to wonder if she was really insane and, if sot how 

this may have corne to be- W e  may also examine who would benefit from 

such an interpretation, leading us to consider the conditions and 

ciraunstances in Woolf's Me. Ultimately we may question more deeply how 

it is that Woolf became bridled with the terni mad. More than anything, 

Woolf may be repded as an intellectually güted woman who was a threat to 

the patriarchy. Perhaps madness was a convenient label, one not only given 

to Woolf but often to those arüsts, both female and male, who pose a threat 

to a society's saaed stories. We have to continuaily question who benefits by 

interpretations, assumptions and knowledge systems. Weedon (1987) 

suggests that we "tackle the fundamental questions of how and where 

knowledge is produced and by whom, and what counts as knowledge" (p. 7). 

This is a common complaint, coming from both women and men and from 

the disenfranchised who are exduded by the dominant dixourses of our 

tirneS. 

Most recently, directly related to educational issues, Gilligan (1982), 

challenged Kohlberg's moral developmental scale that places women at, and 

not beyond, his third stage of a six-stage sequence. Specifically, Gilligan 

chdenged Kohlberg's universal daim to the domination of modern 

mascuiine moraiity. As Borgmann (1992) noted, Gilligan's book is "a crucial 



document in the critique of modemkt UniversaliSm, . . . it has shown the 

universai to be partiCUIa" (p. 54). The story of Virginia Woolf, points to how 

cuiturai saaed stories are constituted. Researchers such as Gilligan, have 

challengeci the fundamental structure of the dtural  sacred stories. The 

significance of research such as Gilligan's is that it exposes the fimdamental 

reality in which we all share. Such exposure makes it possible to doseiy 

examine places for change through sociai action. 

Without devaluing Varda, Thompson and Rosch's (1993) 

contributions to revisionhg the relationship between science and experience, 

1 am bothered by their polar map locating those who have made 

contributions to the field of cognitive science. The authors quite naturaily 

refer to many of these contributors throughout their book 1 find it 

problematic that women's contributions are aIl but absent, making the d e  a 

rather anàmcentric one. This is ironic given that these sanie authors are 

calling for a more balmced and extended worid view and given that Rosch is 

a woman. While my concern reflects my own bias, it also shows how 

diffidt it is to transcend the accepted discourses of the day. My estimate that 

blind spots are inevitable in the most weU-intentioned thinkers alerts me to 

question continualiy the assumptions of both myseif and others. 1 find 

myself wanting to see more reflection on prejudices, an almost reflexive 

review of the conditions that shape what we Say, speak. mite, or are. 



Gallagher (1992) says this wd, 

Understanding a text involves building a cornplex series of bridges 
between reader and text, text and author, present and past, one society 
or social ciraunstance and another. These bridges have as their 
moorings the conditioning factors of mterpretation; they are projected 
as possible interpretations defmed b y these conditions. ( p. 5) 

1 could very eady  and happily tum this cltapter into a literature review but 

let me give one or two examples from my own life experience in teacher- 

education which speaks to the idea that a l l  understanding is interpretation. 

Throughout the cberhtion, 1 have used italics to indicate stories, 

journal entries or any other writing of a personal nature. Pseudonyms have 

been used to protect the identity of all participants. 

1 had the pleasw of speaking to Anne, a student teacher who, after the 

age of forty, after having had chilchen, after having tasted üfe in many places, 

and after having lived and loved a career in both music and architecture, 

decided on a new life challenge, teaching: 

She said her choice became evident afer  teaching for a short while in a 

private school. Haaing a finn cornmitment, she enrolled in a teacher 

education progrnm a t  an Ontario University. A mufual loue for educationa2 

issues quickly engaged us in conversation. Anne enjoyed her studeni 

teaching experience, as she expressed it, "being with children is what speaks to 

my soul. " Yet, after three student teaching expm*ences, she was puzzled by 

what she refered to as the "niterpretational nature" uf the curriculum and 

the "politics" therein. She went on to elaborate. In her first experience with 



student teaching, hm cooperating teacher was primatily concmed with 

multicultural issues und, to this end, Anne wtas expected to v i a  and produce 

cumculum uctivities t h  t refiected this world oiew. Her second experience 

was with a teucher who spok of herseff as an ardent feminist. Here, Anne 

learned to be careful fo use gmder neutral Zanguage. Her third experience 

was more mystmbus. The teacher woiced no view on curriculum. However, 

Anne began to get the idea that "this teacher followed the party line." Anne 

acknowledged t h t ,  although the teachm' views ume not so simplistic, nor 

so distinctly categdcal, they were strong enough to lead her to question what 

her oiew of cum*culurn mas and how this influenced her teaching. Thinking 

this was an important question, I gressed Anne to explain what she meanf. 

She said that she could see some value in al1 three world views but she also 

felt she was becoming interested in a more holistic way of interpreting the 

world in relation to curriculum. Çhe attributed this partly to her experience 

of living in different countries, and believed that each Ife experience had 

helped contribute to her understanding of what it mennt to be human the 

wurld over. As a student teacher, Anne mentioned that she felt she had to 

hide her oiews of cuniculum and how these views influenced her teaching. 

In Zearning to teach, she feZt like she had to put her Uientity on hold to 

assume the role of student. 

Om conversation seaned to pomt to the importance of questionïng 

just whose perspective we were speaking from as teachers and curricuium 

planners, and to the importance of multiple perspectives in our teadiing 

practice. 



Although I come to my understanding of CtUficulum in a slightiy 

different way than Anne, 1 am &O concerned with looking at Cumcuium 

from multiple perspectives. 1 am remhded of the following parable: 

Buddha . . . tells of a king who d e d  together di the blind men in 
Savatthi and had them assemble around an elephant Every one of 
them touched one part of the dephanYs body, then they were asked 
about the animai's appearance. The king received various answers: 
"Those arnong the b h d  men who had fdt  the head of the elephant 
said 'Your Majesty, the elephant is like a cauldron.' Those who 
touched the ear said 'Your Majesty the elephant is Iike a shovel.' ïhose 
who fdt the tnuik said, Your Majesty, it is like the shah of a plough.' 
This continued until finally they attacked each 0th- with their fists, 
crying, An elephant is Iüce this, not like that . . . (Menschllig, 1971, p. 
19) 

Perhaps perspectives on the cumcula, like the parts of the elephant, may only 

be understood in relation to the whole text. Perhaps understanding a whole 

text calls for tolerance of all perspectives. Hearîng M s  story reminded me 

of the importance of tolerance. 

Retuniing to Gallagher's (1992) words quoted earlier, I am concemed 

with interpretation that will enable us to understand a text, a whole text, one 

that speaks to being in the world not in a divided way but in a more tolerant 

and connected way. As Gallagher points out, this means looking at the 

"conditioning factors of interpretation" and how these are "projected as 

possible intezpretations defined by these conditions" (p. 5). 

e Value of Other Po 

W e  cari never be totally aware of every prejudice that shapes our 

interpretation. Perhaps the k t  we can hope for is insight into the way that 

we ihink it has come to be. This said, in this inquiry, 1 do not hope to escape 



from prejudice. 1 do, however. hope for awareness that will allow for a more 

conscious way of king present in the world. An example from m y  own story 

as dassroom teacher may eluadate this point more dearly: 

As a ymng teacher, 1 rmmber  setting my classroom up in what I 

believed mas a thoughtfid manner. The classroom was set on the basis of 

some of the latest theories of education as weZl as on my own experience of 

being u siudeni in the classroom. For example, I induded a dram theatre 

and c o q  nook (things 1 desperately missed as a child in school). 1 was 

perplexed and somewhat bothered when I noticed that Del, one of my 

students, was spending most of her time af her desk doing math sheets. She 

didn't appear to be a venj "social" chitd. Initially I ignored her response, 

thinking, "Afer al1 she is a rather linear, sequentiial leamer." (1 fhought, 

"Didn't her lack of creative writing proue this to be so? ") At f is i  I let these 

thoughts go, only later to be bothered by them. Evmtuully I came to ask, 

"What is wrong with linear thought anyway? Why should not there be a 

place for linear thought?" I considered fhe source of my ideas about linear 

though f.  I also considered where my ideas about being social had originated. 

Eoentually I think I was able fo look at some of the concepts that conditioned 

my prejudgment of Del. Upon more careful refiection, it became apparent to 

me that many of rny aun negative experiences with mathematics as a ckild 

were unconsciously seepkg into my imching procticr. Fwihemore. I began 

to reconsider the educationaf fanpage used in theories of child development. 

This eventually led me to reconsider whether, in fact, theories of child 

development' (such as those propased by Piaget, Erikson. and Kohlberg) were 

based on adult intetpretations of children's experiences rather than on the 

child's interprefations of his/ her experiences. I also began to consider just 



how lirniting these beliefs 

and fir the 0 t h  studmts, 

about child developmmt were, not only for Del 

but also for me. I began to think more deeply 

about child developmmt and the fundamental sfructure of its reality of 

which I also share, partjcularly as a teacher of young children. 

Pe~haps this vignette about Del shows that prejudice may not always be 

seif-limiting, ptoviding we try to adnowledge what these prejudices rnight be 

and how they might have come about While Dei's story is about the need for 

appreciating ditferhg points of view, it aiso provides insights. namely, our 

need to understand ourselves and the saaed tex& by which we live. 'Ihese 

more mundane texts speak to our lived experîence and have the potential to 

challenge and open us to new perspectives of ourseives and our world. We 

need to aclcnowledge that there is much that we do not understand about 

ourselves and others and much we need to discover. The poet MacEwan 

. . . admit there is something you cannot name, 
a veil, a coating just above the flesh 
which you cannot remove by your mere wish 
when you see the land naked, look again. . . 
the moment when it seems most plain 
is the moment when you must begin again. (p. 30) 

1 believe the vignette about Del points to an exploration in education 

that is mu& needed, that is, an exploration into how our interpretatiom 

shape educational experiences. of both leamer and teacher. I b e k e  in 

continuaiiy asking in a refiective way how a parfidar understanding has 

come to be and what may condition its meaning. Perhaps doing so would 

make it possible to question the way we make rneanuig out of our knowledge. 

doing so in a way that is not divorceci from iife itself. but in relation to it. 

Failure to be self-refiexive may mean we are in danger of unknowingly 



reproducing U N v d  daims about the nature of reality and, in this way 

becoming just another cog in the machinery of a system that privileges 

rational and objective ways of knowing. 

By acknowledging their pq*udices, teachers can develop points of 

A single point of view is inadequate to understand the human 

condition. Rather8 we need a multipliaty of views. Merleau-Ponty (1962 ) 

expresses the need for a multipliaty of views this way: 

Should the sgaing-point for the understanding of history be ideology, 
or politics, or religion, or economics? Should we try to understand a 
doctrine from its overt content, or from the psychological make-up and 
the biography of its author? W e  must seek an understanding from aU 
these angles simuitaneously, everything has meaning, and we s h d  
h d  this same structure of being undedying al l  relationships. AU these 
views are true provided that they are not isolated, that we deive deeply 
into history and reach the unique core of existentid meaning which 
emerges in each perspective. (pp. xviii- xix) 

Merleau-Ponty's words remind me that deeper understanding of myseif and 

others may be possible through discovering a multitude of meanings not in 

isolation from, but in relation to, one another, the autobiography of the 

It is my hope that these many texts, the ones 1 am writing, as weIl as the 

ones 1 am reading and uiterpreting, wiü create a narrative that both unfolds 

and enfolds. To accomplish this, my researdi process consists of several 

interconnected strands. The first hvolves an investigation into the major 

theories of child development, especialiy those that focus on the processes of 



identity formation. Sirnuitaneously, l have gathered information about 

chikiren's and adults' intefpretations of their educational experiences. To this 

end, 1 am strategically potitioned as both a teadier of elementary children, 

and as an iristnictor of ad& in a preservice educatïon pro-, as wd as 

being a student in a graduate program of studies. I am thus situated in the 

midst of both chiIdrenrs and adults' experience's with schooling. This allows 

me to engage in Iliformal interviews with children and adults and to move 

back and forth between children's and aduit's interpretations. A finai 

interconnected strand involves my attempt to generate a new way of 

understanding child development and identity formation through the 

interpretive lem provided by a deeper understanding of schooling events. 

The tension aeated by the mdtifaceted nature of my research and reflection 

on it helps me become more insighthil of those notions that are stiU 

dominant but may need to be shed, or at least examined, in order to gain a 

better understanding of ourselves and others. 1 remain mindful of each 

strand as 1 move through the experience of living in the world and being of 

that world. 



Picking Up Strands of the Web 

. . . looking back at your life, you wül see that moments which 
seemed to be great failures followed by wredcage were the 
incidents that shaped the M e  you have now. 

(Campbell, 1991, p. 38) 

Questions continue to dwelop out of a sense of wonder. I am left with a 

sense of disembodiment and the knowledge of the abyss within. "If knowledge 

be power, it is also pain" (Emerson, 1983, p. 39). 1 look badc, seeking to know 

where each strand of the web has left a trace. 

M v  B r d e r  bterç the Ab= 

I lwed my brofher Michel more than anything else in this world. We were only 

a year apart in age . . . 
He had eyes of china Hue. They m e  big and Mde and sparkled with explosine 

energy like firecrackers in the night. His hait was yellow and fenthery-sofi like duck 

down. He was sml l  fw his yean. He had a slight Iimp. His one Mthered a m  was like a 

litfle wing that he uscd eqwessiuely, especially when he played soccer. He had a slight 

English n c m t  likc our grandparen fs. His mile taas @en mischiepously twisted. Yet, 

he was honest and cuMy and he lozmi ursily. 

Then Michel was driposed as epileptic. We watched him slavly lose ground. 

Tying shoekces and doing buttons bemme insunnountable tosks. He lost the ability to 



r d  and w i t e  but not to speak, ThLr is the rcwry I remenrber my little hothm bejôre he 

was institutimalized. 

There me those moments whiçh change a king. Seeing my brother in an 

institutiajbr t h e j k t  time, when Imas tm, changed my W .  . . 
I remembet fhe morning thnt I@t went to see him. The air was crisp wiih al1 

the dying smells of auiumn. I mnember being told to lookat the trees on the hills, but I 

didn'f l i k  looking at fh. They seemed like old withered men dressed up for their iwn 

funerals. M y  mother smoked, dragpng a11 the strength she codd muster out of e v q  Inst 

cigarette. My father didn8t say muchf his eyes only ata tching the road dead ahead. AI1 

too soon, we were there. The building tht  Im/ b@re w was Michael's nav home. 

Feeling anrious and t m e f  I peered through the Mndow of the the. Michel's new 

home had high windows and a lnrgefront door. niere was a playground with one seesaw; 

the wind whistling a melancMy tune on ifs pipes. 

The door opened and when it e c k d  shut aguin behind me Ifélt  as if l'd been 

nunllowed whole. I immedibtely smelled the stmch of urine. My sfomafh did a quick 

turn and then adjusted fo the assault on my nosfr7s. There m e  children evenjwhere, 

some waring hockey helmets or other protertiw garb. Then a large crowd of them, some 

Young, some older, came pounng around us, pecking l z k  birh, tying to get a tender bif 

of attention. Iwanted to scream but 1 desperately conmhated on the bare walls. The 

Jurniture was spmse; fhere m e  a fitc assurted toys. The attendants had miles that were 

stmthrd a d  as put on as th& unifas. 

nien I sm mj little brother. Not knowing what to rio, I wutched my parents. 

They seemed as small and pouterless as Ifelt .  It tmk me a while befoe t could focus on 

Michael's eyes. ntey were still large, but n a u  thg( appemed atmost too large. niey 

made me think of the vacant windows minwing the bhnk expression of the bare 



institufional mulls. h k i n g  at my btother, Ifelt vwlated. Part #me ws n a o  dead, as 

dead as my btofher's gles hnd nav become. 

The story 1 have just revealed is a very personal one. My primary reason for 

sharing it is to describe the path of one Strand on my autobiographical landscape. 

As human beings it seems possib1e that we al l  have multiple vantage 

points which we corne to, points fiom which we intezpret our view. In any 

human beuig there is the potential for many vantage points, viewed from many 

paths and forming many selves from the intricacy of woven strands. 

This story is written through the eyes of a ten year old chiid. This child is 

a part of myself that is most often concealed behind a more worldly adult image. 

This more worldly image is the side 1 show to the outside world and yet 1 am 

&O aware that even this side has multiple dimensions. This is an arbitrary 

point, however, if there is Little place given to explore and experiment with the 

multiple dimensions of who we are. What appears to be less expiored is the 

cydical nature of our identity, particuIar1y the interactive nature of the 

child/adult dimensions which constitute each of us. 

Although my vantage points are cornplex, and dynamic, always shifting 

as 1 continue, they serve as a compass, situatuig and guiding not only why 1 write 

about what 1 do, but what and how 1 write. Seeing my young brother in an 

institution, while 1 was very young tumed my cerhinty and security upside 

d o m  The impact the experience had on me has never t d y  diminished. It 



lifted the veil with which our culture hides the truth and showed me the 

puppet's strings, rnaknig me ClVious as to who pulls the strings, who makes the 

puppets dance. It is because of this experience that 1 was, am, and forever wiii be 

piagued with those questions that hide in the light. This experience made me 

suspiaous of those in power, and leery about aligning myseif too doseiy with 

one or another camp of thought. It made me take notice of the way we treat 

people of ciifference, and of the way our focus on difference instead of similarity 

may lead to a sense of alienation not just for those who are the target of 

alienation but uitimately for us alle 

My brother entered the abyss, and 1 stepped into it for a moment. Here 

was an abyss, a tirne/space which resonated "with the voice of those whose 

chance for life has been aborted by concentration of power bent on holding them 

in check" (Caputo, 1987, p. 286). My brother's chance for Me was connected with 

more than the voices of those whose sndes were as starched and as put on as, 

th& uniforms. 

However, Caputo's image of the abyss as measureless space, a space 

where we are abandoned "to the measurdess [where we experience] our la& of a 

fixed point from which to take its rneasu~e" (p. 287), is an image whidi is famiiiar 

to me. 

A veil was lifted. 1 looked into the measuteless, the unbounded, and 

concentratecl on the bare institutional waiis. 1 began on another path, seeking to 

know who pulls the strings and who makes the puppets dance. There is danger 

in the abyss. There is also "openness to the mysteryf' (Caputo, 1987) if we are 



wiiüng "to stay in play with the play. The question is whether and how, hearing 

the movement of that play, we are able to join in i t  The play is ail" (Caputo, 

1987, p. 293). 

As 1 read the research written by others, 1 o h  wonde. who is the 

questioner behind the words. Where is the researcher in the pmcess and what is 

her or his intent in doing the research? Does she/he take into account her/his 

own prejudices? Does the researcher present her or his interpretation as an 

objective description, as in the words of Nicholson "like a view from nowhere," 

(1990, p. 9). I often wonder when 1 listen to myself and others speak and write 

who it is that is speaking and writing the words 1 hear. 

Each of us seems to speak in many different voices. Sometimes 1 think we 

mereiy mouth culhial clichés. Sometimes 1 attach a label to what 1 hem. 1 Say: 

"This sounds lü<e femùiist thought and/or postmodern thought"; "conservative" 

or "radical" thought. Sometimes what 1 hem appears to be monolithic; at 0th- 

times it shows traces from aU over the interpretational map. 

To show my interpretational standpoint, 1 s h e d  one story from personal 

experience. More than any other experience, this one has left an indeiible 

impression on m y  life. This expience, shaped, and continues to shape, my 

interpretational gaze. 



Emotions have often received much bad press. They are reguded as 

negative sensations, to be avoided at aiI costs. Yet emotions are an essential and 

unavoidable part of who we are. In education, brushing emotion aside is easy, 

especiaîiy given h t  "[iln teaching and in all learned professions it is a justifiable 

source of @de to be scienüfic in one's approach to things" (Jersild, 1955, p. 51). 

Yet, many wrïters such as Eisner (1991), Jagger 6 Bordo (1990) and Trapedo- 

Dworsky & Cole (1996) recognize that vulnerability and uncertainty may be 

Men& rather than foes in a àiscourse for a deeper understanding of both 

ourselves and others. However, on much of the academic terrain 1 have 

travded, it has been my experience that any display of vulnerability, unceffainty 

or any other emotion often calls forth labels as weak, base, unxholarly. Oakley 

(1981) expresses best why this may be so, 

While everyone has feelings, our society defines cognitive, intellectual 
or rational dimensions of experience as superior to being exnotional or 
sentimental . . . Through the prism of our technologicai and rationalistic 
culture, we are led to perceive and feel emotions as some irrelevancy 
or impediment to getting things done. (p. 40) 

Yet many courageous women and men have shown the power of vulnerability 

and uncertainty in the search for human understanding. Rich (1976 ) reveals the 

place of vulnerability in her writing process, ". . . for many months 1 buried my 

head in historical research and anaiysis in order to delay or prepare the way for 

the plunge into areas of my own life which were painfui and problematical, yet 

from the heart of whkh this book has corneJ8 (pxviii). Greer (1986) speaks to the 

power of uncertainty. Cher8 when living with some of the poorest pesants in 

Europe, found that "those three months destroyed di my certainties and taught 



me the reality of the plualism I had always argued for inteliectually and never 

really understood" (p. xiv). 

in educationai lesearch I also learned to be suspiaous of my own 

experience and understanding as legitimate how1edge in favour of a more 

dispasiomte, objective approach. My graduate research joumai written in 1991 

best captures these sentiments : 

I haw always had n hnunting, sad,feeing deep wifhin, resting donnant in a cloud 

of unease, hovering backand firth in silence, in shadows. 

One day I heur a wice. Ir sounds hollow, pretentious, didactic. I have now 

become the hained master, an expert reseurcher, sorneone with an acceptable and yet 

unapproc~chable voice. 

The sutfae has worn fhin. 

I sit and ny because I know thaf wice is mine. Why am I su tightly bound by 

silence? Perhaps I have been conditioned to disown my motions nof only in academic 

Iife but in ofhe* areas of l fe as well. 

What do we lose in teaching and in educational research when we insist upon 

seeing emotion as the enemy of rational thought? 

We may trap ourselves in duaiist thought that separates reality into pairs 

of oppsites. This pracüce b "so deeply entrenched in our culture that we tend 

to think of dualities not as culhirally dependent beiiefk but as essential, God- 

given prinaples of reality'' (Monteath, 1993, p. 5). Such dualistic thinking may 

be traced back to modemist epistemology which sees true lcnowledge as that 

obtained through the application of rationai thought 



Not only do we divide thought into rational/irratiod but this either/or 

thuiking leaves its imprint on other duaijties rmch as the theory/practice divide. 

Cornpartmentalipng ourselves in this way r d t s  in the fragmentation of being. 

A comparfmentalized existence is typical of Me in our culture. What is to be 

gained by abandoning a non-emotional prpcüve in research? Can emotion be 

a virtue in research? Kierkegaard wrote that 'The conclusions of passion are the 

only diable ones'' and "What our age lado is not reflection but passion" 

(Kierkegaard in Kaufinannf 1956, p. 18). And yet, lest we forget, Hitler was a 

passionaïe speaker who laundied a passionate campaign. In championhg the 

role of emotion, 1, therefore. c d  for the licence to both think and feel in our 

institutions of leamhg while at the same time being ever watduul of dangerous 

carnpaigns and dangerous solutions. 

Although value-free thought, quiddy said, seems to suggest detadunent 

and absolute obj&vityf all  of us interpret from the vantage point of out values 

and beliefs, be they political or philosophical. We all make prejudgments that 

condition what we experiencef what we describe. and what we interpret. Dewey 

(1966/1916) said "we do not antiapate results as mere Ui te l l~a l  onlookers, but 

as persons concemed in the outcorne, we are partalcers in the process which 

produces the resuit" ( p. 102). Notwithstanduig what Dewey said, many 

educational researchers believe that research should be fcee of the prejudgments 

of the researchers. Some educational research even daims to be unbiased. That 

this is so refiects the widely held asmmption that it is not only possible but in 

ha desiable to remove al l  subjectivity from the research process. But the 

researcher's subjectivity is an inevitable component of the research process, and 

it is fooiish to think a marcher can somehow, magidyf stand outside the 

process. The choice of one research topic against another, the research questions 



asked, the conceptual friimework used, the constructs explored, the style of the 

presentation as weil as personal style, ai l  refiect and reveal the subjectivity of the 

research Such contemporary researchers as Kirby and McKenna (1989 ) also 

re-d a researcher to be cognizant of this "conceptual baggage" that inevitably 

shapes the reseamh process. They suggest this may be done by looking at how 

one's experience conhibutes to or Worms the research process. Later, they 

suggest that when this self-refiection happens, a marcher becomes "another 

subject in the research process and another dimension is added to the data" (p. 

53). As a reseâ~cher, 1 must continually pose questions to myself regarding the 

relationship between myself and my research. In this way, 1 can bring emotion to 

the research in a reasonable way. 

1 think my curious and somewhat suspicbus nature has its roots in my 

story of personal experience, shared earlier. Perhaps it is also understandable 

why in addition to narrative inquj. and hermeneutics, I should also be drawn to 

existentialism. 

Existentialism is not a philosophy, nor a school of thought reduaible to 

any set of tenets, but rather a label for many different revolts against traditional 

philosophical thought (Kauffman, 1956, p. 11). At heart, existentiaiism may 

captivate any man or woman who refuses to 'Wang to any school of thought," 

is suspiaous of the "adequacy of any body of beliefs,'' and shows "a marked 

dissatisfaction with traditional philosophy as superficial, academic and remote 

from Met' (Kaufmann, 1956, p. 12). Because the revolutionary na- of 

existentialism is similar to bot. postmodern and feminist thought, 1 find myseif 



drawn to aU three movements. 1 am always somewhat hesitant (although 1 do it 

reaàily enough) to assign individuai thinkers to any one general movement, 

wondering whether they would appreciate the Company or camp that they have 

been made to keep or are descr i i  as. There are many ideologies that describe 

feminism and postmoderism. I am, thedore, reiuctant to slot myself into any 

one academic or philosophicai pigeon-hole, whatever its label. Rather? 1 am 

appreciative of those human beings, who can, as Einstein said, "see with th& 

own eyes and feel with their own hearts" (Einstein, 1984, p. 50). For me, this 

means there are many teachers and many diverse fields of study in which to 

leam. My teachers are thus many and varied. ïhey range from Virginia Woolf 

(master at writing both the informa1 and formal essay), Mckenzie and 

Christopher (two children who have taught me much about Me), and my fathes 

(master ai examining two opposing thoughts at once while sti. honouring the 

simpliaty of M e  itself). M y  own experience and refiecfion on it has also been my 

teadier. 1 believe self-undexstanding is an important component of the research 

process, notwithstanding that it is hard work to "rethink" who we are and how 

we relate to each other and society. In addition to these personai innuences a 

number of phiiosophical/thinkers have contributeci to my thinking. These 

various philosophers/thinkers explore the need for carefui examination of the 

structure of knowing and who we are in relation to the world. 

By chance, 1 touch upon one of my favorite books containing the letters 

Rilke (1992 ) has written to a young pet. I have not read far when 1 find "go 

within and sale the depth of your being from whkh your very Iife springs forth" 



(p. 7). These words of Rilke seem wise. They bedcon me to begin near, with 

what is dose at hand, with myself and my own unexarnined asaunptions. Yet, 

when 1 read m e ,  1 eXpenence familiar k h g s  of discornfort at the thought of 

peering within. When 1 examine these f d h g s  1 wonder: Have many of m y  

waking hours been spent slQmming the surface of things? Do 1 seek the security 

of superficiality, rather than ask the pestions that open the way to what Caputo 

(1987) has callecl the "abyss within" (p. 269). As Levin (1985) has pointed out, 

most of us are so ought up in our everyday world that we do not question very 

deeply our understanding of Seing. Levin says that we are bom with the gift of a 

rudimentary pre-understanding of Being-as-a-whole but both the world in which 

we live and "our own inveterate tendenaes stand in the way of our access to an 

authentically lived ontological understanding" (p. 12). Yet avoid it as we might, 

the question of who we are is always before us. 

This question of who we are as Beings-in-the-world is central to this study. 

Largely unexamined notions of self do much to determine the way we educate 

our children. In a sense, through the education we provide them, we are shaping 

their Being in the world, and either facilitating or standing in the way of 

authentidy lived ontologid understanding (of Being). However, before 1 look 

at how we know our Being-in-the-world, 1 want to look at "knowing" itself. 

How do we know what we know? The Enlightenment said we know 

through Reason. As children of the Enlightenment, we have inherited the myth 

that we can reason our way out of confusion. Yet the supremacy of Reason itseif 

needs to be cded into question (Fiax, 1991, p. 10). The father of phenomenology, 



Edmund Husserl, was one of the first Western philosophers to provide a critique 

of Reason as the supreme way to know reaIity- His phenomenology examined 

the structure of experience itseif. Husserl showed how the consciousness of the 

subject-knower (intentionaiity) is aiI-important in knowing the world. In The 

Question of the 0 t h  Peperrak (1989), takes up the pmblematic concept of 

Husserlian phenomenology of intentionality (the structure of experience itself) as 

critiqued by Levinas. Husserl contributed much to out understanding of human 

experience; however in trymg to enamine the structure of out consciousness of 

the worki, our experience becornes hed, reduced, obscureci. '?In a way, its 

meaning is not given, but rather impose&' (Peperzak, 1989, p. 6). Varda, 

Thompson and Rosch (1993) speak to the irony of Husserl's procedure "although 

he daimed to be turning philosophy toward a direct f&g of experience, he was 

actualiy ignoring both the consensual aspect and dwa ernbodied aspect of 

experknce" (p. 17). 

In Husseri's phenomenological reductionism, it is not the things 

themsdves that are so dearly revealed but the conditions, relations, and 

pempectives reified through language. Perhaps this shows the difficuity with the 

elusive nahue of language in both bringing us back to iived experience and 

making it Say what we intend. As Merton (1972) said, "When we Say what a 

thing is, or what we are doing, we thinl< we fully grasp and experience it . . . 
Verbalization - tends to cut us off from genuine experience and to obscure our 

understanding instead of ïncreasing it" (p. 36). 

To sum up then, Husserl daimed his phenomenological reduction helped 

us know reality directîy, but instead, by applying his method, we get to know the 

conditions, relations, and perspectives of reality. Part of the problem is that the 

language Husserl uses, and Ulat we ail must use, not only enables us to d d b e  



reality' but it also pushes reaIity away fiom us. Instead of knowing dïrectly, we 

know it through words. And words impose a "stop-action" on events Uiat are 

continually on the go. In OUI min& - the intentional world - we c m  stop- 

action, but not so in the extensional world. Perhaps this is why the arts are so 

important in our lives. W e  do not know reality/experience directly through the 

arts either. But we do know reality/experience differently through the visual 

arts than we do through language. 

As dddren of the Enlightenxnent8 we may equate the language of Reason 

with the purest description of reality/human experience. Certainly words shape 

our experience. In a very real sense, we are bom into a scripted society, a society 

which is shaped and which shapes us hough structures based on a literate 

understanding of the world. Through questioning what we consider knowledge 

to be, through dismvering who created that knowledge, through analyzing the 

concepts and d e s  used to make meaning and determine whose experiences are 

valid for knowledge-making, we may corne to understand the scripts by whkh 

we live and can perhaps change if we so dioose. 

If our knowledge does Iittle more than s p w  'the categories in whidi the 

sipficance of one's life rnust be contained' which is what Reason sometimes 

does, then Reason' logos, is not enough. It fails to help us understand ourselves 

and others in a richer and more compassionate way. 

Ktishnamwü helps us to "thuik" further on these things. Krishnamuxti 

(1967) said, "To think about the problem is not to understand. It is only when the 

mind is silent that the truth of what is unfolds" (p. 41). 1 think it wodd be a 

mistake to suggest that Krishnamurti renounces thinking. To do so would only 

perpetuate dualistic thought that he daims is so prevaient in Western thought. 



Instead, 1 think KnshnamUrfi points us badc to the knowledge of the body to 

complement the knowledge acquired through Reason and language. 

Modem History may be written in absence of the body. As Bernian (1990) 

says, "History gets Wfitten with the mind holding the penff (p. 110). Perhaps to 

understand more deeply involves a shift towards aii history being written by 

(the rnind of) the victors. 

Heidegger's Being and Time (1962) is often aedited with adding great 

dimension to out thoughts on M g .  What might be central to his thinking, 

Nietszche-like in charader, is primariiy thus: tradition has fought to suppress the 

life and truth of the body. Of relevance to this study are Heidegger's three 

dimensions of ernbodied human existence: the period of the infant, in which we 

enjoy primordial understanding; the period of the aduithood in which we may 

become disconnected from the material world; and the period of maturity in 

which we may regain a deeper sense of Being. These are not necessarily 

sequential stages but can be, rather, simuitaneous ones. Perhaps more than any 

other book. Heidegger's Being and Time opens the discourse on Being. Also of 

central importance to thiç study is its argument that knowing and being cannot 

be separated. As I read the Iater Heidegger, he not ody realizes the importance 

of pre-understanding as a way to deepen our awareness of our qerience,  but 

he seems to be calling for the integration of knowledge of Being with our 

everyday existence. 

If we develop a Heideggerian understanding of Being through allowing 

our mincis to be silent in the KrishnamUrfi sense, then what shall we do with our 

new understanding? To understand something in a deeper and more 

meanin@ way may mean a c d  to action. This does not mean that we simply 

acknowledge the social and political nature of human Being but that we act on 



this deeper understanding to change ourselves and society. This may mean we 

have to abandon many of our daily habits and socially prescribed behaviors. We 

must simultaneously remember who we are as human beings and caii into 

question what behg human means. This may make us f d  extremely vulnerable. 

But vulnerability does not necessarily make us weak-it can make us 

strong. Thn,ugh vuinexability we may begin to become more whole. In this way, 

we may confront the conditions that bind us, that keep us living the unexamined 

life. Caputo (1987) suggests this to be a possiiility, and pays homage to Meister 

Eddiart as one of the great masters of disruption. Caputo daims that through 

disruption one is automaticdy throm into the discodort of having to think 

through and also against the "grain of everyday conceptions" (p. 268). Caputo, 

not unlike Rilke, cab  us to use this disruption to enter that place he refers to as 

the "abyss within," wherein through a scrutinization "of our mundane existence 

the flux is e~po~ed, where the whole trembles and the play irruptsf' (p. 269). 

Sigri~osts to the Text 

In chapters 1 and 2,1 briefly exploreci what 1 believe to be important 

considerations related to doing this research. 1 asked: As researcher~~ are we 

conscious of our cultual, historical, and gendered set of values? As often 

happens, these opening questions lead to other, related questions. 1 t h d o r e  

aiso ask: How might these values help to further particuiar social and political 

views? Is a particular line of thought enabling or disabhg for some members of 

Society and not others? Is there the possibility for furthering critical thought 

between those who t d  their stories and the other? 1 explore these questions 



more deeply, believing them to be iinked to larger concems such as the social, 

political, and ethical dimensions in the research process. 

As I mentioned, 1 find any fom of domination oppressive. As a woman, 1 

work within an education system that more o h  than not is dominateci by out- 

dated traditions and rules. Yet, 1 have at times been a willing accomplice in 

perpetuating the domination of su& thought. 1 suspect that many men and 

women feel as if they have done Iikewise. This suspicion cornes fiom my 

experience and from the work of many theorists in education who are sezvchhg 

for ways to open conversations about the construction of knowledge and 

question its status in our d h u e  ( Code, 1991; Giroux, 1991; Lyotard, 1984). My 

suspicion also comes h m  the many expressions I have both witnessed and 

participated in for the sake of sociaiization of both boys and @ris in our ctiiture. 

1 shall never forget the sight of my six year old brother when he buried his doil to 

live a socidy acceptable existence. Nor shall 1 forget a female colleague who 

labelled a grade five boy "an immature sissy" because girls were his primary 

companions. And, of course, I shall never forget the little girl who asked me why 

is it that 1 (her teacher) often caiied on boys to answer questions in o w  math dass 

when "@Is h o w  the anmers too". 

It is my hope that this research remain an open dialogue for all who care 

to share in it. Caputo (1988 ) speaks to such a possibiiity, suggesting 

participation in a dialogue that enables us to consider many possible alternatives 

through an awareness of the construction of language in and through relations 



Language arises b m  plurality, from the ciifference between us, so that 
to listen to someone else is ahvays to be instnrctedI that is, to hear 
something which is not out own. The idea is not to bring ail discourse 
under the d e  of reason? of the universai which extinguishes 
pivficulars, which would eventualiy be to dence everyone, but to keep 
the lines of communication open, fot there can be no end to the 
novelty and otherness that arises when people get together. (p. 69) 

As Merleau-Ponty (1962 ) has Wntten 'We don't lose the Me of Cunosity as 

long as we keep the question before us, who are we?" (p. 81). For me this means 

being more conscious of who we are in relation to others. 



Search for Consciousness: Out of Silences 

1 became most acuteiy aware of my own seardi for consciousness when 

in 1990, I came upon the book,Thr Dranuz of the Giftul Child (originally 

published as P*isonm of Childhooa) by Swiss psychologist, Mce Miller. 

Miller's (1990a) work urges us to address the near de& of educationai 

writing on the personal experiences of children within educational contexts. 

Her research on childhood is seminal; however, it is the vulnerabiiity offered 

through her own story of chiidhood that begs us to re-evaiuate our consaous 

identity and its meaning- 

Through her own childhood story, Miller (l990a) shows that a search 

for comciousness may be akin to an "escape from the labyrinth of self- 

deception and self-accusation" (p. ix). For Milier, this 'self-deception' and 

'self-accusation' broke down when she was able to tecognize those limiting 

belief patterns that had become a barrîer to understanding her own üfe. 

Certainly for Miller, the break with these limiting beiiefs began the process of 

her own liberation. This process proved to be an arduous task spanning some 

fifteen years. In many ways, it was a never ending process, storied through 

Miller's many books. Miller's own words (1990a, p. wü) best capture this 

process: 

1 was amazed to discover that 1 had been an a b d  M d  . . . M y  
discovery also showed me the power of repression, which had kept me 
from leaming the tmth al1 m y  life, and the inadequacy of 
psychoanalysis, which even reinforced my repression by means of its 
decep tive theories. 



Miller recognizes the abstractions filtered through the study of philosophy, as 

well as her training in p~ych~ânalysis~ as being b d e r s ,  denying truths buried 

in her personal history. 

Bateson (1994), in her book Pm!heral Visions, daborates on a s i d a  

theme of needing to overcome the presuppositions our culture has imposed 

on us. Bateson encourages us to cast aside famüiar learning habits and 

explore o u  discomfort, those places of disruption of the m a l  that often 

occut on the periphery of out lives. Bateson tells how this may happen. She 

states that our "experience is structured in advance by stereotypes and 

idealizations, blurred by caricatures and diapams" and when we have 

experiences not explallied by those stereotypes and idealizatiors, we feel 

discomfort and disruption (p. 5). Bateson helps us to understand why we 

must look at our patterns of knowing as weli as the importance of 

anthropologicd examination. Anthropology shows us lives and cultures that 

depart kom the usual. She sees anthropology as the study of the way other 

cultures dismpt what we take for granted. Bateson encourages us to view the 

unfamiliar as a challenge r a b  than as a threat to our well-being. By 

embracing disruption we may expdence Iife in a fider and richer way. 

To go within and for hours not to meet anyone - that is what one 
needs to attain. To be lonely as one was lonely as a M d r  with adults 
moving about, entangled with things that seemed big and important, 
because the grownups looked so offiaous and because one couid not 
understand any of theh doings - that must be the goal. And when 
you realize one day that their activities are superfiaal, that the* careers 
are paralyzed and no longer linked with life, then why not look at the 
world as a child would see it - out of the depths of your own world, 



out of the breadth of your own aloneness, which is itseif work and 
rank and career? (Rillce, 1992, p. 54) 

My preoccupation with the need to be more conscious of who I am as 

an ad& in relation to chifdren, guides me to meet with initial perceptions, 

narnely chüdhood realities that are both the fondation for, and the topic of, 

this inquiry- These childhood reafities carried deep inside me are old, yet 

almost too famihr, n o  layered, n d e d  inside, becoming a part of who 1 am 

as an adult. It is my hope that this research wilI continue to push me into 

those silent places that may, paradoxically, become the place from whïch 1 

speak. If 1 ail to address my discodort and the conditions surrounding it, 

then 1 remain cornpliet with the monolithic approach to meaning embedded 

within a curriculum of which, when 1 was a child, or as a woman or as a 

teadier 1 have never felt to be a part. It is the discornfort because of these 

three identities, wedded within me that begs me to question, to reach into the 

silence aeated by the epistemology within which I grew up. It is &O this 

discornfort, ever-present, that outlines the places within which 1 begin my 

inquiry. 1 corne face to face with the abyss within, the silent, empty place 

given to me as a chiid by a sodety that told me not only how to think, but 

what to think. 

Within the silent abyss, dose to my own heart, 1 begin to recognize one 

of the sources of my diffidties with education. Here too is the space of 

possibilities opening out of the measureless abyss. To recognize the source of 

diffidties and the possibility of a path opening from that source, is to name 

this stniggle, to name the fight for my own voice coming out of the 

measureless abyss. My own pen that long ago surrendered to some 0th- 

authorities, creates text. 



1 believe each of these authorïties of m y  chiiàhood, to varying degrees, 

o v d y  as well as covdy,  through social patteming and conditioning, often 

renders children speechles* But where may the speeciùessness end up if not 

in some fossilized fonn - the silent ad& 

1 have leamed that silence may be a two-edged sword, both with the 

power to hide and the power to narne. For many months I buried myself in 

the history of childhood and child development, considered and reconsidered 

my research approach, raead notes, and continued to read iiterahire 

partïdarly as it relates to silence. My propositional knowledge seemed such 

that 1 could present a fairly good argument concerning m y  choice of method, 

and the source and significance of choice of topic. Although 1 fdt confident 

intellectually, 1 &O felt sad, angry, empty - the latter emotions, signahg to 

me the fact that mine was an arid intdectualism. In response, 1 began to try 

and fïxad theorists whose work served to make legitimate the place of feeling 

in academic work, a subject introduced in Chapter 2 No longer able to avoid 

the awkward silence of my own childhood (as an aduit 1 believe I had become 

hardeneci to this süence), evenhially 1 took a rdedive tum toward young 

children, both the chiid 1 once was, and those 1 taught as an adult. If one is in 

the body most of the time then there is no reason to nui from the silence of 

the void (Berman, 1990, p. 20). Stripped of my props, my ordinary 

smoundings, my books, my role as teacher, the theones 1 have leamed to 

hide behind, I sank badc into the pages of my journal, to touch the slippery 

wings of silence: 

1 remember tualking with Ashrnf on a cold, snowy, winter day and in our 

walking there was silence, silence as shnrp as a rotor's edge. I remember 

Ashraf piercing the silence commenting thnt we had corne a very long tuhile 



without saying n word. This behavior, he noted, did not seem to be typical of 

I i f é  as ho hpd corne to know it in North America. We talked about w h t  

silence reveats and conceals* 

These thoughts, from my journal, are fKnn a long time ago. Perhaps 

questions that lïve between Ianguage and silence never leave but, like al l  

things that realiy matter, they resurface. As Berman (1990) says: 

It is as though silence could disdose some sort of tenibly fnghtening 
Void. And what is being avoided are questions of who we are and what 
we are actually doing with each other- These questions live in our 
bodies, and silence forces than to the surface. (p. 20) 

Silence may have Merent levels of intensity and yet, as Berman says, 

certain situations "echo the lessons leamed in our bodies from childhood . . . 
they are miaocosms of our entire civilization" (1990, p. 20). Seeing my 

brother for the first time in an institution is an experience that will aiways 

stay with me. Lîke any event that has the power to dismpt a life, ît  first jelled 

and then became indelibly fiwed in my mind. 1 beiieve it is this incident that 

points to the silence inside of me, yet, the circumstance with my brother is 

not merely individuai and private but an experience that 1 believe 

encapsulates the Lessons we leam through growing up in Western society. 

A volume of wide-ranging articles, Reclniming the Inner Child (1990), 

helps lay bare these lessons of dddhood. However, more important and yet 

dosely inteitwined with my experience of growing up in OUI Westem Society, 

this book challenges us to reclaim an inner sense of who we are. The authors 

suggest this sense inevitably becornes lost to us in childhood. The authors 

&O contend that in all cultures one's identity is heavily conditioned by what 

happens in childhood; childhood is the place in which suffering begins, and is 



the reason suffering remains with us. No one escapes chiîdhood unscathed. 

mer (1990b) suggests, in an essay in the aforementioned book, that Me is 

fidi of myths and illusions "because the truth wouid often be unbearable'' (p. 

126). She then goes on to say that th- is always pain before we realize a new 

ievel of personai truth. But if we shy away from the pain, we may have no 

option but to content ourselves with the conceptual thought of others. We 

could, for example, read Freud about other people's painhrl experiences. "But 

then we [would] remain in the sphere of illusion and selfdeception" (p. 127). 

Miller points to the fact that we manage to swive  suffering by aeating 

illusions and myths by which to live. W e  rnay need to choose our myths and 

illusions carefuiiy for çome may be better to live by than othets. 

e Lost World of : To Be Nobo& 

When 1 looked into my brother's eyes so many years ago, it seems like 

part of me became lost in the horror of that moment. My words 'and part of 

me was dead, as dead as my brother's eyes had now become' best caphues how 

1 felt. It was as if in leaving my brother behind 1 became a nobody - a 
walking, lonely, abstracted being. It seerns to me that being a no-body is not a 

problem peculiar to me alone. 1 have met many no-bodies so far in my 

joumey through life. W e  live lüe at a distance from ourseIves and others. 1 

h o w  this only too weU. 

h his I and Thou, the title of which I beiieve captures the essence of 

what it means to be human, Buber (1958) observes that rdationships between 

human beings have become abstractions in our Society. Instead of seeing the 

"other" as "thou," we see her/him as "it". Buber reminds us that the child 



knows of no separation of 1 and It (It is interesthg to note here, that 

"identity" is fiom the Latin "same as"). Is that why 1 felt as if 1 had lost part of 

myseIf, part of my body, the day 1 saw my brother sIated to become a thing, 

l d e d  behind the bars of an institution? Yet, perhaps as Rilke suggests, both 

children and adults pay a pnce in denying what the M d  knows intuitively 

- that there is no self without other in dation. Paradoxidy, then, pain 

through alienation rnay serve a vital link to life. Pain forces us to feel the 

world, to come badc to those feelings that have lost a home rather than to 

continue to be distanced from thern. Pain rnay mean we come back into 

relationship with others. This rnay mean rehuning to the parts of ouselves 

that we have hidden from our comcious awareness, to the parts that h o w  

the fear of the world, the fear of each other, and the fear of death itself. 

A tum to the body rnay mean a turn towards life in its full-bodied- 

alonenes. It rnay mean we face ourselves regarding the painful issues arising 

from the way we treat each other. This is why 1 feel that the most important 

questions are questions of the other. In essence, we rnay be trying to return to 

a more complete, less fragmenteci, sense of self. 1 feel this is only possible by 

being in relationship with others. Perhaps this is why certain truths appear 

unbearable. In a very real sense, the abyss within rnay aduaily be the 

unbearable gap between self and other. 

It is therefore a special concem of this study to explore how the strands 

of self are constituted as we move thiough schooling experiences as child, 

adult, and teacher. This exploration is a quest for deeper understanding of the 

experience of self in relation to other human beings. More specifically, I hope 

it will develop out of the silences into an open conversation between child 



and adult and through schooling events. Through dialogue may corne a 

more embodied sense of self, 



Seif and Society, and the Multiple "I's" of Teacher Identity 

This above all-to thine own self be tme, 
And it must foilow, as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then be hilse to any man. 

(Shakespeare: Hamlet 1. üi.) 

How many times do we say Y am not m y d  today," "she is not herseif 

today" or "you are not acting like yomeU-" What we fïnd in the preceding 

statements, quite cornmonplace in our culture, are several pervasive 

assumptions regarding the self. We seem to take it as a given bat we al1 have 

a self. But who is this self? What is this sel€? Furthmore, who are we, 

what are we, when we are not ourselves? 1 think of the injunction, 'to thine 

own seU be true'. What is this self that we must be true to it? 

The above statements imply that the self is a unified entity. In some cultures. 

however, there is no notion of a separate self, an 7'. But there are many 

theorists in the West, such as Laing (1961) who assert the existence of an 

inherently existing self. Laing proposes a binary opposition of "true self/false 

seif." In this construction, the true self is the inna, core self that endures 

unchanging and unchanged through the vicissitudes of Me, while the false 

self is the layers of let's pretend', the soaal and public masks that we Wear as 

- - 

A version of this chapter has been published. In M. Kompf, T- Boak, R Bond & D. Dworet 

(Eds.) . (1996)- Changing research and practice: Teachers' professionalism, idni tities and 

knowtedge- London: Falmer Press. 



arxn0u.r and disguise. When 1 spoke of king a 'no-body' in the previous 

section perhaps 1, too, was subsaibing to similar bipolar thinking about 

selfhood: 1 could either be a 'some-body' or a 'no-body'. 1 thought 1 was a 'no- 

body' because 1 lived at a distance h m  myself - but what was the self to 

which 1 lived at a distance? In looking for my core self, my true self, was 1 

looking for a chimera? 

Discourse sudi as Laing's (1961) on tnie and false selves suggests that 

there is a fixed distance between self and other. However, after revisitmg the 

texts on the formation and nature of self, and after reflecting on m y  own 

experiences and on those of m y  reseaxh participants, 1 have corne to think 

that self and other are not so rigidly and inflexibly located. The distance 

between self and other is not fixed. Sometimes it is greater, and self and other 

appear as two dixrete entities; sometimes it is smaller, and self and other 

appear to be as one. The ostensible boundarïes of the self - and, by 

extension, of the 0th- - are always in a constant state of flux To define the 

self as a discrete entity is to ignore the complexities of the L/thou dynarnic and 

to predude a more socially oriented notion of self. 

In this fourth chapter, 1 explore in greater depth the cultural notions of 

self-formation and identity that underpin our pedagogy and our teacher 

training. By exploring selfhood as a process of sociai interaction w e  may be in 

a better position to understand the extent to which social nomis both delimit 

and embrace who we are as chiidren. as adults. and as teachers. Foilowing 

this line of thought, 1 have called this diapter "Self and society and the 

multiple "Ys" of teacher identity". 



To provide a context in which to discuss processes of self-formation, 1 

briefiy survey the history of ideas about knowledge. It is not necessary to 

r e m  to the historicai and contemporary debates regardhg the construction 

and nature of howledge. Neither shouid it be necessary to daborate upon 

the long-standing and deeply entrenched tensions between the reductionism 

of positivistic science and the holistic understanding of experience as 

knowledge-finding or knowledge-making activities. For our purposes. it is 

enough to point to them as exisüng. What is important for our task, 

however, is to point out that because we have so privileged saentific 

rationaiism, its assurnptions about the nature of true knowledge have 

permeated and continue to permeate OUI thinking on the name of the self, 

and have made it difficuit to gain an understanding of the nature of the self 

that resonates with our lived experience of ourselves. Until very recently, 

scientific inquUy has discounted context and discounted the mind-body 

conneaion and, thus, has ignored the contexhial complexïties of self-identity 

and its embodied nature. 

This sense of disconnection and disembodiment has plagued us since 

Plato's nie  Republic. This inceptive work put forth the notion that cognitive 

activity could and should be separateci from bodily awareness and activities. It 

promdgated the supremacy of rational thought, that is, "rîght teason" over 

embodied experience. The privüeging of disembodied rational thought 

continued unabated through to the Enlightenment when it found its 

ultimate expression in the philosophy of Descartes. His dictum, "cogito erg0 

sum" encapsdates the notion that a capabilïty for abstract reasoning is the 



hallmark of the true thinker and the true self. By extension, knowledge 

acquired through the application of abstract reasoning - the general 

prinaples and universal laws of mathematics and the pure saences - 
becomes the one true howledge. For over k e e  hundred years, the 

Cartesian notions of self, 'Right Reason', and true knowledge reigned 

virtually undiallenged. 

RecentIy, however, many thinkers have begun to address the 

problernatic nature of disembodied thinking. Not only has it led to a 

repudiation of the knowledge of the body and of the embodied knowledge 

that is experience, but it has also encouraged us to see reality in ternis of 

oppositions and not in tenns of continuities. We see bladc and white, or true 

selves and false selves, some-bodies and no-bodies. Furthemore, we see no 

interconnedion, no interdependence, between the discrete categories of black 

and white, true selves and false selves, some-bodies and no-bodies. We 

construct a world of "either/or8' that predudes the possibility of "neither/nor 

but both". In so doing, we shortchange ourselves. As Capra (1982 ) states, "It 

is important, and very difficult for us . . . to understand that these opposites 

do not belong to different categories but are extreme pole of a single whole" 

(p. 35)- 

We also see knowledge (that is, the knowledge obtained through the 

application of 'Right Reason8) and experience as two polar opposites. We 

then compound OUI foiiy by giving science "the authority to explain even 

when it denies what is most immediate and direct - OUI every day 

experience" (Varda, Thompson, & Rosch 1993, p. 12). And should our 

experience be at variance with the findings of out science, we think OUI 

experience and not our science is at fault. The self is one of the things we 



have laoked to science for aplanation, But the answers that we have 

teceiveci have not been satisfactory. 

Scientific approaches to understanding the nature of the seif, such as 

Watson's behaviorist theories of the 1930s, have largely ignoied the embodied 

nature of the self. AImost from the üme of its publication, Watson's 

behaviorist approach (Ra&, 1994) drew criticism. Mead (1934) explored the 

mind-body dichotorny inherent m classicai theories of self. In partidar, 

Mead criticized Watson's behaviorism for trying to impose a structure on the 

self, and for delineating a single set of traits as constitutîng the basic substance 

of the self. Mead found both to be unacceptable. Mead posited self as process 

and not as a dearly defined and identifiable entity, unchanging through shifts 

in time and place: "The self is something whidi has a development; it is not 

initially there, at birth, but arises in the process of social experience and 

activity" (Mead, 1934, p. 135). 

1 take two key points from Mead's work. Firstly, Mead disputes 

competing theories that view the self as substantive rather than an ongoing 

process of experience. Mead's emphasis on process recognizes the basic 

temporaiity of experknce, experience that is grounded in iife itself. The self is 

in process r a b  than in a static structure unreiated to time and space. More 

recently, Kerby (1991) suggests a person is conceived of as an embodied 

subject ''The self, as impiied subject, appears to be inseparable from the 

narrative or Me story it constnrcts for itself or otherwise inherits . . . it is from 

this story that a sense of self is generated" (p. 6). 

Secondly, Mead views self as a social being and suggests human beings 

create meaning in their world through the pmcess of interaction with other 

selves. Mead does not deny the factual existence of objects and events, but he 



maintains that the signïficance and meanings of those events and objects cm,  

and do, change. For example, the fab that my pdmother  immigrated to 

Canada does not change, but the significance and meaning of this event 

changes over t h e  and according to the perspective of the person interpreting 

the event. 

Otha Miters have a h  expressed the notion of the self as a social 

being. Taylor (1989) says, "A self can never be describeci without reference to 

those who surround it" (p. 35). Like Mead and Taylor, 1 believe that a sense 

of self develops through transactions between the person and the world, 

through the personal, dtural and historical aspects of a shared narrative. 

The whole receives its definition fkom the parts, and reciprocaily, the parts 

can only be understood in reference to the whole. 

A self that develops through transactions is a shifting, changïng self 

inextricably bound to its context Kerby (1991 ) tells us that "The self is a 

social and linguistic constryct, a ne- of meaning rather than an unchanging 

entity" (p. 34). Merleau-Ponty (1962 ) similady takes us beyond the modemist 

dualities of Watson to suggest that as human beings we are in the world but 

also of the world. 'We are through and through compounded of 

relationships with the world" (p. xiii). The relationship between mind and 

body, body and world, rehuns us to life in the broadest possible way. These 

different aspects of our dationships are intereomecfed moments that can be 

separated oniy arüfiaaiiy for purposes of analysis. To separate is to abstract. 

As Mead (1934), Merleau-Ponty (1962), Kerby (1991), and Taylor (1989) 

suggest, identity formation is an on-going process that involves the 

interpretation and reinterpretation of our experiences as we iive through 

them. For this reason, focussing on tramactive relationships rather than 



linear modeis might provide a deeper understanding of the multiple "I"s of 

teacher identity. Like Taylor (1989), 1 imagine many "sources of the seif." 

Along with Mead's theory of the self, Dewey's (1938) notion that the 

longitudinal and lateral aspects of experience intercept and unite informs my 

understanding of teadier identity. Teacher identity is continually being 

informed, fonned, and reformed as individuals develop over time and 

through interaction with others. Commencing with this section, by 

interweaving stories of my own and other people's experience, I now begin to 

articulate some of the relationships that shape self-identity. 1 iiluminate 

various influences that shape teacher identity and 1 endeavot to understand 

factors that influence the continuous process of teadier identity- It is the 

simultaneity of these aspects which leads to the muiti-dimensional, 

multi-faceted nature of teacher identity. 

Atwood (1988) tells us: 

Tirne is not a h e  but a dimension, Iike the dimensions of space . . . . 
You don't look badc dong t h e  but down through it, like water. 
Sometimes this cornes to the surface, sometimes that, sometimes 
nothing. Nothing goes away. (p. 3) 

The three narrative fragments below have surfaceci for me. 

I never see my brother at school. At home we mke potato bombs together. 

We shnre secret passwords and play, sometimes like contented kittens, 

sometimes Iike war mongers. But I never see my brother at school. He lines 



up on one side of the school and I on the other. (I am the student, child of 

six.) 

I open the school door. It is massive, just as massive as the sinking feeling I 

always have when 1 get inside. I f  the wulls could speak what would they Say 

about the fone plasfered upon fhem, neuttal and sanitized, clean and quite 

respectable l z k  me?" (1 am the student teacher, the impostor.) 

1 walk into the school ofice. I see Chrisfopher. He is standing in the corner, 

head hung low, body mmpled againsf the wu11 . . . . Time stands still, his eyes 

meet mine. I did nof expect this "look" to sweep in from yesterday on the 

hands of foday. Not three feet away, stands our school mission statement, it 

begins: WE RESPECT THE CHILD. (1 am the teacher, caught off guard.) 

In reflecting badc and forth on these fragments, it is possible for me to 

make certain preconceptions, or theones and assumptions more expiicit, Chus 

opening the questions of how society, history and culture influence who we 

become as teachers. Doing this is consistent with Gadamer's (1991) notion of 

effective-historical consciousness in which an individual reflects on the 

historical and d t u r a l  forces that have made her or him. Through coming to 

know and understand those fo~ces, one comes to b w  Md understand her 

or his self in a more profound way. The individual cornes to recognize that 

her or his cherkhed beliefs, values, and attitudes are not his or hers by choice 

but are given, or encuiturated, by the historical and cultural context into 

which she or he is bom. In reflecting on the historical-CULturaI, the 

individual cornes to stand in a different relation to her or his society, and in 



being rdected upon, the Soaety also changes. Historical conxiousness thus 

brings an individual to a new understanding of self in relation to society. 

"Meaning is  what understanding grasps in the essential reciprocd interaction 

of the whole and parts" (EWner, 1969, p. 118). Having said this, I wonder 

about those pattems and parts that may never be named or understood. 

The second fragment presented above beginning "1 opened the school 

door . . ." portrays one of the feelings 1 had as a student teacher. RetumUig to 

school as teacher brought me in direct contact with those 'sinking feelings,' 

the ghosts of childhood agonies. Those childhood agonies were kn&g on 

the door in some distant room but could barely be heard against the backdrop 

of M d  devdoprnent models and theories 1 was being taught to absorb within 

the context of teacher education. 

Margaret Olson shares a similar story of Susan, a preservice teacher. 

Susan entered her preservice education determined to help all ciülàren. Her 

focus on special needs students in particuiar was a reflection of her story of 

her younger brother's experience as a specid needs student in elementary 

schools. One of Susan's preservice courses focused on assessment. As Susan 

leamed ail the theories that she initially imagineci wouid enable her to help 
W .  

students like her brother, she began to feei a sense of discornfort. She could 

not make connections between the decontextualized theories that she was 

mernorizhg and any of her stiU very uncertain beliefs of how to interact with 

students. Her reckoning came the day she was required to go out to a school 

and do a reading assessment on a partidar student. She had prepared 



carefully ahead of time in order to do the best job posm'be. However, she 

codd make no connections between the objective, standardized test she was 

expected to administer and the M d  sitüng in front of her. She descllied the 

actual situation to O h n  as "sitting with an &en" (Oison, 1993, p. 131). 

For Susan and for many other presenrice, inservice, and University 

teachers there is a tension between personal loiowledge of chiidxen (as in our 

own childhood histories) and the many objecüvist models in teacher 

education. Clandinin and Conndy (1992, p. 368) suggest that a predominant 

mode of teadier preparation grows out of a long tradition of the objective 

construction of knowledge that leads to distanced ways of knowingf which 

aiso limits the ability of the teacher to see oneself as a currîcuium maker. 

1 beiieve that the story of becoming a teacher begins early. As Mead's 

theories suggest, the present has meaning only as it relates to the past 

(histo y) and future (purpose). Jalongo and Isenberg (1995) illustrate how 

"teachers integrate their reminkences of childhood and theU present and 

fuhw actions" (p. 36). They do so with a story, Kindergarten Rebel, told by 

Mark Connelly. Mark tells of being reprimanded by his kindergarten teacher 

for attempting to join the girls at the "kitchen table where the females of the 

dass leamed to serve tea and coolcies like proper young ladies" (p. 37). He 

knew he would be allowed out of the "think box" if he could apologize 

convincingly enough. However, in this parti& instance, when his teacher 

asked Mark if he had anything he wanted to teli her, he replied, "Yes. 1 don't 

think that it is fair that boys aren't allowed to play m the kitchenff (p. 37). He 

goes on to describe the situation that folîowed: 



ConjTdmt that I held the high moral ground, I nwaited a stirnulating debate. 

Instend, a look of rage swept aross my teacher's face as she spat ouf, "Young 

m n ,  I thought that I told you fo corne back here and think about your poor 

behavior. Apparently, you did no thinking at all. You mil vend the 

remaining hour of the moming nght here, and I don't want to hear another 

word out of your mouth!" (p.  38). 

Now a high school teacher, Mark condudes that 'qooking badc on it now, 1 

reaüze what Mrs. McWilliams gave to me duruig that hour in the 'thinking 

box' - an opportunity to contemplate my new role in iife as a defender of 

gender equity" (p. 39). 

Mark's story exemplifies that we are social beings and that preservice 

teachers' actions are neither tightly constrained by the pst nor strictly 

determined by present c ir~~]~~~tances .  Rather, preservice teachers are creating 

their world while also bwig shaped by it. 

One may wonder however, how preservice teachers will be free to act 

within their chosen profession, especiaily when traditional models of teacher 

education seem to be based on objectivist traditions that tend to sever muid 

from body, thereby eradicathg bodily history or personai knowledge. 1s it 

little wonder, then, that Susan felt like she was sitting with an &en? Was 

she not being fmed to assume a role that was in many ways foreign to her? 

As Britzman (1991) suggests, perhaps this is because, the stereotypical images 

of the profession compel preservice teahers to 'take on' an identity more 

than construct one . . . "becoming a teadiet may mean becoming sorneone 

you are not" (p. 4). When we assume an identity rather than construct one, 

we are approaching knowledge and understanding as 'hot-ourselves". We 



are in this way distanced from knowing and know1edge. To survive as a 

preservice teacher rnay mean to present oneself in a traditional, stereotypical 

way that does little to encourage "real" living relationships between human 

beings. CurentlyJ the emphasis on following prescriptive epistemologies, 

based on behaviorism and cognitivism, shape our theones of teadùng and 

learning (Noddings, 1992). 1 now tum directly to some of these theories to 

examine their influence on teacher identity- 

One would be hard pressed to find a preservice or inservice teacher 

who cannot recite Piaget's stages of chiid development. While such stage 

theories may provide usefui developmental indicators, they do little to help 

us understand the holistic significance or meaning of a Md's actions and of a 

chiid's relationship to his/her world. Yet teachers rely heavily on stage 

theories. We use thern to predict a chiid's academic progress and give us 

control over it. Our dependence on stage theones. 1 believe, causes us to 

ignore an organic relationship between M d  and adult. Kennedy (1986) 

speaks of the way in which so much education theory is "adultomorphicJ' 

taking some adult end-state as the nom toward which children should be 

socialized. A brief look at a class in child shdies reveab that one of the 

upcoming fiims, Breaking the child in, focuses on reinforcers, punishment 

and training sessions, aU based on sociaiizing diüdren into what many 

experts would regard as appropriate adult behavior- 0'NeiI.i (1989)dso 

suggests h t  cognitive approaches to chiid development f d  to recognize a 

'living cohesion' "in which the embodied self experiences itself while 



belonging to this world and others, clinging to them for its content" (p. 50). 

Of partidar devance to self identity and teacher identity (the two are 

inseparable but 1 separate them here for purposes of analysis) is the way in 

which children have been storied sociaiIy, intdectually and culturdly as 

being different from adults, despite the fact that we may know on a tacit levei 

that there exi& an indestructiible connedion between chiidmm and ad*. 

Van den Berg (1975) echoes this sentiment 

The child today has become separated from every thing belonging to 
the adult's Me. Nowadays, two separate states of human Me can be 
distinguished: the state of maturity, with a i l  the very mature attributes 
bdonging to it, birth, death, faith, and sexuaIity; and the state of 
immaturity, whidi lach these attributes. (p. 32) 

tlrhiie these theories reflect and are refiected in cultural values and 

beliefs, ignorïng the organic relationship between childhood and adulthood 

results in a compartmentalized self. M e s  (1972) sheds further light on how 

this situation has corne into beuig. In partidar he speaks about the souetal 

shift in education when children were separated from adults and sent off to 

schools to be educated en mas. Families were separated, and home and 

school became worlds apart My first story fragment of lining up on the 

opposite side of the school building from my brother epitomizes this 

fragmentation hdividuals are not only separated according to particular 

charaderistics (e.g. adult/child, male/female, white/bla&), but these 

categories also have different levels of status. This hierarchical frarnework is 

particuiarly problematic in regard to identity because it renders the chiId 

inferîor to the adult. The M d  is always found to be lacking. 1 believe the 

hierarchy inherent in stage theories of devdopment creates fragmentation 

both within ourselves and between ourselves and our students. An example 



of this himchical fragmentation h m  one's own past and one's students is 

shown in the foilowuig story told to me by a teacher/graduate student: 

1 went to the university libraty to copy a fm artiçles. As I went through the 

tumstile tu gain access to the Zibrary 1 noted just h m  unusunlly cromded the 

Iibray mas . . . . It occuned to me that the libranj was probably packed becnuse 

offïnal exams. This sudden thoughf produced an odd feeling in my gut. I 

wondered why I felt such an intense jëeling bubble up inside. I f  was dead 

silent. No visiting, just people sifting al1 alone, cramming and s t u . g  

themselves with the appropriate knowledge tu spif out lafer. I could not help 

remembering being in the same position as those *or studenfs!' I wmfed to 

leave as quickly as possible. I grabbed the articles and set fo my task at the copy 

machine. That familiar smell of the photocopy machine transported me k c k  

to the time when I was feaching . . . . I was now standing in front of thut 

machine as tencher. S frangely, 1 felt betfer. I would be the one giving the 

exam. (Cooper, 1995, p. 256) 

This story shows that, as the chiid moves towards becoming an 

"educated aduity the chiid is apprehended. Many theories of chiid 

development ask us to forget o d v e s ,  and yet to understand who w e  are, 

we must pay attention to outselves and to others in and through o u  

relationships. In attempting to replace the seif identity developed through 

the embodied history of the chiid with an imposed extemai reality, the 

pressure to confom may lead us to deny our sense of self identity when we 

perceive ourselves as separate objects. 



When our sense of self becomes compartmentalized, relationships 

with others are damaged. Little wonder then that, as "teacher," 1 was caught 

off-guard and uneasy by the look on Chdopheis face as he stood near that 

mission statement. Christopher's look remindeci me that our relationship 

with diildren affects us just as we affect them. For me, the mission statement 

epitomized the la& of Iived connection between addt and child in myself, in 

0th- teachers, and in developmental theories of self. 

Through Christophefs look 1 reaüzed we have lost our way. Yet 

despite my unease 1. too. became cornpliut in the many theories and band 

mission statements involving children that underpin our cultural stories. As 

Craig (1995 ) telis us. it is situations like this that "create the dilemmas that 

gnaw at my soul" (p. 24). Yet how codd it be any different when for many 

teachers in training (and 1 use this word advisedly) the story in traditional 

teacher education programs is so akin to the childhood experience of school, 

that they may not question the need for the story to be any different. And 

often, even if they do question the ne&, there may be few opportunities to 

express their concems. 

re Our P r d e d  . as Te* Begins 

Teacher identity is also embedded within the larger histoncal and 

cultural story of education. 1 shail now Iook at a brief history of education in 

North America, in general, and Canada, in partidar. Beginning in the mid- 

nineteenth century, Canadian schoois were viewed as "an important 

instrument of social cohesion - so necessary in an era of rapid change. It 

wouid bind the diverse social elements together with one set of values and 



political beliefs" flitley 6r Miller, 1982, p. 58). When Canada became a nation 

in its own right in 1867, the schools becme a crucial means for cementing a 

cohesive Canadian identity. Titley and Muer (1982) tell us: 

The new nation of Canada, a shaky amdgam of disparate entities 
unsure of its identity and future, looked to public education to forge a 
sense of unity and political loyalty. This was of parfidar concern in 
Ontario where the tactic employed was the 'Canadianization' of the 
curridum. Yet the new English-Canadian nationalism did not 
undermine one of the original purposes of the school - the inadcation 
of the Victorian puritan ethic. Canadian texts were equally redolent of 
a vigilant moralizîng as those they replaced. Social stability remained a 
central aim of education and the concept of Canadian nationaiity was 
wedded to this. (p. 58) 

Teachers were selected and trained to conform with this vision. This 

history has had a profound effkt on the identities of ail teachers: "So 

complete is the system, so carefdly is every contingency provided for, that the 

observer . . . is apt to feel that its completeness is perhaps its greatest defect" 

(Wilson, 1982, p.=). Currently, Canada's multiCULturalism poli& espouse 

"pluralism, diversity, and varïety, which, it is confidently maintained, are the 

essence of Canada's national identity" (Lupul, 1982, p. 211). Yet when this 

plwalism is focused at the level of individuais, "the pluralism rooted in 

ethniaty and thus the pluralism of language is ignored in the hope that it 

wiU somehow go away" (Lupul, 1982, p. 212). The following story told to 

Margaret Olson as part of a commentary (personal communication, February 

14,1994) by one of her students is a telhg example: 

Carla approached me ksitantly, suying she wodd  like to talk about the 

diflculties she was having in completing her practicum journal. She wanted 

to become a teacher to help others share in the advanfnges she felt she could 

bring back to the resemation where many of her people lived. Gzda had been 



educated off the reseme in a white, middle class, English speaking 

enaironment where she had thrïoed. She wanted to share the things she hnd 

learned with Native students who lioed on the reservation and whom she 

initially perceiued as less fortunate than kersev She mas tremendously 

excited about k practicunr placement which mas in a grade one O j z ï a  

immersion classroorn. However, this expmènce brought t e m f y i g  questions 

of selfidentity to the surfice for Carla. It soon beurne apparent to her how 

fùndamentally diffwent the Native culture was frqm the culture in which 

she had been educuted. She felt an overwhelming sense of loss when she 

realized thnt the grade one students were much more fluent in Ojibwa than 

she, who was taking a course in Ojiava for the first time. How could she 

teach these childien when she could not men speak the language? And if 

she could speak, whose vuice would she use? Where was hm sense of henelf 

as an Ojibwca woman? Everything she had learned to value in society (and in 

herseIf) mas brought into question as she realiied she had lost the essential 

connections she needed with her Native culture if she were going to help 

educnte these children. Who mas she anyway? 

As Carla's story perhaps reveals, lost voice represents lost identity. Loss 

of voice has also had similar consequences for women as teachers. When 

public schools were opened in the late nineteenth century, the inaeased need 

for teachers led to the employment of womeh As more women moved into 

teadiing positions, men moved up the educational hierarchy (Patterson, 1986; 

Urban, 1990) to become administrators or teacher educators. Patterson (1986) 

points out that "growth of professional cornmitment and responsibility 

arnong teachers was retarded by the obvious depreciation of the role of 



teacher and by the society's failtue to give women teachers e q d  place with 

theh male countefparts" (p. 58). 

Gnimet (1988) descriibes structures in ciassrooms and demands on 

teachers that perpetuate the established patermi authority where prediction 

and control siiences personal voices. In these dassrooms, the dominant 

discowe is ationalist and objectivist, detached and exnotion- free. Le Guin 

(1989) refers to this dominant discoutse as the "father tongue." She calls for a 

new discourse that involves also listening to the "mother tongue," the 

language of poor men, women, ami our chiidren. Teadiers who entered the 

profession found it nearly impossible to build and sustain the kinds of 

human relationships which would support the risk and trust necessary for 

learning to occu. as dassroorns became inaeasingly objective and 

impersonal. Instead, teachers were delivering their students to a patriarchy 

that disdained the private and the familiar. Gnunet states: "The ideal teacher 

 as one who could control the chïicûen and be controlied by her superiors" 

(p. 43). It is little wonder then, diat in taking on the presdbed role of 

"teacher," many feel like impostors. The presaibed role seems to imply 

abandoning the duld by perpetuating the notion that the child is a lesser 

being with no voice apart h m  the one we give him/her. In a setting where 

the private and the amüiar are denied, or where the private and fSlITtiliar feel 

out-of-place and awkward, neither teachers nor students wdi risk personal 

expression. Diffidties occur when multipliaty of meaning is suppressed in 

order to take on a single meanhg presaibed by those in authority. For these 

reasons 1 believe it is essential to look a iittle doser at how and why teachers, 

partidarly women, have been silenced over t h e .  



From P a w v :  A m t  I d e  

Fine (1987) documents the insidious push towards silence in 

low-incorne schoois. In essence, she shows us that c h i I h  leam to emulate 

pwivity and silence through the teachers (in most cases women) who have 

often been silenceci themselves. In partidar, her essay look at how 

conversations in schools are often closed- Fine shtes that ''a seifaitical 

analysis of the fundamental ways in which we teach children to betray their 

own voices is cruaai" (p. 172). Bdenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarde 

(1986), in linking self, voice, and mind, show us how integral voice is to the 

development of self-identity. It seems somewhat inevitable that voiceless 

children later go on to be voiceless aduits (and teachers). Our system of 

education with its emphasis on control, and the inevitable silenchg that 

results, is reproduced through our children who may themselves go on to be 

teachers. While it seems likely that we will always exped our young to 

subsaibe to certain values and beliefs that affect their sense of identity, 1 feel it 

is important to be both aware and critical of what it is that we are asking our 

children and teachers to become. Failme to be aware and critical may result 

in the continuous perpetuation of a "prescribed" and passive role, one that 

ultirnately affects us all. 

osts to the T e  

In this chapter 1 touched upon various aspects that influence our sense 

of self as teachers. In partidar, 1 have shown how such influences aeate 

tensions between systems and individuals. For an individual the problem 



arises when the muitiplicity of meaning is suppressed in order to take on a 

"presabd" d e .  This prescribed role often entails suppressing the personal 

voice in favour of an objective and distanceci voice. In such cases, 

individu& lacking power to define the situation are left with littie 

alternative but to assume the prescnied role. in other words, the dominant 

person or group does not need to take on the role of the other, while the 

subordinate m u t  do so or drop out of the system. If we ignore this situation, 

and the extent to which traditional models of education, educational theones, 

social  codes, and traditions delimit or limit wha we are, we do littie other 

than perpetuate non-current views that cause a fundamental la& of 

connection and greater responsibïlïty towards children. 

1 believe we need to become more aware of what happens when the 

multiplicity of selves, our many voices, are suppressed under a dominant 

discourse which has spanned centuries. As we become aware, 1 feel the need 

to take action within our institutions. 1 believe that by understanding 

selfhood as a process of social interaction we can explore the extent to whkh 

social noms both embrace who we are and what we may become through 

our action. 



Reseaxh and the Convergence of Pasonai and Ciilturai Saipts 

Early in my doctoral program, 1 member readmg h t  the method 

chosen by the d e r  should be compatible with the problem and goals of 

the inquiry (Watson, 1985). At that time, 1 completely agreed with UUs 

notion. I stiii agree, but wîth a caveat 1 believe that strict adherence to a 

single method does not allow the researcher to consider the taken-for- 

granted assumptions that underline her project, the scrutiny of whkh may 

lead to the development of a deeper and more meaningfid research account. 

Nthough 1 now realize this on a more conscious level, 1 know that self- 

scrutiny is not an easy task 

1 began to see some of the problems with method in the initiai stages of 

doing this inquiry. This was partly due to the conversations 1 had with my 

supervisor, Dr. Jean Clandinin (Dr. Clandinin understands the importance of 

relational living more than most people 1 know), and partly due to the 

reading of Gadamer's Tmth and Methud (1960/1991) which is a Entique of 

method itself. I would like to &are8 very briefly, some of the research 

expiences that have taken me from my original idea of research method as 

a task to be applied in a fixed mariner, toward an appreciation of research as 

approach that seeks to corne to an understanding of relationality. 

In the initiai stages of this inquiry, when 1 began speaking with 

graduate students, 1 remembered king very concemed with trying to get the 

interviews "right". 1 was not so aware of the opportunities for exploration 

and the importance of relationships within the research process. 1 quiddy 



began to gain this awareness, however, when occasionai ciifferences of 

opinion with my participants began to shake my " d e "  stance as researcher. 

1 realized that 1 needecî to reassess m y  stance as researcher. In the 

proces of doing so, 1 began to understand confiict and difference as a welcome 

aspect of reseivrhing. These cornpanion challenges wuaveled the cocoon of 

secufity comtnicted with threads of certainty. In my own situation, 1 began to 

see that 1 had siipped into using a more linear research method, one that 

avoided digression and uncertainty, one that did not always cal1 for refiedion 

on how the researcher's understanding or personal narrative may be shaping 

the research account. I began to reaîize that there may be as many versions of 

reality as diere are eXpenences of it. 

This shift in understanding led me to want to approach my research 

more openly, to embrace uncertainty and conflict when necessary, to present a 

narrative account that is not only more thoughtful but that begs the reader to 

question both the mundane and saaed stories we live by (Crites, 1971), and to 

be ever careful of an interpretation that presents a monolithic view point or a 

'master narrative8 Gyotard, 1984). Unravehg the challenges of dealing not 

only with multiple views but with competing and conflicting narratives may 

be the litmus test of good interpretive research. 

in this inquiry, as mentioned eariier, 1 was presented with competing 

narratives and points of view. No! only did these narratives point to 

inconsistemies and complexities inherent in any lived experience, but they 

made me question the similarities, differences, and connections between 



M d  and addt leamers, and to theorize regarding the syrnbiotic relationship 

between the child and adult within each leamer, that is, the cyciical nature of 

identity in education. Uitimafely, this dowed me to see the necessity for 

rdection and understanding if educators are to go beyond reductionist 

methods to c a p e  the constant flux of life through continuai 

re-interpretations of its meaning- Perhaps one of the most diffidt thkigs in 

social life may be to overcome the narrow views by which educators are 

bound. 

This new insight into refiection and re-interpretation marked the 

beginning of a shift in my research from simply reporting the experiences of 

the participants to st~ggIing with intefpretations of the research text. To be 

aware of how my early, mdimentary umderstandings and the suppositions of 

culture affected the interpretation of a narrative account became more 

important than a simple retelling of a text 1 became more aware of the 

cultural tools provided to me to interpret a text (a research text not being 

separate from iife but rather embedded in it). 1 began to appreciate that certain 

discourses are so dominant that they operate as blinders, making it diffidt 

for any reseatcher to understand the ways in which they have been 

intemalized, and to comprehend the privileges afforded to particular 

interpretations of a text. The problem of interpretation often becomes one of 

discovering personal blind spots as weil as adûiowledging that these b h d  

spots are inevitable. Blind spots are inevitable by Whie  of the individual's 

situation withui a culture, with all  of its attendant n o m  and assumptions. 

These n o m  and assumptions are so entrenched that they often go unnoticed 

and unexplored. 



A diexive and interpretive research process is consistent with the 

method01ogy practiced most often by chiidren as they interact with the world. 

Children play with the3 experience but many also d e c t  on the meaning, the 

architecture and the organization of the world that they encounter. By 

consciously aspiring toward such an appmach in my own research, 1 hoped to 

cecapture and to find a place for some of my own chiIdhood understandings 

within an adult framework that of academic inquiry. 1 hoped to rediscover 

an understanding of what it means to re-collect life and to be a human being. 

Such a stance requües an openness to ambiguity, a respect for the unknown. 

It has been rny experience that, in the public forums, educators rarely hear 

researchers express doubts about  the^ findings. However, in private, 

wonderments and questions frequently surface. 

Meg, a graduate student, s h e d  the foiiowing concerning her own 

feelings about Uiis preoccupation with certainty: 

It was so hard in one of my classes. I wanted to be h t e  to myseif 

but I was aware fhat I was living a covm story. We reud a number 

of research articles and I hnd so many questions but I was afraid 

fo reveal my ignomnce. AI1 sorts of comments came to my mind, 

'They may think I don't understand; that I'm not really graduate 

matetuil; that my argument is not strong enough.' In talkïng 

with other students I utas awure that we al2 had doubts but we 

were reluctant tu share them. I wonder what was lost? 

Lt is in what we both know ( what has been represented as "fact") and do not 

know (mysterious play of life) that, 1 beiieve, we must struggle, yet there seem 



to be very few places for thought~ to linger on the mystery of life itself. This 

involves situating o d v e s  in the research so as to ask ourseives 

continuously what it means to be human and what it means to live as a 

human beïng with others in the seamless web of lik. This, 1 have corne to 

discover, means a tum away from those methods that can ody -der the 

kind of truth already inherent in consequence of the method. In essence, a 

rehun to the things themselves before they are expiaineci or re-presented as 

absolute truth. 1 believe we become awakened to the possibilities in one 

another through dialogue. 

For the purposes of this inquiryf it is important to distinguish between 

two types of dialogues - sdiool talk and meaningfui dialogue. Perhaps more 

than anythïng else, this research has given me a new way of thinking about 

dialogue as a research possibiiity. Through my research conversations with 

many of the graduate students who parücipated in this inquiry, 1 began to see 

that opportunities for meanin@ dialogue are serendipitous. They could 

happen anywhere at any time but they may not ever occur either. It depends 

on what we intend by "dialoguef'. 

I was initially nervous about having research conversations. In 

hindsight 1 believe this is p d y  because 1 did not have many opportunities to 

engage in meanin- listening situations, especially in school settings, from 

elementary school through to University. That this was so is, perhaps, due to 

the partidar kind of listening most often valued in sch001. in schools, I 

beiieve students are often expected to listen in such a way that it trains them 



to be exciusionary, precise, to attend only to words and not to explore the 

silences between the words. In this khd of prescribed/ authorized attending, 

we miss the opportunity to hear not only what the 0 t h  perron says but to 

hear unsaid things about ourselves. Moreover, school listening and school 

tau often have the purpose of confimiing what one aiready th& rather 

than opening the listener up to the possibilities of àiscovery. 

In my experience, meaningfd dialogue between a researcher and her 

participants must be founded upon common interest and shared 

commitment to curiosity and openness. Listening may occur when two 

people are open to one another with a common goal of understanding. 

Foliowing is my journal response to a meanin- dialogue with one of the 

inqully's partiapants: 

Gail spoke about her initinl fear about being back nt graduate 

school. I was initially sufprised by hm candour. In truth, I was 

quite touched by it. Gail's vulnerability made me recognize my 

own fears. The dialogue between Gail and me created a kind of 

trunsparency between huo people. Through speaking fu rther 

with Gail, I realized just how much I had been conditioned to 

hide my fear. My  realitntion made me consider how fear open 

becomes manifested- 

The best research conversations, meaningful dialogues, do not seem to take 

place in a scheduled manner. Rather they seem to take place when there is a 

muhial desire of the parfners in dialogue to stay together in con~ersation 

about a common interest, in this case, the experience of being at school as a 

graduate student. These conversations do not always end in agreement; 



rather, they quite often lead to questionhg the role of meanuigfd dialogue in 

tenns of the experience being explored. Dialogue was espeaally usefui in 

helping to illuminate problems that a particulat belief within education may 

have created. The dialogue also pointed out that, by Whie of my not king 

able to stand outside of educational problems 1 identify. 1 am compliat in 

them. As a teacher, 1 live within the educational system. It is sometimes 

difficuit to see, or perhaps to adaiowledge, my own blind spots. 

1 was most fortunate to have much candid dialogue. These dialogues 

often began with the feelings of vuinerabilïty at being a gaduate student. A 

new graàuate student has to grapple with a change in des:  she who once was 

an undergraduate student became a teadier, a respected member of the 

educational establishment. To return to student status forces an abrupt role 

redefinition, one that is not always cornfortable. One becomes rather child- 

like. dependent on others for support. for recognition, for good advice. In my 

inqujs the depth from which many of my participants spoke made me 

question my own experience as a new graduate student more deeply. The best 

moments seemed to entaii going beyond hearing each other's public voice to 

hearing each otheds private voice and. more often than not, gaining some 

understanding of the sources of these voices. Again, this did not mean that 

there was concurrence about the nature of the graduate experience. There 

was, however, a cornmitment to stay together in conversation and to explore 

the shadows that came as we brought our experiences to light. This made me 

aware that understanding often cornes when one may have least expeded it, 

and yet, ironically, "there is no method for stumbling" (Weinsheimer, 1985, 

p. 7) C m  we be predispod to stumbling if we are bound to method? 



My initial supposition on research as method to be camied out had a 

tighter hold on me than 1 could wer imagine, and, yet, in the pzocess of this 

research, 1 have come to understand that this supposition is not peculiar to 

m e  alone. I began to question more deeply why method seemed to have such 

a strongly adhesive grip on my Me and the lives of many of the participants 

in my research inm. Adding Usher and Edwards (1994) to the 

conversation lets in a gleam of light: 

Education is very much the dutiful child of the Enlightenment and, as 
such, tends to uncititically accept a set of assumptions derivîng from 
Enlightenment thought. hdeed, it is possible to see education as the 
vehide by which Enlightenment ideais of critical reason, humanistic 
individual freedom, and benevolent progress are substantiated and 
realised. (p. 24) 

What Usher and Edwards say seems partidariy relevant, given that 

many of the participants like me in this inquiry are professional educators. 

And, like me, many of them are now re-assessing what it means to be an 

educated adult. It seems that for many of us, our education has been so 

complete that we are indeed weil-educated children of the Enlightenment. 

Through refiecting on the project of doing an interpretive inquiry, 1 have 

come to believe that teachers need to have more time to reflect on their own 

experïence and how it relates to the q e r i e n c e  of others. In this way, more 

people may begin to appreâate how their experience diverges from their 

culture's sacreci story, how life should unfold. More need the opportunity to 

understand that they can make a difference, that they do have the resources to 

effect education with th& practice. 



Silences resurface and possibilities for questioning open, calling for a 

return to action that will prompt both young and old to search for truths left 

out of sch001 currida. This caii to s d  is anaent. It is a cal1 that seeks 

answers to timdess questions, such as: Who am 1 ? What am I? More than 

ever, 1 believe the tirne has corne when educators must seek to understand 

themselves so that each may, in tum, understand others. To understand 

oneself is oniy possible through understanding of the other. This view of self 

identity for purposes of my inquiry is best understood through its refursive 

nature, specificaiiy the living cohesion between M d ,  adult, and teacher. As 1 

began to wrwtle with new and old understandings, 1 became more critically 

aware, pressed to the point of discornfort so that 1 could no longer persist in 

my accustomecl opinion. The research continued with a rereading of my old 

understandings. For the purposes of discussion and organization (1 am 

reminded again of the linear ternporality of writing), the structure of the text 

became an intertwining of personal experiences and others' experiences. 

It was in a gaduate dass that 1 realized I was responding to a leaming 

situation in a way that echoed the way 1 responded as a child. 1 wondered 

how other adult leamers found the experïence of returning to school. This 

s<p&ence, and rny dections on it, led me to inquire into the similarities, 

differences, and co~ections between child and adult leamers. As a 

consequence, I conducted research conversations with thirty 0th- addt 

leamers rehiming to graduate school. The twists, tums, and problems that 1 

encountered during this rereading of my old understandings, in combination 

with the analysis of the graduate students' experiences, made me pay doser 



attention to the cultural assumptions that are concealed beneath notions 

regarding identity formation. 

As 1 tumed to the task of writing this dissertation 1 redconed that, for 

both novice and experienced wnter alü<e, the diffidty of vurîthg may be one 

of deciding what to inciude and what to leave out of a text as weil as where to 

place each p& Part of this arduous task becomes one of ordering events in 

such a way that the text may be understood. In so many ways this is an 

arfificiai ta&. In research, as in Me, many things happen simuitaneously and 

on so many different leveis. It is particularly diffidt to put thoughts in a 

logical sequence because of the natwe of t h e .  1 retum to the earlier musings 

of Atwood (1988): 'The is not a line but a dimension, like the dimensions of 

space . . . . You don? look badc dong t h e  but down through it, like water. 

Sometimes this cornes to the surface, sometimes that, sometimes nothing. 

Nothing goes away" (p. 3). Through Atwood's words, 1 am reminded that our 

lives do not progress in a chronological order with an obvious beginnuig, 

middle and end; rather events and circumstances just happen, often 

unexpectedly, with many different twists and turns. The writing of this text 

has not been different- 

More often than not, it is in those events that happen to us 

unexpectedly that we may find places to begin. Our task may become one of 

watdUng for what surfaces in our daily lives before it disappears. 

Indeed as chiid, or adult, or teadiei, there have been many unexpected 

moments that have surfaced over and over again, catchhg me off guard and 



making me question how Society treats children, as wd as making me want 

to redefine my place within the system of education in generai. Such 

moments of insight, however, keep mmrfiicing in Werent ways and in 

different forms, dernanding a response. 

Retuming to school as a doctoral student in teacher education and 

curriculum studies, there was one moment in parti& that led me to probe 

more deeply, to r e m  to those life long moments largely Ieft unexplored. 

What 1 eventually realued was that 1 seemed to be etuming to questions 

regarding self identity and adult/ M d  relations. 

It was the retum to school as an adult student and not by direct 

interactions with children, oddy enough, that led to this inquiry- Perhaps 

this is because my return to school gave me the diance to diverge from my 

usual role as teacher, allowing foi glimpses and traces of how drildren's lives 

are storied. This best illustrates Atwood's point, that in Me we do not happen 

upon things in a predetemiined order, rather things just happen, often 

unexpectedly out of the middle of our lives. And, unexpectedly, out of the 

middle of our lives "a question presses itseif on us; we can no longer avoid it 

and persist in our accustomeci opinion" (Gadamer, 1960, p. 330). Rather than 

consciously seiecting a research topic, the question of the cyciical nature of 

adult/diild relationships presented itself to me through my own childhood 

and my experience as a teacher, and was crystdked in my return to school as 

a graduate student. 

1 found that by inquiring into the commonaiities and difierences in the 

experiences of child and adult leamers, 1 was also inquiring into the problems 

of ideologically-fixed boundaries between the identity of diild/adult and the 

kind of knowledge that our education system validates for both child and 



addt leamers. In keeping with Gadamer's remzuk, this struggle to become 

more critically aware often d t e d  in great personai discornfort, a realization 

that 1 could no longer avoid new understanding nor tolerate the persistance 

of my accustomed opinion. 

ln the next chapter, 1 recount the the events which constituted the 

unfolding of my research inquhy with graduate students. I begin with the 

narrative moment in which the subject of this inquiry aystalIized. Foliowing 

from this moment, 1 relate anecdotes drawn from thirty research 

conversations 1 conduded with graduate students in Education. In the 

research conversations, 1 explore, with partiapants, their pe~~pecfives on 

retuming to school and analyze those perspectives in order to develop 

understanding of the various meanings the return to s h l  holds for 

graduate students. 



Whcn Child and Adult Converge 

In a graduate class I attended smmrl years back, the profssor had us 

pass a sheet of paper around the room. He expected us to fil1 in a spaçe 

indicafing subjects in which we thought we were knowledgeable. Glancing at 

this piece of paper, I experienced an odd feeling. It seemed to have origins 

deep within my being. This feeling becarne shonger and stronger as the 

dimensions of the m e r  seemed to squeeze me with i f s  straight lines, tight 

spaces, and predictable sequences. Suddenly I was reliving the feel of my 

grade-three desk. I t  wos huge; I felt awkmard in it; it seemed like so much 

desk for such a little person. My little a m  had to reach almost out of my body 

in an attempt to connect with the inside of this ooluminous desk. My  fingers 

probed the dnrk, cavernous mouth, nimbly and defkly aooiding some one 

else's abandoned chewing gum. I grabbed rny pend crayons, with their 

slippenj, familiar feel, welcoming them to this naa task that MY. V had just 

rattled off. We were tu draw "a number Iine: 

1 turned to a fresh neta page in my math scribbler - a page full of so many 

possibilities. Perhaps I knew a number line probably meont linear 

construction, perhaps not. Nonetheless I saw other possibilities as the 

numbers started to beconze visible, my imagination gathering them in from 

al1 around. The numbers s e m d  to flow out of my pmcil crayon and onto 

the paper, making their way in the shape of a funnel, spiralling bigger and 

bigger and bigger ut the mouth, until finally they moved off the page, al1 



aruund the room, out the door, and 

Slam wmt MY. V's ncler a m s s  my 

into infnity. ?kt  wus 

min11 grade-three hand. 

my number line. 

Thrrt dam left 

marks t h t  were sttaight and unyielding. S u d h l y ,  as an adult, I saw no 

différence between those marks on my wrist fhaf &y many years ago and the 

lines on the piece of paper in fhat uniwersity class. 

1 found myself objecting to this task, this framework imposed by 

another. Yet, over what was the objection? To suggest that 1 was objecting to 

authority or the rnemory of subtie fomis of punishment would be partiaiiy 

correct, but perhaps too simpiistic. Both the experiences in my former gade 

three dass and my University dass had similar, predictable ways of dealing 

with knowledge. In the third-grade dass, my life experience dictated that I saw 

more than one way to draw a number he. But the teacher did not 

adaiowledge the ways or speak the possibüities. In the University dass, 1 saw 

knowledge presented as consistent, uniform and with one right answer. Yet 1 

believe that there are many important subjects that d e  beïng treated or 

defined as we treat or define lines on a page. In the graduate dass, why diddt 

1 ask: "What kind of knowledge are we speaking of here?" Perhaps 1 did not 

realize at the time that this was an important question to me. It may have 

been that, based on my own education, 1 expected to objectify biowledge and 

to think in ways that separaad me from undemtanding myself and others. 

Conndy and Ciandinin (1985) state that "teadhg and learning need ta be 

self-consciously open to alternative constructions of scientific knowing, of 

aesthetic knowing" (p. 180). After al1 these years, 1 am ody now beginning to 

appreaate this aesthetic sense of knowing. But why is this so? 

My rnemory, my recolledion from grade three, was powerful enough 

to make me stop to think and to question. 1 found myself wondering: "Does 



m y  chiidhood expetience as a student give birth to the second adult 

experience as a student?" Perhaps in returning to school the adult retums not 

only in the physical sense but in the psychologkai sense as weU Prïmariiy 

because the past intermingies with the present it may be nedy impossible to 

understand or ascertain the starting point of an addt student's experience. 1 

found myseif wondering about boundanes: where does adulthd start and 

chiIdhood end? Any expience 1 have as an adult student wili quite 

naturaily flow out of the past. Since school rnay be the most extensive 

institutional experiencing that a child may have, this sense of continuity is 

not surprising. 1 do not experience that this present time as an adult student 

iç altogether separate from past time spent as a M d  student. 1 begin to 

wonder about this sense of continuity- Is it so strange, so compellingf only 

because a sense of discont3nuity çeems "normal?" 

These questions regarding my experiences in gxaduate school have led 

m e  to wonder how 0th- adult students experience being badc in school. 1 

wondered about what the experience of retuming to school was üke for them. 

Were they retuming in the same way as I? What factors characterized the 

the complex of experiences around the interface between th& rehim to 

school as adults and the* childhood experiences of school? 1 began to wonder 

and, in doing so, 1 was surprised to find 0th- who were wüluig to share how 

they came to grips with experiences in graduate school. 

DAN SPEAKS: Uitimately, Karyn, 1 would have to say that being at 
school as a graduate student has become an experience of learning to 
trust rnyseif. 1 have been through an intense process of rediscovery 



regardhg my education and the best part is that 1 have leamed to trust 
what 1 think. 

Like Dan, 1 find the experience of graduate school a chance to discover 

what 1 beiieve to be true and worthwhile, without some greater authority 

telling me what that is. Yet Dan's comments beg the cpestiom if retuniing to 

school as addts placed us back on a path to bustirtg ou~se1ves then what had 

we trusted in before, if not o d v e s ?  

1 finû myself refiecting on the experience of my own education. 

Indeed, if Dan were anything Iüre me, he wodd have spent the better part of 

his sdiooling leaming to think that what is most valued and tnie is in 

proportion to how little we had to do with it. Many of the educational 

experiences that Dan and I expetienced seemed to entail Ieamïng based on 

imitation, where focus on skills took precedence over meaning or self- 

understanding. The danger is, perhaps, not so much in learning skills or 

method - knowledge of such kind may indeed be usefui - but rather the 

danger becomes in one's denying one's own truths in favour of what has been 

stoned as sacred, the supremacy of reason. 

JnL SPEAKS: 1 feit like a caged animal. 1 fdt Like 1 needed to break out. 
I felt very, very, very, frustrateci. This person [instructor] wouid aduaily 
change my commas around. Sometimes, she would change - put a 
sentence in, that wodd take the whole essence of my paper away. It 
seems like 1 have done nothing but leam the answers to a certain 
professor's questions. 

It would seem that Jill did not enter into a positive pedagogical relationship 

with het teacher. 1 think it would be simplistic to infer from Jill's experience 

that being badc at school either introduces one into a pedagogicd relationship, 

or it does not. In order for there to be a pedagogical relationship there must 



be reciprocity. 'ïhere must be trust on the part of both participants in the 

reiationship. As BoUnow (1989) hks said: "trust demands a response. There is 

no imst without faith which we have toward a person who has trust in us" 

(p. 38). Moreover, some students may not appreüate professors who beiieve 

that the honing of skills is a necessary step in the direction of understanding. 

Despite the political, cultutal, intellectual shifts in boudaries ushered 

in by recent political and social changes, 1 doubt that the ange of dassroom 

experiences has changed signüicantly h m  the time that Dan and 1 were in 

school. L think there ahvays have been and always will be individual teachers 

who believe that the action and work of a "great" teacher involves moral and 

ethical dimensions. Unforhuiately, many of these teachers burn out because 

they care too mudi (Jevne k Zingle, 1991, p. i ). My experience with 

colleagues who are currently teaching supports these findings. For example, 1 

think of a colleague who was recently required to give a standardized reading 

test to her grade one students. Halfway through the test, she noticed that 

many of the chilchen were frustrated, and that some of the children had 

begun to cry because they could not understand what to do. The test made 

invalid assumptions about the chiîdrenfs understandings and did Little other 

than make m y  colleague feel like a stranger. My colleague made what she 

termed a moral and ethical response: she refuseci to give the test to her grade 

one students. She chaiienged the purpose of the test. She Mid it did not seem 

to be so much about whethex the chiIdren could read or think, rather it 

seerned intended to separate the wheat from the chaff. The price of her 

refusai to give the test may be her job. 

Perhaps Jïii's concem, like my colleague's concem, that her views are 

being silenced, may also speak to the notion that there is not adequate place 



for the voice of the individa in education. This may be parfidady 

worrisome if ducation is to be considered one of the main vehicies for the 

socialkation of atizens and, if you beiieve, as Greene (1988) asserts that 

"Rather than being challengecl to attend to the actualities of theh lived iives, 

students are urged to attend to what is "given in the outside world" (p. 7). Jü1 

reminds us that graduate sch001 may not be so different from the test of the 

world. It may a h ,  at times, be a place where students leam to make 

compromises between thw own ide& and practical considerations of the 

lived world. Ralston Sad (1995) mggests that the future of public education 

will be to focus prirnarily on aligning basic education with the needs of the 

job market Ralston Sad (1995), however, cautions us as to the outcornes of 

such a trend: 

What the corporatist approach seerns to miss is the simple role of 
higher education - to teach thought. A student who graduates with 
mechanistic skills and none of the habits of thought has not been 
educated. Such people wïii have diff idty playing th& role as atizens. 
The weakening of the humanities in favour of profitable specialization 
undermines the universities' abiiity to teach thought. (p. 71) 

But Ben, another graduate student, reminds us that some scholars 

adively welcome a corporatist view of education: 

BEN SPEAKS: 1 expected graduate school to be enlightening . . . 1 know 
it is a common notion that graduate students shouid do their own 
work but you pay ail  this money . . . 1 donft want to corne to classes and 
then teach the classes myseif . . - 1  came to get information. 

What appeared somewhat problematic for me, with Ben's 

observations, is his general la& of appreciation of the connections between 

humans, or of a view of education as a vehide to enable the development of 

greater empathy between human beings. With a view of education such as 

Ben's, it is diffidt for me to imagine that education would encourage mu& 



more than WK>W seif interest. I suppose that is why speaking with Ben  was 

diffidt for me. M y  understanding of the purpose of education is the exact 

opposite of Ben's. Or so 1 thought In struggling with Ben's point of view 1 

began to see that, in some respects, 1 also use information to prop up who 1 

am. I often guard m y  ideas as though these ideas are me. Even so, i am now 

beginning to understand what is to be lost in such activity. 

ln speaking furth- with Ben, 1 suddenly reniembered other moments 

like the number îine story with which 1 began this chapter. Through the 

continuous process of learning to assimüate facts and information I have 

become a lot like the adults of which de Saint-Exupery (1943) speaks: 

If I have told you these details about the asteroid, and made a note of its 
number for you, it is on account of the grown-ups and their ways. 
Grown-ups love figures. When you tell them that you have made a 
new friend, they never ask you any questions about essential matters. 
They never say to you, "What does his voice sound like? What games 
does he love best? Does he coliect butterflies?" Instead, they demand: 
"How old is he? How many brothers has he? How mu& does he 
weigh? How much money does his father make?" Only from the 
figures do they think they have leamed anything about hirn . . . . They 
are like that. One must not hold it against them. Children shouid 
aiways show great forbearance toward grown-up people. (pp. 17-18) 

Perhaps, like de Saint-Exupery, 1 mourn something lost to many of us 

in adulthood, and 1 tum towards chiidren in the hope of dixovering traces of 

what that something may be. What is the importance of childhood identity 

to an adult sense of identity? To try and discover the a m v e r s  requires more 

in-depth understanding of adult experiences with being badc at school. The 

study of addt experiences with being badc at school may provide a partidar 

perspective on the subject of what childhood identity may mean to an adult's 

sense of self. 



It is diffidt to speak about the identity of children without also 

discussing the d e  Uiat adults have in shaping chiidhood identity. 1 beiieve 

that my inquiry points to the likelihood that chiid and addt are CO- 

constitutional. In fact, the reiationship between addt and M d  couid be 

viewed as cyciical*. the M d  is within the addt  and the adult is within the 

M d .  Jung (1959, p. 178) observed that: 

The M d  is therefore . . . both beginning and end, an initial and 
a terminal aeature. The initial creature existed before man [sic] 
was, and the terminal aeature will be when man is not. 

In this view, human development is portrayed as cyclical, engaging each of us 

in a process of simultaneously lookhg badc and looking forward, inforrning 

our actions as wd as those of the generations we inhabit In the experience 

of death, for example, whether the individual is a child or an adult, the 

experience serves to educate those around the individual about death and 

about their expectations of death. Whether the moumers are children or 

older adults, each person must reckon with their own experience, from their 

own perspective. 

Yet, in out culture, childhood has been storied as a sepaate state of 

development from adulthood or, altematively, as a stage to out-grow on the 

way to aduithood. Such representation is linear rather than cyclicai: the goal 

of development is the educated adult. Whiie indicators of development are 

useful for recognizing common stages of growth, they respond largely to 



physical and mental changes and not to the emotional and spiritual 

dimensions of human development. 

Figure 1 illustrates this point The diild depicteci in the pictures is stepping or 

dimbing up towardd aduithd. The chiid is alone: there are no adults or 

othet chiidren to leam from or interact with. The notion that separate states 

exist for children and adults is so basic to much of curriculum theory and 

practice that, until recently, rarely have such beliefs been questioned. 

Suransky (1982, p. 8), among others, is seeking to challenge estabiished views 

of children. She suggests that "the modern science of chiidhood tends to 

represent the view from above", that is, to represent an addt view of the 

child, which in tum leads to attitudes, policies and practices that "alienate the 

life project of the child from the dl l ld 's  own existentid reality." Sampson 

(1989), Polhghome (1988), Shotter (1993) argue for a review of mechanical 

representations of human development and argue for a more dynamic view 

of the person within psychology, a reconstruction of theories of the person to 

more dosely reflect the wide variety of social experience. The cyclical 

relationship between adult and M d ,  as described by Jung (1959) above, 

suggests a rethinking of understandings of the meaning of chiidhood among 

educators. 



(a) Contmuous Devdopment (b) Discontinuous Development 

Figure 1 1s development continuous or discontinuous? (after Berk, 1996) 



Representations of chiidhood such as the one used by Berk (1996) in 

Figure 1, need to be ewmined. Educators need to know how they respond to 

the range of developmentai experience associatecl with different social, 

culturaî, dass and historical positions. For this reason 1 think it is important 

to expose and chaIienge hierarchical notions of human development, and to 

explore the signîficance such representations have on the individual's sense 

of seif. With such consideration, teacher educators will be more capable of 

recognizing and understanding the effkcts beated by such messages, as well as 

engaging with the potential of alternative views. 

Perhaps listening to how adults recall the3 experiences of chiidhood 

can be instructive in this project 

DAWN SPEAKS It wasn't until 1 took this course from biis professor 
that 1 realized that I had been a nice little girl dl those years in school. 1 
simply did the assignrnents to please. When this professor started 
asking me hard questions dealing with my experien~es~ my emotions, I 
realized how M e  thinking 1 was doing on my own. It really stmck me 
how separated L had become fiom myself. 1 now understand why so 
many people tak about finding themselves. 

Dawn points to her own education as largely one of mernorizhg information 

that rarely had any relation to what she and her dassmates had to do with it. 

In fa&, Dawn may have been so conditioned to please. "to [not] attend to the 

actuaüties of her lived [life] as a chiId" (Greene 1989, p. 7) that freedom of 

thought became merely a grand illusion. 

One may further wonder how widespread Dawn's experience of bWig 

conditioned to please and conform actudy is* Fine (1987) in dismssing the 

"good" urban student at one high school states, They leamed not to raise, 

and indeed to help shut down, 'dangerous' conversation. The price of 

'success' may be the muting of one's own voice" (p. 164). To varying degrees, 



a l l  of the graduate students 1 spoke with were successfd students. 1 use the 

quaiifier (varying) not to weaken the notion that children and addts are 

conditioned to please but to suggest it does and can change and vary 

dependhg on the individuai and the context. But what then is the price of 

this early successfui muting (since this may be reality for many school 

chiIdren), and how is it bemg constituted? 

Dam's next words still M g  in my ears, 'Where was 1 ai l  those years, 

Karyn?" My reply was with a barrage of questions: 'Where was Dan?" 

"Where was I?" Where are we now? M a t  is this educational systern (of 

which I am a part) reaily asking us and our children to become? Some of the 

dllswers to this latter question corne from the experiences of people like 

Dawn, Dan, Jill, and me, people who are stmggling to hear the murmurs 

from the suppressed chiid within, the child who is trying to resurface in their 

üves. 1s it diffidt for many people now to hear the murmurs because, as 

diüdren, they becarne so used to being spoken for or about that their 

authentic voices were silenceci? 1s our Westem system of education one that 

inevitably renders ckddren passive and dent? 

Some answers may also be f o d  in dassrooms at ail levels of 

education in which students are not so much viewed as aeators and CO- 

creators of their world but as recipients of the cultural status quo. Some 

a m e r s  may also be found with the chiidren and adults who are assigned 

labels as "diffidt" or "aazy" because they dare to challenge widely-held 

beliefs. 



Let me retum to the experience in the graduate dass that delivered me 

to this moment. 1 now realize what 1 had objecteci to in this dasa It was not 

so much the task of writing about that which I Mt knowledgeable. Indeed, to 

be fair, 1 knew that sheet of paper was sent around to ascertain common 

interests for focus groups. 1 beiieve 1 was objecting to the ladc of discussion 

about what could be taiiced about, the resistance to negotiating the meaning of 

experience and the separation of the experience from its context. 

1 believe the cost of being successfully educated according to domhant 

Western theories of education may be that students become strangers to 

themsdves and others. Perhaps this is why, as it is the case wiiil hm, rnmy 

are on a quest to find what they have become separated from - which is 
themselves. 1 believe that the search for oneseif is not a search for an 

autonomous core-self, but rather a quest for the open, curious and creative 

child apprehended in the process of becoming educated adults. Some cuwnt 

educational pracüces so successfully direct children toward representational 

thought that, as teachers and produds of such an education, rarely can we 

recognize the child in ourselves nor our hand in the oppression of other 

people's children. Yet I believe the celebration of a representational view of 

the world is at the heart of much of the curricuium of schools. 

For this reason, and in this next section, 1 begin to examine how 

xhools in g e n d  shape children to confonn to an idealized adult goal of 

development. 1 specificdy look at how these school practices are aeated, 

constituted and re-constituted. Although 1 believe that boys and girk are 

often expected (forced) to confonn to Merent adult developmental ide& 

based on gender, it is beyond the scope of this inquiry to go into gender 

differences. Rather, in this inquiry, 1 am primivily concerned with examining 



and bringing to light current educational polides and practices that perpetuate 

the notion that children (boys and girls) are distinct hm, and inferior to, the 

adult Because 1 do not believe there is such a thing as a generic &id# what 

may be hterpreted as experiences of oppression vary from child to chiid. 

Furthemore, although 1 believe the oppression of children as a group in our 

Western culture goes largely unchallengeci, individual children react in 

different ways depending on theu situation and their individual Merences. 

This whole notion wiii be touched upon in Chaptet Eight of the dissertation 

through a story of a seven-year-old former student who taught me that 

"resistance" is not necessarily futile. 

Holt's (1983) book, How Children Lenrn , suggests that in sdiools we 

often train [emphasis mine] young children's nahual ways of leaming out of 

them. He states h t  we "teach diüdren to think bady . . . We give them 

strategies that are self-limiting and self-defeating8'(p.viü). 'Thinking bady' 

may amally entaiI, to varying degsees, asking dllldren to deny or betray their 

emotional and experiential connection to the world in favour of 

unreflectively adopting representational knowledge, the knowledge validated 

by the adult. But what is Mis representational kiowieàge? (1 think of de 

Saint-Exupery's image of adults and their thought process). How is 

rep resentational knowledge aeated and validated? 

An excerpt from a required textbook (Yellin & Blake, 1994, p. 109) for 

use in a Language Arts course in a teacher education program most expiiatly 

illustrates how this may be done. 



The representational function is the function of language in which 
information is conveyed to others. In one sense it completes the 
co~~unwtication cyde that begins with the diüd using îanguage to 
satisfy basic needs. Sending messages, gMng reports, desaibing objects, 
and helping others are aii part of the informative or representational 
function of language. This more cornplex and sophisticated use of 
language characterizes adult language . . . No longer is language used 
just to satisfjr basic needs, ask questions of others, or swalize. These are 
all very important functions in themselves, but now language takes on 
the role of conveyuig important uiformation to others who require it. 
The child is becoming an adult. 

What is lost when educators insîst that the primary function of 

language is to convey important information, and when they insist that 

children use language to name and dass* and not to communicate theh 

needs or thW curiosity about the world or their sense of connection with 

others? One may infer from this statement bat, in Western culture, to be a 

successful adult means rehquishing one's past as a M d .  is this why Dan 

stated that being badc at school has entaiied the process of leaming to trust 

himself? Had he been socialized into trusting representational thought or 

valuing information? 1s this why Ben, and other graduate shidents to whom 

I spoke, believe collecting information is important because it is the mark of 

success of a well-educated adult? Are children soaalized into trusting 

representational thought or valuing information so that becorning an adult 

involves Little more than adopting an ideology, the right ideology? 1s this 

what it means to be a weil-educated adult? in forcing children to turn 

towards representational thought as if it were the high point in human 

cognitive development are we teaching them to think badly? Does becoming 

an adult mean thinklig in a prescribed manner and only in that manner? 

What is the pnce paid for denying the young M d ' s  predisposition towards 

the percephial, imaginative domain? 



Huxley (1971) said that we are all geniuses up to the age of ten. His 

statement rings true to me when 1 observe young duldren in play. Free of the 

clutter of fa& and ideologies to be uphdd and proven, young diildren are 

not tied to absolute reality; they axe, instead, free to explote with passion ideas 

before they are re-presented as absolute fa& what "is." To be so sure of "what 

is" seerns to c d  for the accumulation of fa& that, over thne, corne to be re- 

presented as "truth, and yet is this not the dornain of the adult thought? Ls 

this not the kind of thinking that our educatïon system tells us we must 

stsive towards? 

Pablo Picasso, when visiting a display of young chiidren's artwork 

cornmented that "it took me a Metirne to leam to draw like them [children]" 

(Penrose, 1981, p. 307). Picasso has often been referred to as a "genius." 

However, from his comment, 1 get the feeling that Picasso equates genius 

with the young chiid and not with the representationai form of thought 

equated with being an adult in the world. Like the young child, Picasso's 

work offers no condusion; it often opens ont0 the mysterious in Me, begging 

for different responses. Yet in the hierarchy of the Western knowledge 

system, at best imagination is mmgînalued in favour of the representational 

thought that is considered more important for the serious matter of scholarly 

work. 1 do not believe there is a "generïc M d "  with "generic ways," yet, I 

am inclined to beiieve, as Picasso did, that young chiidren are predisposed to 

the percephial and imaginative domains. 1 suppose this is why as a teacher 1 

am often dishvbed by the many chilcisen 1 encounter who are unable just to 

"play" with ideas. In the same vein, 1 am also disturbed by the many 

undergraduate students 1 teach who not only passivdy accept information but 

who become anxious when they are expected to think for themselves. 



Messages favouting a representational view of human development, 

SU& as the one ated above are SU useà in textbooks in teacher education 

programs today. This is even more remarkable given that th- have been a 

number of books and papers that point to inherent problems in these theorïes 

(Kennedy, 1986; M e ,  1992; Matthews, 1980 ). As Bruner (1986) has pointed 

out, theorists such as Piaget constituted ather than merely desaibed the 

realities of growth in our cuiture (p. 136). For some, however, Piaget's theory 

has corne to be seen as absolute truth. The understanding of his writing 

within its historical and social context is lost. Mead, his ideas have been 

appropriated and interpreted to suit the needs of a new generation of 

theorists. 

Piaget believed that knowledge was hierarchical; 1 contend that identity 

is cyclicai. There is no contradiction ltnless one applies Piaget's belief that 

"evolution is rational in nature" (Kitchenerf 1986) to individu&, not just to 

knowledge. According to Kitchener, "Piaget ... sees himself as an 

epistemologist and not as a 'pure psychologist'. If this is bue, however, then 

... the standard picture of Piaget [is] seriously wrong" (p. 4). Kitchener goes on 

to describe the intellectual and scientific chnate in which Piaget emerged: 

Several theoretical issues surrounded controversies about the nature of 
evolutionary biology. These induded vitalism vs. materialism, holisrn 
vs. elementarism, teleology vs. mechanisrnt ernergence vs. reduction, 
orthogenesis (progress) vs. nondirectedness, order vs. chance, nature 
vs. n m e ,  the aeation of novelty in evolution vs. the unfolding of 
what was preexistent, and evolution as a cosmic prindple vs. 
evolution as a local prinaple (operathg only in a certain sector of Me). 



These and relateci issues f o m  the theoretical badcdrop to mu& of 
Piaget's thinking. 
It takes only a moment's reflection to see that? if these issues arise on 
the phylogenetic d e  of the species, they aiso aRse on the ontogenetic 
scale of the individual. ... It is not surprising, therefore, to find Piaget 
deveioping a general the0 y or paradigm that can [emphasis mine] be 
applied to severai ... areas at once-evolutionar~r biology, embryology, 
psychogenesis, and the history of science. ... The temptation for a global 
thinker like Piaget to take all of these areas as the province of a new 
field-genetic epistemology-appears almost overwhelming. (p. 6)  

The theories of Freud, Erikson, Kohlberg, Bloom, and Piaget (at least as 

commonly interpreted) share a hierazchical view of deveiopment. Each 

theory outlines a view in which the M d  is seen as distinct from, and inferior 

to, the adult. For example, Enkson developed eight stages of the human life 

cyde which emphasized the psychosocial outcomes of development. "At each 

psychosocial stage, a major psychological conflict is resolved. If the outcome 

is positive, individu& acquire attitudes and sloills that permit them to 

contribute constructively to society" (Berk, 1996, p. 17). A concem with such 

models is that they represent human developrnent as linear and 

unidirectional and position the chüd as something to be abandoned if 

developing beings are to become knowledge seekers, makers, and possessors. 

As Kennedy (1986) remarks, 

Piaget's account places the child within a knowledge paradigm for 
which the culhual ideai of an objective science - 4.e. the transcendence 
of "perception" by "intelligence" - - becornes a genetic epistemological 
goal, and the young M d ,  with his strong petceptual modalities comes 
to be seen as a radically incomplete and egocentric being. The child 
comes to know in any ultimately valid sense only tluough no longer 
being a child. (p. 63) 

A problem with representational views of development is that they fail to 

appreciate that boundaries between child and adult shift and change, while 

remaining contained in the web of being. 



Perpetuating a split between adult and child is not unique to the 

authors of textbks in teacher education. The problem has more to do with 

the fact that textbaoks are a major bol for transmitting major t h d e s  of 

psychoIogy. Psychologid the07 is only one aspect of the many things that 

student teachers must leam. An unquestioning person may interpret such 

theories as factual, in a way that 1 believe can be detrimental to the teadier as 

mu& as to her students' developing sense of identity. Compounding the 

problern, teacher education provides far too few oppominities for students to 

do critiques of these developmental theories through such means as 

evaluating them against their own Iife experience, notwithstanding that 

researdiers sudi as Clandinin and Conneily (1988,1995), Coles (1989,1990) 

and Paley (1986) advocate such an approach. 

t from Us? 

JEMUFER SPW(Ç: My son was starüng grade one just about the 
time 1 was starting graduate school. 1 remember him being all upset 
and saying 'But mommy I don? know anything . . . 1 can't start grade 
one when 1 don? know anything.' "He was so upset. When 1 looked 
into his face 1 knew 1 was feeling the same way about going badc to 
school. 

Qiildren's realities are often storied as being so different kom adults' 

that adults may be surprised when they discover that the experiences faced by 

both chilcùen and adults are more similar than different. What is more, 

adult reaction to situations that involve Màren often show an insensitivity 

towards them. If, for example, an adult cries, 0th- addts are perhaps not 

quite so inclined to ignore the situation. However, how often do adults 

ignore the suffering of chiidren? "Just ignore him, he is just trying to get 



your attention" or " just let her cry or she will expect you to pi& her up each 

tirne she aies". If children were not viewed as distinct and, in many cases, 

inferior to aduits, 1 doubt that we would be so inclineci to think of them with 

such little empathy. Rather we may be much more like Jennifer who 

recognizes that chiidren and aduit boundaries shift and diange, but are 

nonetheles contained by the web of our being. 

1 doubt that Piaget could have prediaed that his mode1 for cognitive 

development would have such far-reaching &ecfs or be embraced with such 

fervor by educators. Yet, over tirne? dassical theories of development such as 

his have become so dominant that we seem no longer capable of seeing, let 

alone questioning or understanding the cyclical, swirlingI spiralling nature of 

our being. 1 wonder how we can ever begin to recognize diildren's ways of 

being and knowing as worthwhile when we unreflectively ernbrace theories 

of development that valorize adulthood while holding chüdhood in disdain. 

Perhaps by exafnining and questioning the messages that many 

dassical theories of child development give us, we c m  begin to explore and 

challenge the socialiy constructed boundaries between M d  and adult that 

seem to go against us acquiMg a richer and deeper sense of self. Many 

psychologists (Bruner, 1986; Gergen, 1992; Gilligan, 1982; Kvale, 1992; Parker & 

Shotter, 1990) suggest that such change is necessary, pointing out that thek 

discipiine gets its power as a reguiatory force from its basis as a science. 

Humans, and teacheni in parti&, want to know that what they are doing is 

the right thing. They want certainty, the abïlity to point to research which 

absolutely supports their practice. While there are indeed many within the 

discipline of psychology who are trying to open a dialogue about many of the 

dassical stage development theories, their task is, no doubt, a difficult one. In 



Deconshccting Socin2 Psychology (1990) Stringer, for example, found that 

many students of psychology were not interested in thinking about the 

contradictions inherent in much of the literature in psych01ogy textbooks. 

They were much more likely to be uncriticai and to assimilate the 

information (p. 32). Perhaps this finding is not quite so startling, given that, 

from the t h e  they are children, many people are taught to be gatherers of 

information, and much l e s  likely to be encourageci to be critical about what 

this information may mean for ourseives and others. 

So why critique psychology? Because in education, psychology is 

perhaps the most powerful knowledge-making instrument we have. Many 

of our policies and practices are founded within psychology. The "tmths" 

aeated by this dominant belief system are harmful because they tend to 

separate the knower fiom what may be known. We can see this in the case of 

theorïes of identity fomation in which aduit knowers "story" the children 

who are to be known as deficient in the qualities that make up human 

identity. Classical theories of development, of which identity fomation is a 

part, set up hierarchical dualities of diüd/adult and unformed/fomed, in 

which the adult is always the superior of the child, unless, of course, we have 

romanticized diildhood, in which case the hierarchy is reversed. We need to 

re-examine this oppositional relationship between child and adult if we are to 

entertain the notions that identity may be multi-dimensional and that 

adulthood is not necessarily the epitome of human development. The 

dominant mode of educational psychology in the late twentieth century has 

done littie towards the end of admitting to the multi-dimentionality of 

identity. Tiuough reconsidering the role of psychology in education we may 



be in a better position to expose the harmful effecfs of such a system of 

knowledge and re-imagine altemative images of human development. 

It is not just the discipline of psydiology that has created the myth that 

human beings do not live in reciprocal and communicative unity. Rather, 

Western cuittue promotes and therefore constitutes such a reality. It is also a 

rather humbling thought to realize that 1 am part of the "we" that is 

implicated in the complex processes by whïch chjidren are mciaily 

constructed as separate. In other words, 1 am part of the monolithic structure 

that 1 aitique. I would not have realued this in quite this way had it not been 

for one of my partiapants in the înquiry. 

LEANNE SPEAKS It isn't that i'm brighter than anyone else; ï'm an 
impostor really, but 1 figured out long ago when I was getüng medime 
grades that no one is interested in what 1 think. What they want to 
hear is what they tW; my job becomes one of figuring out what that 
is. 

At first the only thing that Leanne and 1 agreed on was that we 

disagreed with each other on pretty much everytiung. For this reason there 

seemed to be no reason to have any further research conversations. 1 was not 

interested in trying to deal with conflict, let alone integate it in the earlier 

phases of the research process. An earlier version of part of this chapter was 

in press before 1 retumed to Leanne to ask her to expand on what she meant 

by the word "impostor". In speaking further to Leanne it became apparent 

that she was very adept at naming the shape of her reality within graduate 

school. 1 began to see that 1 was iike her in more respects than 1 had been 

willing to admit. Leanne made me reaiize that I am a part of the enterprise 

that 1 critique. 



Espeàally important for this discussion is the auciai role that language 

plays in OUI Western d h u e  in perpetuating the messages we send about 

children- As 1 previoudy noted, textbooks ~arry  strong written messages that 

encode/encapsuiate our hidden assumptions about adult/chiid relations. 

Our everyday language also reveals our belief systems. In Metaphors We Live 

By, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) illustrate how metaphors are part of our 

everyday speech that affect not only the way we perceive but the way we think 

and act. They give this example using the conceptuai metaphor "Argument 

is war" played out through the use of our everyday expressions such as "Your 

daims are indefensible, I demolished his argument, or I'ue never won an 

argument with him" [They explain that] "we dont just talk about arguments 

in terms of war . . . Many of the things we do in arguing are partially 

structureci by the concept of war" (p. 4). 

Tunùng to everyday expressions that refiect how people think and act 

towards chilcireri reveals that adolescents may be reprimanded with words 

such as "Stop behaving like a child" or "You are acting like a baby." Ln the 

same vein, adults slur other adults with such admonitions as "Grow up" or 

"Stop tfiat diildish behavior." At first glance, it seems that the way our 

society denigrates individuals by asaibing to them child-like qualities is but a 

minimai reflection of the way we view Mdren and has but minimal impact 

on thern. But, stop to consider the energy that special interest groups spend 

on trying to raise public consciousness by changing the language that has 

often been used to desaibe various rninorities. The word "aldeman" has 



now been replaced by "councillor" and the temi 'Tirst Nations" is now used 

in place of the misnomer "Indians". Perhaps the denigratory ascription of 

chiid-like behavior may not be quite so innocuous a custom after all. 

If the language we ohen use to d e r  to children casts them as being in 

many respects inferior, then perhaps we do need to examine this more 

dosely. The cover of the 1996 White Pages telephone duectory in Edmonton, 

Alberta, commissioned in recognition of the Alberta Research Councii's 75th 

anniversary, depicts babies handihg objects that symbolize the Corncil's 

main areas of technology development. The former president of the Alberta 

Research C o u d  praised the work as follows, "I congratulate Grant Leier, the 

artist, for his dever depiction of things scientific. What better way to take the 

mystery (and stuffiness) out of science than to put technology in the hands of 

mere [emphasis mine] infants" (Alberta Research Council, 1996, p.1). 1 draw 

your attention to the word 'mere' to describe children- 1 doubt that one often 

hem the word mere used to refer to an adult, espeaally a male ad& 1 have 

heard the term 'a m u e  woman'. Perhaps the Ianguage used to refer to 

women and children has in common certain oppressive qualities, as does any 

language used to describe a group of people who have not been typicaily 

given the opportunity to spealc for themselves. Yet women are now speaking 

out in ways that can give them a part in detemllnuig the future and their part 

in it; redefining sexist speech is only a part of this redefinition- Children, on 

the other hand, seem to have Little chance in defining who they are apart 

from what adults tell them they shodd be. In Mizking Connections (1990), 

Gilligan, Lyons, and Hanmer point out that Western culture does not value 

the knowledge of children, parüdiv1y girls, and the language, images, 



idioms, and texts we sometimes use to descrrie children make this painfully 

transparent. 

Nonetheiess we may s p d  of s p d c  adult groups such as women, 

handicapped adults, and FiNations people often in the same way we speak 

of diildren. As Lakoff and Johnson(l980) state so dearly, the language we use 

affects the way we think and a d  The demeaning way we rd' to chiidren 

affects both children directly and the nature of adults' personaï relationships 

with them. 

This argument is partîCUlZLTly relevant given that dùldren leam the 

lessons of the predominant CU1tura.l story weil. Is it little wonder that when a 

grade eight teacher commenteci that 1, as a child of twelve, was refreshingly 

unsophisticated, 1 was deeply offended? It seems 1 had already leamed that to 

be sophisticated and ma- was highly valued. My march down the path 

towards the sophistication of aduithood began well before 1 applied lipstick to 

my face at the age of four. In looking up the noun "sophisticationr' in the 

dictionary 1 found the synonyms adulteration; falsification. Under the 

adjective "sophisticated", I fond dtured; pretenüously wise; possessing 

superfiaal information. In presenting SU& images of the adult, what are we 

asking of diildren? 

Western culture has a best-kept secret. Quite simply, children's ways 

of knowing and being are not always valued. Adults rarely question the 

origins of their attitudes to children, let alone what this attitude may mean to 

their sense of self. Yet this disregad for chiidren's ways of bwig is insidious. 

The aspects of the self that our Sooety most often mutes are curiosity and 

wonder; these are the aspects that corne from the depths of beïng where the 

chiid lives in us all. Like many of the graduate students 1 have spoken with, 



1, too, am meeting the M d  in myself who has been subnimed within the 

adult image towards which 1 have been taught to strive. Ironicaily, 1 am 

doing so because m y  refusal to rely overly much on method has openeci me 

up to see many possibilities for becoming a more integrated individual. In 

my research, had 1 not been surprised by some faint echo of a childhd self 

long past, 1 would have missed seeing something new. 1 think of the words 

of Carse (1986) who ~ays:~To be prepazed against surprise is to be trained. To 

be prepared for surprise is to be educated" (p. 23). It seemed that, at least for 

some, a formai education may have been nothing more than successful 

training. Leamhg to kten and tnst in parts of myself long since hidden has 

only been possible through my return. 

The word 'retum' derives from the French nineteenth cenhvy form 

'retourne' rneaning &cular movement; rotation and deviation fiom a course 

(OED). In looking at my r e m ,  and indeed at the retum of many graduate 

students 1 intewiewed during this tirne, 1 find that a re-tuni often means a 

turn to those experiences that aeate the present. If learning is to occur in 

graduate xhool, does the adult student face the great challenge of being M d -  

like again? Does there need to be a certain wiiiingness to leave behind what 

we already kiow so we have the chance of sewig something new? I believe 

we c m  unleam years of conditioned patterns that we may deem harmfui to 

our awn education. The poet, teacher, and writer, Nataiie Goldberg (1986), 

advises "the tri& is to keep yout heart open" (p. 28). Ellen speaks about how 



she reopened the past with all of its preeüsting conditions and retumed to a 

younger, more open, self. 

ELLEN SPEAKS= It is wondetful to be in the dassroom without being 
tesponsible for anyone's leaming but my own Yesterday 1 sat and read 
for hours. 1 did not even realize h t  so much time had passed. It 
seemed like only ten minutes . . . my mind seemed to be suspended by 
my own questions. At one point 1 started to ay because 1 Mt so open 
and fresh, like a newborn baby. 1 feel so minerable, so Young. . . it is 
as if I'm renewing my own heart, seeing with new eyes and cryùig real 
tears. In a very real sense, 1 feel as if I'm rediscovering the world. 

Kerry echoes Ellen's sentiments. In retuning to school, he left behind 

an old - and aging self and discovered a new, younger, and more vital self. 

KERRY SPEAKS: When 1 came to this University as a graduate 
&dent, 1 left everything about me behind. It is hard because 1 don't 
have family here and most people here seern to have their own lives. 
They put their day in and leave. Yet, in an odd way, it is good to be 
away from home because 1 am discoverhg new things about myself. In 
some ways 1 look badc to my old iife and 1 think it was quite stale; 
suddenly, I feel younger and more vital. 

The aaual physical move offered Kerry a chance to move away from 

the mundane, and from al l  of the circumsaibed expectations within the 

mundane. Although his move may not have been easy, it seems to have 

offered Kerry a chance to discover new things about himself. This, of course, 

is not to suggest that a move wül open everyone up to new possibiiities and 

potentialities within his or herself. Mer all, some people can travel to the 

most exotic worlds and want everything to be like home. They stay in hotels 

that suggest home, sleep in beds that suggest home, and have encounters 

with people who corne from home. However for addt leamers, being away 

from home does seem to offer the opportunity of swimming in new waters, 

and making different choices as to how to deal with the sharks and the 

dolphins. Such choice is not always available to Mdren at school. Yet if the 



experience of being in graduate school is a positive one, if one really becomes 

a student again, not just in registering as one but becoming one, then, in a 

sense, there is a chance to renew oneself: to grow - to become - to develop. 

What else is learning? 

ELAINE S P W  Life back at school is: thne spent as a graduate 
student; everything else is rnerely a suce away from that [ie. time 
taken away from being a graduate student]. To othets around us it may 
appear as though we have become completely self-centered. The 
writing, thinking, never stops; your thoughts may tempody go 
underground but resurface at any moment. You take every 
opportunity to engage everyone around you in your research. And 
somehow everything relates badc to your research; my family is si& of 
it, even my books in my study wind th& way into every room of the 
house. One thing is certain; 1 have started to become curious again, 
devoted to and fixated on my new found reading and research, like a 
M d  with a favorite playMing. 

Cassie echoes some of Elaine's sentiments but she also alerts us to the 

fact that although, somewhat ironically, a teacher spends a large part of his/ 

her life in school, this does not necessarily mean he/she has the opportunity 

to leam within the boundaries of the school walls. 

CASSE SPEAKS: 1 had forgotten what it feels like to stmggle with 
such uncertainty. My leaming this term has been lüce going over hills 
and valleys. %me days 1 wake up to solve one problem and then 1 
discover that this has opened me up to seardi for more answers. 1 have 
always thought of myself as a lifelong leamer . . . gohg back as a 
graduate student, however, has a certain quality about it that is 
different from being in sch001 as teacher. 1 don? know, in some ways 
it's as if Sm being pushed into a relationship with seIf, yet ï'm the one 
doing the pushing. Maybe that is why time has a different feel to it; 
because, in a funny way, 1 am forced to iive with myself. Weekends are 
no longer distinct from the rest of the week; it is ail the same, sort of 
Lüce my time as a very young child when al l  the world was mine. At 
school, as teacher, time has a busy-ness to it; the children take me 
away from myself, and my own leaming, because they need so much of 
me. So, it is an adjustment to spend much of my tirne with myself and 
my own questions. It is a privilege, a gift, to be badc at gaduate school 



and as much as 1 love teaching I know 1 will never have this t h e  to 
leam with such depth Life's not üke that - this is the detour. 

Perhaps those who would be educated must stniggle with uncertahty. 

In fa&, the struggie with uncertainty may be what makes learning possible. 

For Cassie, a return to pduate school has meant a retum to the uncertainty 

about learning she faced as a young chiid. Perhaps mental tangles would be 

easier to deal with if we could accept uncettainty as an inevitable part of the 

Eilen also seerns to find k d o m  to leam in a way that is quite different 

from when she was in the crlassroom as a teacher- In educational cirdes, there 

is much talk about the need for the teadier to be a leamex dong with her 

students. After speaking with Cassie and Eilen, 1 question how realistic is it to 

place a teacher in a position of "owning her 1eaTning" when she is responsible 

for the leaming of the whole dass. What may be the difference Uien between 

being in school as teacher and beiag in school as adult student? 

LESLEY SPEAKS: As teachers, we are accustomecl to school; yet, the 
experience of teaching is different from being a gaduate student back 
in school. It is probably good to have the experience of bwig a student 
again. I had forgotten about the power structure in our institutions of 
learning- Sitting in this desk takes me back - takes me back to being a 
student. Sometimes 1 feei helpiess. 1 know just how it is children may 
feel because I'm now the student! 

Even with "empowerment" being the workhoae noun of the nineties, 

1 have to wonder what power a student hirs in our schooL 1 also wonder 

about the power, or lack of power, that an adult learner has. On retuming to 

school, do adult leamers have to relinquish the power they may have gained 

d e r  leaving school the first t h e ?  Being an adult student, places us, 

metaphoricaily speaking, on the other side of the fence Becoming an adult 

student can become a chance to examine our asswnptions regarding the 



whole school process, as well as a chance to consider who we are in the stories 

we live and tell. 

For aii intents and purposes, being back at graduate school has opened 

my eyes to my own history, and to the intense love of knowledge 1 possessed 

as a chïld. %me people, iike Goldberg, whom 1 c h i  above, have a love of 

leaming that se- passionate, open. My desire to leam, my codtment  to 

leaming is e q d y  passionate, but quiet. For some people, such as men, 

Cassie, Kerry, and Elaine, gaduate school may be a chance to bring this love 

of leaming forth. 

So far, 1 have mainly ailuded to the experience of graduate school as 

being a diance to become richer - to enlarge a life - to develop 

relationships with self and others, yet it would seem that some do not 

experience it this way. Leanne is very much aware that she is "prepared 

against surprise". She daims that her success actudy depends on how well 

she goes about it, how weil she learns to play the 'game'. She refers to this as 

doing the "studenting thing". She candidly asserts that she is willing to play 

the game - to get the nines, to get the scholarships, to get the university job. 

Ben, and many of the graduate students with whom 1 &O spoke, were 

primarily interested in g a t h e ~ g  information and leamhg from the 

"experts" during th& time as graduate students. 

Throughout this chapter 1 have been fiirting with the word "student". 

It would seem that one can be a student without behg a leamer. How adults 

corne back to school may largely depend on their intentions and what they 

believe being a student entails. I wonder just how much the experiences of 

graduate school are determineci by different intentions. Perhaps some 

students look for a joumey more in keeping with a preplanned package tour. 



They want the tour to be predictable - finite. They want a ticket to a job. 

Ottiers may not want the prepackaged tour. kistead they want a ~elationship 

that wili help them find out who they are in relation to the2 studies. They 

have a conunîtment to ideas. Yet if one's intention is "education", in the 

deep sense of the word, one would expect to accomplish more than just 

mental operations embedded in a series of tasks, involving little personal 

engagement or cornmitment. The way adults experience gaduate school may 

best be understood fiom the way they enter graduate school. I think there is a 

world of ciifference between being and doing, leaming to get information and 

leaming as a transformation. 

DOS& to Oie Text 

In this chapter 1 began with a personai story of an adult leaming 

experience that was fraught with tension, prinapdy b e c a w  of the residues 

of my childhood experiences of learning. Old feeihgs seemed to echo in the 

new experience of leaming as a graduate student. This awareness grew as 1 

engaged in conversations with the participants in the shidy. Many of these 

graduate students, too, shared feelings ranging bom fear and uncertainty 

through to joy and a renewed sense of passion for leaming. Had they been 

numb and mute for so many years Wuse they couid not s p a k  d what the 

M d  within themselves knew? 

The connection between the presentday expdences of adult lemers 

and th& diüdhood learning experiences suggests to me that leaming may 

not be quite so dis- and so different from each other as some cumicuium 

theorists would have us believe. An imposed child-adult dichotomy 



undergirds many theories of Eumculwn development, and ultimately 

repudiates the experiences of children in the ided of "the educated adult". 

hterestingly, while the partiapants in my study were teachers, it was only 

theh own return to school as leamers that created the awareness of the 

similarities, rather than the differences, between leamers of diffaent ages. 

For many, this awareness would not have been possible without the chance 

to share through the telling of stories of personai experience. 

In focusing on the similarities rather than on the differences in the 

expdences of chiid and adult leamers, 1 realized 1 was also questioning the 

kind of knowledge that our education system validates, for both child and 

aduit leamers. Graduate schwl seemed to offer some leamers the chance to 

exorcize the over-reliance on objective ways of knowing that seem to 

permeate much of curriculum theory. A number of graduate students 

expressed that thiç new experience of leaming had taken them back to the 

curiosity and play of th& chîldhood. Perhaps the retum to graduate sdiool 

may offer a retum to the childhood sense of self and a r e t m  to a way of 

leaming that is far less fragmenteci. For some graduate students, study may 

provide a t h e  for mending the culturally imposed Md-adult dichotomy. 

For others it may not But 1 believe, to understand ourselves fully, we need to 

face the disconthuity between our chiîdhood seives and what our cultural 

histo y provides for us as modeîs of aduithood. 

The foilowing points have corne to iight in the pmcess of doing this 

investigation thus far. 

The d t u r e  of the West has constructed a chiid/adult duaIity in which the 

chiid is often inferior. 



This view of the M d  as somehow defïcient permeates our educational 

theory. 

An examination of the Ieaming experience of adults through eyes 

unbiinkered by presuppositions suggests that the diild as learner may be 

active within the aduit. 

The duality of diild/adult can remit in miseducation of the M d .  



CHAPTER7 

When Curridum Becomes a Stranger 

d h a n  

I begin with a true story. It is true in the sense that it happmed. 

1 was walking tu campus for an eatly monring meeting. New fluwers 

punctuated nearly eaqr yard. Rich hues of yellow, orange and red splattered 

pla yfully across fhe sop round,  replacing win ter's seemingly im penetrable 

cover of snow. I felt the soff spring breeze meep across my face, gently, like a 

mufhr's hand brushing sleep from her child's eyes. The seusons had folded 

one into the ofher, like the body of a mothw into her unborn child. 

The voice of a small child in tmpted  rny thoughb. "Whnt's a 

stranger?" She mas su close to me fhat I had to wonder just how she got 

there. And indeed, how 1 had managed nof to mow her down like some 

weed in the crack of the sidewalk? That look, her question, and the ease with 

which she slipped her hand in mine as she hied to get me to wnlk her to 

school lingers still. 

This little girl's question is an intesesting one. Through speaking 

further widi her, 1 gathered she may have been confuseci ty the way the 

concept "stranger" had been presented to her at school. 1 wondered whether 

she had been introduced to the concept of stranger through a kit. If so8 1 could 

perhaps understand her confusion. As a teachat 1 had been obliged to attend 

a workshop on the use of such a kit. While the concept o f  "stranger" is a 

complex one, kits such as the one that was the focus of the workshop did W e  



to address the complexity in any comprehensive way. Like many of my 

coiieagues, 1 chose not to use this sort of kit. liistead, I tried to integate 

concepts such as the one of stranger into a curricuium b 3 t  out of the 

children's expenence of their everyday lives. This teack practice is not 

always appreciated or endorsed by those who mandate sch001 d a d a .  

Many of us have grown up with the notion that we can reason our way out of 

the problems of Me and devices such as kits offer us the assurance that this is 

so. Workshops on effective teaching and assertive discipline are examples of 

the "rational" approach to teaching. 

The w of kits is not necessarily a hamiful practice. O h  the 

intentions behind them are good. Kits may hdp children understand and 

label theh experience. However, the little girl's question made me wonder if 

such technical and generaIized approaches to issues thought to affect children 

realIy do help them and th& teachers make sense of the complexity of the 

life world in which they are already embedded. 

Kits cm be useful but they are often, at best, merely surface outlines of 

the complex reality we experience, much like a water beetle appears on the 

surface of a pond, seemingly unaware of the watery realms beneath its legs. 

1 see the use of kits as a symptom of a larger pïoblem within the 

traditional curriculum of Western schooling. Devices such as kits and other 

'teacher-proof*' amiduni materials exempiify the way rumnila mandateci 

by the state have been taditionally used to control what is taught, how it is 

taught, and to whom it is tau@ - that is, to what is conceptuaiized of 

children - and to implernent social policies. In this scheme, teachers often 

become the hand maidens of the state, sometimes though not always, 

unwittingly implernenting social policies that may undermine the possibüity 





are community designs for a soaal order which the state produces to shape its 

atizens. Designs are structures whidi unfortunateiy can utiüze kits to that 

end. 

Facing the little giri on the sidewak that moming, I found myself 

uncomfortably reliving the dilemma with which 1 had often stniggled as a 

teacher, that is, the diiemma surounding the transmission of cultural 

attitudes and values. 1 wondered how 1 shouid behave towards the little girl 

so that 1 might not undermine what her teacher a d  parents had already told 

her and0 at the same t h e ,  not betray my own beliefs about the questionable 

practice of idenüfyuig strangers as @vers of harm. 1 hew that it is not 

usually strangers who harm children but those who are often dosest to them: 

their parents, th& extended family, or their family's friends. 

Superficially, a kit such as the one about strangers may appear 

benefiaal for children in our sdiools. Yet what is being transmitted tfuough 

the use of such a kit and to what purpose? ûstensibly, the purpose of the kit 

is to prevent harm delivered by strangers. It functiom, however, to deflect 

attention from the harm done by parents, family, and paid attendants. And it 

does so because parenthood and parenting is deemed sacrosanct. Honor thy 

father, the bible says. "This refusai to acknowledge the consequences of 

fomer harm and injury to the M d  penneates our society and is reinforced 

by reiigious teachings. For thousands of years, aU teligiow institutions have 

exhorted the faithful to respect their parents" (MiUer, 1990b, p. 32). 

Hendrick (1994) points out, " First, the history of children and 

childhood, is inescapably inseparable from the history of social policy" (p. xii) 

and that the generd effect of social policies has been to mate a perception of 

chilken as predominmtiy ignorant, dependent, vulnerable, untutored and 



very often threatening (p. xii). A look at the work of Hendrick (1994) allows 

us to explore ideas about the social construction of chiîdhood. His deeply 

caring and compassionate work on the history of chiidren, M d  welf-, and 

the swal construction of childhood in Engiand has resonance here in Canada 

because many of our ideas and our institutions have been imported fkom, 

and modelled on, the British system. 

The concept of ch i ldhd as a separate state cornes late in human 

history. The hdustrial Revolution in nineteenth century England as 

Hendrick (1994) and Aries (1972) point out, indicates that diildhood as a 

distinct stage in the human life cyde did not exist. With industriaiization, 

the custom of informaily educating the young at home and through the local 

community gave way to the f o d  education of schoois. The state now 

became an active participant in the education of children. Childhood was 

soady constnxcted to meet the needs and demands of industriaiization. 

Hendrick remarks: 

. . . the making of childhood into a very specific kind of age-graded and 
age-related condition went through several stages, involving several 
different processes. Each new construction, one often overlapping with 
the other, has been described here in the appropriate dvonological 
order as: the natural child, the Romantic chiid, the evangelical M d ,  
the factory M d ,  the delinquent M d ,  the schooled chiid and the 
psycho-medical chiid . . . the introduction and gradua1 consolidation of 
compulsory sdiooling confhned the trend towards the creation of the 
innocence. This understanding of the 'nature' of childhood was then 
subjected to scientific sautiny and elaborated upon through further 
description and explanation by the Child Study movernent. (Hendrick, 
1994, p. 37) 

Like textbooks and readers that came before, contemporary curriculzu 

devices such as kits are developed with a certain view of "the child" and 

childhood. However, many kits go beyond mere literacy and the acquisition 



of speciaI skills b y  implementhg various social policies which focus on issues 

affecthg dllldren's wellbeing that is M d  welfate, child abuse and health 

practices So what is the pmblem with th&? 

Nineteenth and twentieth cenhug refonners have campaigned for 

poiicies which ensure that chiîdren are protected. But, as Hendrick (1994) 

reminds us, certain features of poiiaes that purport to protect children have 

also been historicalIy responsible for doing them harm HenMck gives 

examples such as the "Edwardian concem with 'national effïciency,' and the 

perennial interest in social discipline, the stabiiity of the famiiy, and an 

appropriately educated labour force" (p. fi). The concem with social 

disapline, for example, has sometimes meant that children are censured, 

ridided, or otherwise punished because they are children. Schooiing today 

may not always be so distant from such Edwardian objectives. Barbara, an 

undergraduate student in a language leaming dass 1 teach, recently wrote this 

story. Her story is reminiscent of the Edwardian notion of chiidhood we read 

about in novels such as David Copperfield. Barbara entitled her story of 

schooling, A Blue Bird. 

Our classroorn wns a perfect square with one doorway and two 

windows. 

Desks were ananged in straight lines. Five desks across and six down. 

They were assigned to us on the first day of ciuss. You did not change plnces! 

We had rules in Our school. 

We had dress codes. Girls wore dresses, boys slacks and long sleeved 

shirts. No T-shirts, shorts or runners were allowed. 

The tenchers followed code too. They wore only durk colors black, 

brown, navy blue with no accent and no pretty jewelley. 





The occasion when 1 mas bad in class sh7l remains with me. My 

punishment was innovative. To kneel in a praying position on the hent 

register locnfed at the back of the class. nie register w u  about 36 inches high 

and about tk same in length. Anofher boy shared in the punishment. We 

climbed up, not knotaing. We positiaed our knees on the r a t e  and prayed. 

After awhile, we squinned. Noticing fhat I had moved slightly off the grill, 

the feacher made me redo the punishmetlt o v e  recess. I had dificzilty not 

mooing so I again tned over part of the lunch hour. I had ample fime to 

reflec t . 
Of course, no# everyone had these types of experiences RI class. Red 

birds were too smart to get into trouble. Blue birds only occasionnlIy. Yellow 

birds were the real &ad ones. 

Heywood (1988), another historian, supports Hendrick's view that 

poliaes for dùldren were not necessarily made with the childrenfs best 

interests at heart. For example, when industoalists in the middle of the 

nineteenth century began paying cash incentives for high production, 

children could not parüapate because they lacked the stamina to keep u p  

with production by machines. Because of their lower output, child workers 

ceased to be considered economidy usefui. They became superfiuous. 

Industry needed a place to "park" chüdren untii they were old enough to be 

workers. Public schools were the anmer. In Heywood's analysis, the 

mandate of the schools was to keep the children off the streets in order to 

train them to  be good workers, but not to think for themseives. 

Peikoff and Brickey (1991) state that fkom the mid nineteenth to the 

early twentieth century in Canada, it was a time in which soda1 reforrners, as 

in England, devoted more energy to caring for children than in any other 



perioâ. However, they demonstrate that policy initiatives directed to &Id 

labour and compuisory education did not emerge because of enüghtened 

attitudes towards children. Rather, the consequences of the emergence of 

industrial capitaüsm was larigely respomile for the ideological change that 

transfomeci c h i i h  from little adults hto precious aeatures in need of 

specïal attention and care. Heywood (1988) also argues that economic factors 

underlie the development of public schooIs as a better place for working class 

chiidren- He says. that "from the instihrtcurs, the industrial lobby hoped, 

they [Mdren] would acquire a basic instruction in the three R's, and, most 

irnportantly, l e m  the discipline and values that would make them 'good 

workers'," (p. 322). 

The study of the history of childhood is the story of how adults have 

viewed and treated chiidren. De Mause, a psycho-historian, states that "the 

history of childhood is a nightmare from whkh we have just begun to 

awaken" (1975, p. 85). De Mause daims that the M e r  we look badc in 

history the worse the treatment of children becorne.. Aries (1972) and 

Sommerville (1990) have painted varying pictures of how people in the past 

have treated children: from under-protection to over-protection; from being 

little adults to being Vvtually a different species; from being innately eviI to 

being paragons of innocence. 

Most historians agree that throughout history chiltiren have been 

abused and neglected. As long as we only deal superfiaaiiy 6 th  the way 

chiidren are treateà in our Society, the nightmare will continue. Perhaps as 

the little giri's question that began this chapter suggests, leaming to be made 

strangers to ourselves and each other is the biggest part of the nightmare. 



Reflecting on the Iittie girl's question and CURidar  directiom 

available through kits led me to consider what it is teally like to be a M d  

living in our Western culture. One is inevitably concerned over the 

messages chilchen receive about being children and becoming ad*, about 

the way messages presume differences between child and addt which make 

us forget that identity conünuously unfolds throughout our lifetime. OrweU 

(1953) points out: 

. . . the chiid lives in a sort of alien under-water world which we cm ' 

only penetrate by memory or divination. Our chief due is the fact that 
we were once chiidren ourseives, and many people appear to forget the 
atmosphere of their own childhood almost entirely. (p. 59) 

As 1 have suggested in chapter six, becoming an addt in this culture 

may mean becoming estranged from one's own childhood, and the 

curriculum we learn at school often reinforces and perpetuates the 

estrangement. The little girl 1 met reveals the essence of this separation. 

How wonderfui and yet strange it is to be a child! To find oneself as a 

chiid in a marvelous world that is without history, a world ripe with 

potential. One's task as a chiid is to make sense of a pregiven world to make 

sense of its established social patterns, dture  and &dithm. The world gives 

one no status except as being an infant member of a &al group. It gives no 

power except that which is given him/her by adults. As Sdiutz suggests: 

Any member bom or reared within the group accepts the ready-made 
standardized sdieme of the cultural pattern handeci down to hirn by 
ancestors, teachers, and authorities as an unquestioned and 



unquestionable guide in all situations which norrnaily occur within 
the soaal world. (Schutz, 197î, p. 95) 

WhiIe I liugely agree with Schutz, 1 qpestion whether a new member 

of a group always accepts without question the pregiven culturai patterns. 

A story of an experïence fkom C m ,  a graduate student, exemplifies 

both a child's lack of status and power, her actpiescence to cuIturd patterns 

and her need to make sense of situations that d o l d  about her. 

My Grandfuther sfood bejïun me, his rail-like Fame airnost grazing the 

full height of the room. Hi3 cool clear eyes tuming to ice, focused witk laser- 

like shurpness, no longer on my mother, but on me. "Honestly Emma where 

are her ninnnen?" His question seemed to hover above me, suspmded in air 

on a fiagile thread. 

My Mother's eyes avoided my gaze. Insfantly, I knew that she would 

not be defending me. And in that moment, she looked awkward, quiet, 

miniscule; her eyes veiled in a shroud of complacency. Only moments 

before, 1 had filt sa invincible, so fidl of Iife itseIf, and this vitality had camed 

me fornard as I burst into thai ruom. 1, the room-busfer, child of f i e ,  had 

forgotten my manners. And with eyes much foo wide, and tungue wagging 

tales to tell, had broken Grandfather's golden tules: 

Silence is goidm. 

Children should be seen and not heard. 

Do not intemcpt adults who are in conversation. 

In mthusiasm ooer the little creature I had just seen outside, 1 had 

forgotten the rules, as sometimes 1 was wont to do. My  grundfather's tongue 



mas l z i  a whip: Did I know I mas a rude child? Ru& to interrupt grown-ups 

whm they are speaking? Rude to butt in mithout being announced? Rude 

because I should know better? 

RUDE, RUDE, RUDE. 

Well, what did I have to Say jm myself my Grondfather bellmed? I 

stammered. "1" - "1" In a shmt space of timr I had lost my 1. Then my anger 

seemed tu reclaim it, and I felt myself becoming real again. With red face and 

definnt eyes and al1 the strength in me I rehmed thaf ice blue glare. My 

words turnbled out of me: "Maybe I was rude, but it's still not fair for you to 

yell at me," I retorted. Litfle people have feeings too." 

A long silence ensued. Those fieshly spoken words sut on me Iike 

pnste, following me IzXe a mail's bail as I slowly made my way out to the car. I 

glanced back, hoping, thinking, wishing, that someone would follow me. 

I wondered what would hnppen next, for I knew I hird broken yet 

another golden rule; I had Iost my ternper. I felt sad, yet sornehow big - full 

of the tmth I knew I had spoken only moments before. Finally my mother 

appeared. I pretended not to notice her as she huméd down the path towards 

the car. Perhaps site noted my indifierence, perhnps not. She fsomed her 

words rather carefully, explrrining that al1 would be f i e  again provided I 

apologized to my Grandfathm imrnedùltely. I looked ut hm briejly and then 

with my index fi~tget I bepn to @us on creating diffèrent p t t m  with the 

little dots that suddenly became noticeable in the upholstmd ceiling just 

above me. (A child remembers) 

This story cadis into being what it feels like to be little, fuîi of curiosity 

and wonder, but Nnning amok of what seems to be the inexplicable d e s  

ad* have made to govem behavior. What we leam about owelves, 



others, and our proper place in the scheme of things is not evidently always 

good for us. As a srnail child, not oniy could Cara not internipt her 

grandfather and her mother, but she could not question them in an overt 

way. And so in school, perhaps chiidren learn not to qestion the teacher. 

Fine (1987) and Gardner (1991) are but two who remind us that school is often 

a place where serious conversation or questions are deerned inappropriate. 

That chance meeting with the little girl on the sidewalk brought me 

back to the story of my own childhood, to its Ionelines and pain, and then it 

made me think how our school currida embody and promotes Western 

developmental ideals. 

Chîldren ofien wrestie with profundity. 1 remernbered that as a young 

diild 1 stniggled with the meaning of, and significance in, Remembrance Day. 

'ïhere seemed to be so much sadness and quiet just before that day and on 

that day. 1 reaiiy did not know the reason for the veil of silence: it was a 

mystery. 1 thought about how school reinforced this mystery. 

At school we colored poppies. 1 remember one of my classrnates 

getting into trouble because he colored his poppy yellow and not red. It reaily 

was not until much later that the syrnbolism of the r d  poppy was made dear 

to me, after 1 finally summoned up the courage to ask my father. He told me 

a beautiful story about a young man who was a soldier and a poet. Because he 

was a pet, he could put into words the sadness of war and the great human 

suffering that everyone feels no matter which country eventuâuy wins the 

war. My father said that each poppy represents the blood of someone küled in 

the war, be they father, son, or btother in sorneone's family, somewhere 

around the world. 



Suddeniy 1 understocxi the reason for the great silence that blanketed 

the kgion Hall every year and 1 also understood why I had been called a 

disrespeaful 'child because 1 had drawn a happy face on one of those felt 

poppies handed out at s c h d  Looking back, 1 now realize that my father had 

a different p-ve b the dominant sacreci story of war. He saw its 

SUff&& not its glory. He also had a diffezent perspective on Me, and a 

seamless view of personhood or identity, in which 1 share. The view of 

personhood or identity as continuously evoIving throughout the life cyde 

underlies my dissertation. 

As a d3d, 1 often felt Iüce a prop in a play sorneone else (the teacher) 

had written. A five year old whom 1 recently met had a similar experience of 

school. She was tehg  her younger sister what school is all  about "Well, you 

sit on the mg. You color at your desk and then you sit on the rug and 

sometimes there are stories and you sit on the m g  for stories." When her 

little sister asked, "Why do you sit on the mg?" the older diild replied, "'Siily, 

you just sit on the mg." The younger M d ,  perhaps thinking this musual, 

said "Is it a magic mg?" "No," replied the other, "Tt is just a rug for kids to sit 

on. Big people like teachers and stuff sit on chairs." 

The five-year-old girl had to engage in an activity - sitting on the m g  

- that she made sense of in the best way she could. Çometirnes, however, 

school dllldren are fosced to. engage in aaivities that are so beyond theV 

experience that Uiey can make no sense of t h e .  at d. The little girl in the 

beginning of this chapter had her problems making sense of those in our 

midst who are o u  sirangers. 

When 1 was teaching grade two, a atizenship ceremony took place in 

the gymnasium at our school. The whole school was asked to attend on 



r a t .  short notice. My dass did not understand the concept of atùenship. 

There was not adequate time to discuss such a concept with them or to try to 

build the concept of atizenship through t .  experience. Neither was there 

t h e  for a discussion among staff about whether it would be appropriate for 

children of this age to attend. Many of the grade two, grade one, and 

kindergarten pupils had difficuity sitting stiîl through the ceremony. It 

occurred to me that my mle was simply one of keeping the chiidren quiet so 

that our s3iool could announce that such a ptesügious ceremony took place 

ai our school. As fa as 1 could tell this incident did little except give the 

children the message that their role is "to be seen and not heard," a cultural 

tradition, which, many would argue, is no longer operating in contemporary 

Md-rearing practices. While teachers cannot be expected to explain the 

reasons for eveiything they do, it seems to me that this five year old girl had 

diffidty making sense of her world for the same reasons my grade two 

students did: children axe given little say apart from what adults gant them. 

Yet it would have been helpful to this five-year-old's cognitive development 

to h o w  - or to be able'to ask - the teacher why chîidren sat on the m g  and 

to that of my grade two diildren to have a discussion about atizenship. If we 

are open to htening to chiidren's questions and struggling with their tangks 

and confusions, we acknowledge uiem as being reasonable beings and beings 

capable of reason. Indeed we may even Ieam from them! 

Perhaps, as 1 suggested earlier, in looking into the face of the Little girl 

whom I met on the sidewalk, 1 &O remembered how 1 felt when, as teacher, 1 

was expected to carry on traditions, or enforce lules that made no sense to me; 

or, worse, that made me feel as though 1 had somehow abandoned the chiid 1 

once was. To become an adult and a teacher, I was trained, and had train& 



myself,, to forget the atmosphere of my own childhood. Leaming to be and 

being an adult in this culture o h  means becoming estrangeci from one's 

own childhood. It means tuming from our past as experienced towards a 

present that is outside our fdt experience. We become an addt when we 

disconnect h m  the diild we were; we arrive at what is named aduihoad 

when we forget the joumey we have been on. Perhaps being an adult means 

no longer asking on& where one came fiom, where one is going, or who 

one is going to b e  The "not-yet aduit" and "aduit" categories of West- 

stage development theory may contriiute to a polarized and oppositional 

relationship between adult and M d .  Mer ail, once addthood is reached we 

know who we are; was not our childhood the preparation for that goal? 

' m a t  Wiu You Be?" 

They never stop asking me, 
"What wili you be?- 
A doctor, a dancer, 
A diver at sea?" 

They never stop bugging me: 
"What wiU you be?" 
As if they expect me to 
Stop being me. 

When 1 grow up Pm going to be a Sneeze, 
And sprinkle Genns on ai l  my Enemies. 

W h  1 grow up I'm gohg to be a Toad, 
And dump an SUy Questions in the road 

When 1 grow up, I'm goïng to be a a d .  
I'Ii Play the whole dam day and drive them Wüd. 

(Dennis Lee, 1977, p. 41) 



Not so very long ago, 1 was involved in a situation that brought me 

doser to understanding the iittle gitI's questions. A dose hiend of mine was 

overcome with sadness in heating the following news bulletin in the dead of 

winter. A dog had been hit by a car and was left to die at the tide of the road. 

A passerby stopped to throw a blanket on the dog but many people p a s d  by 

both on fmt and in automobiles without stopping. Finaily, someone stopped 

to attend to the dog but by that the  the dog's paws were fmzen to the pund. 

It is likeiy that the dog died not because it sustained fatal injuries by being hit 

by a car, but because it had been left to freeze to death. 

My friend relayed this news report tu me through t em.  1 immediately 

became angry, spouting off about the great inhumanity in our society, about 

how we treat hdpless aeatures and children, about the action that must be 

taken, about the hopelessness of the situation My fnend interrupted my 

tirade, saying "Just let me ay for the dog." 

I have thought about this incident many mes because other ugly 

moments remind me of it and because my reaaion of over analysis of life 

situations appears to be a typical one. Possibly my fnend has the right idea: 

first be aware of one's own immediate feeiings ( those which speak to us in 

the moment). It seerns to me, based on my own experience as both a student 

and teacher, that traditionai school currida favours abstract thought, 

analytic reasoning and linguistic ability mer the affective and perceptual 

domain. 1 have leamed weii to do this as I analysed the solution rather than 

responded to the immediate feelings of wdness. Tumbull(1983) suggests 

that, in other cultures sudi as in the mbuti tribe, the affective domain is 

much more widely understood, and @ven much more prominence in every 

stage of the life cyde and in the educational system than it is in our own (p. 



18). As a renilt, the actions of the members of the mbuti trie are not separate 

from theh Me experience. In theh culture childhood is not regarded as a 

separate state. Unüke in the West, th- is no abstract or oppositional 

rdationship between child and addt because each individual îife is part of 

the endess cycle of life. 

Along with teadiing chiîdren to favor the* motional responses less 

and to be made accepting of anaîytic responsesI in Western education we 

teach them to be passive, not to cpestion authority, and. perhaps, eventudy 

not to question much at all. Lindfors (1987) f o c w s  on the mismatch between 

the curious nature of children and the tendency of traditional dassrooms not 

to sanction &osity and questions of a more personal natw. She ates 

examples fiom both informal exercises and dassroom observations regarding 

the kinds of questions asked by preschoo1-kindergarten children. primary 

diildren, and intermediate-level chiIdren. The questions at each level were 

categorized into the following three groups: 

(1) Curiosity: Does not focus on satisfying any outside source. ( 2) Procedural: 

Focuses on satismg an extemal source; helps one do what one is "supposed" 

to do. (3) Social-interactionai: a question form functioning mainly to initiate 

The results are rather disturbing: 

Of the 159 preschookkindergarten questions d y z e d ,  approximateiy 
45 percent (aimost half) were social in nature, appmximately 33 percent 
(one-third) were dos i ty  questions, and approximately 23 percent (less 
than one-fourth) were procedural. The situation changed dramaticdy 
at primary levd Here, of a total of 253 questions andyzed, the curiosity 
questions comprised oniy 19 percent and social only 14 percent? while 
procedural questions soared to 66 percent (almost two-thirds) of the 
total. The situation was similar at intermediate level, with 16 percent 
of the total (116) being curiosity questions? another 16 percent being 



social, and a staggering 68 percent being procedurai. (Lincifors, 1987, p. 
288) 

The n d e r s  in Lindfofs study figure importantly in my Me. 

M y  feelings of king a stanger on much of the educatiod terrain I have 

travelled may be largely attributed to the fact that on the one hand 1 have 

been educated to forget as Lindfor's shows 'the atmosphere of my own 

childhood' and thaï, on the 0th- hand, childhood is a difficult üme to know. 

As Orwell puts it 'In studying chiIdhood - or teaching children - one is up 

against the very great diffdty of knowing what a child really feels and 

thinks" (p. 59). But is it not diffidt to really know how anyone feels? After 

all, are we not all, in one way or another, strangers to owelves and to each 

other? I wonder if we do not often think that diüdren's feelings are so 

different than our own because our cultural history has told us that this is s a  

Perhaps this is why in our modern Western culture nothing is less explored 

and less valued than the child's point of view. 



Hearing Through Silence: Luîîabies of Myth 

This dissertation has been about trying to imagine or view duldren 

differently - not from above - not objectified, as has been quite typically the 

case in our Society and in OUI traditional approaches to the sdiooling of 

chikiren. The view 1 am suggesting would require a tethuiking of the place of 

childhood in the human life cyde, imaginllrg child and adult behavior as 

interrelated and cyclical. Ultimately, this means rethinking m e n t  views of 

childhood in education to indude the child's point of view. It is, however, 

difficult to integrate something that is not ahowledged as important. 

What might an alternative view of childhood in education look like? 

While acknowledging the natural polaiity between the positions of 

child and adult, it is not necessary to posit any position of superiority within 

that duality. Within the adult r e t s  a child; within the child rests an adult. It 

is possible to attend to diffi;eience without athibutmg daminance ta either 

position. It is possible to respond to similarities in the rhythm of each 

position. 

What must change in order to move toward alternative views is the 

relationship between children and adults as it is portrayed in Westem 

mythology, and how such understandings are played out in our education 



system. "The commeraal and cult storyteiiers . . . coilaborate through the 

manner in which they undennine the autonomy of teachm and children, 

who are regardeci as passive recipients of dtural  goods that are deemed 

(hom above) appropriate for their work and development" (Zipes, 1995, p. 4). 

For example, stories iike Humel and Gretel, Cinderella and Snmu White are 

interpreted within the dominant view of childhood as distinct from 

adulthood, with the child ever in the position of victim, gullible loser or total 

innocent- More recently, and perhaps more telling, films like Home Alone, 

House Arrest and The Exorcisf reveal children as evil or as diabolical, with 

adults their unwitting victims. The success of each of these stories depends 

on an inherent oppositionality in the reiationship between child and adult, a 

casting of each as stange to the other. 

For example, even the way folktales are told hides possibilities for 

rethinking the relationship of childhood and adulthood. The M d  is ever 

the victim in one iight. Hansel and Gretel were victims of a auel step 

mother and yet they acted on the belief that it would be possible to survive in 

spite of the step mother's belief that they couid not. The children refused to 

be the vibims. The lines between superior and inferior become blurred. The 

chiidren return to the father with the resources to are for him. 

If we remember the story of Snow White from the view 1 am 

suggesting then we find possibilities to attend to differences not to 

hierarchies. For example, Snow White fin& companionship in unexpected 

places, with dwarfs in forests, where differences are valued and she firads 

there that the power of this truth vanquishes eviL 

Perhaps we need to be ever carefui of dominant cuiturai scripts as we 

teil our fairy tales and aeate new tales. Perhaps we aiso need to be carefui as 



we listen to children's telling of these tales and as teachers help them to 

Ihe process of leaming how to tell a story is a process of 
empowerment We ail want to narrate our lives, but very few of us 
have been given the techniques and insights that can help us form 
plots to r d  out goals. W e  need to leam strategies of narration when 
we are very young in order to grasp that we can become out own 
namitors, the storytellers of our lives. (p. 4) 

This is an invitation to enabh &ildren to question CUItural scripts, an 

invitation for educators to view childhood as an open-ended process of 

becoming. 

Within the dominant cultural script them are other stories but they are 

not understood to be as powerful. If we iisten, we hear those stories of 

Chüdren and educators who question theV process of becoming. The stories 

to w h f i  1 refer concem the lives of the c h i l h  in dassrooms engaging with 

the world as powerful, responsible and active in addressing the problems of 

the world around them. 

Consider the s t o y  of eleven year old Catherine Wiebe (Globe and Mail, 

June 14, 1996) whu spok up ugainst a major toy rnanufucturer at the 

annual meeting regarding a doll 'Clmer Cutie" which stereotypically 

portrayed women as mindless users of phones, hairbrushes and 

ha irdryers. 

M y  fnend, Laura, at age 15, wrote to the prime minister to ask why her 

mother, a single mom, could not get financial heIp to build n house. 



She subsequently received a v q  positive reply from the prime 

minister und her mother got help to build her house. 

One of my studrnts, sconr year old McKnuie, learned through the 

newspaper that Crayola, a populor crayon manufacturer, had asked 

adults about removing some old colours from their crayon boxes. 

McKenzie questioned why only adults had bem consulted; why had no 

children been asked for their opinions? McKenrie got hm chssmates to 

wnte letters to Crayola to protest their new colour strategy. Another 

classrnate suggested making a fape of children's opinions about the 

Crayola move, reasoning that "You know adults. They never listen to 

children " (MM, persona1 communication, March 11, 1991). 

Here are some samples of the letters written by McKenzie and her 

classrnates: 













Adults can leam fiom children, These chüdrens stories and letters are 

powerful because they aeate, in addts, a sense of wishing for that same 

power in th& own childhood (or aduithood). This is how 1 react to the 

stories of children. 

What do such stories have to do with education? SchooIs are places 

s h e d  by adults and children, but many schools may not be serving as places 

of opening for d u l h  or their teachers. Rather, in many ways, schools serve 

to "shape" children, to "modei" them and to "prepare" them for the future. 

This goai of schoohg is to reduce questionhg of a curious and sociai nature. 

Many schools and teachers are not open to the possibilities presented by 

diildren as they aeate their own world and their own questions about the 

world and their position in it. If schools c m  become places for examining 

and listenuig to the cultural and daily scripts we live by, then both children 

and adults (teachers) may be able to rethink the oppositional relationships so 

that the silence of the child does not become the silence of the adult. 

Schools are places, not just for children, but also for teachers. Both 

diildren and teachers need to be in a position to understand and question the 

social noms which structure and guide their daily lessons. If young teachers, 

however, are selected to become teachers because of their success in our 

m e n t  education system, how can the cyde of süence be broken? How can 

young teachers who do not understand their own authority to question, who 

no longer have questions and who no longer ask ciifficuit questions, create a 



space which promotes a questioning stance, encourages questioning and 

permits aiff;dt questions to be raised? 



It's m every one of us, to be wise, 
find your h W ,  open up both your eyes. 

W e  can ail know everything, 
without ever knowing why. 

It's in every one of us, to be wise. 

- Traditional Folk Song 

How can the cyde of silences be broken? How can teadiers create 

spaces in which possibilities are invited? This chapter pulls together the 

strands whîch trace my web of inquiry. It offers an awareness of the 

fragmentation of the individuated self as pervasive in our culture, specifically 

the chüd/adult dichotomy. It enables me to respond to the pmcess of inquiry 

through continued use of questions as tools which d o w  a search for a way 

out of the cydicd silences imposed by culturaiiy dominant discourses. This 

chapter M e r  offers possible significance for chiîdren, aduits and teachers, 

within the practice of teacher education, and promotes integration of these 

new understandings into my own praaice. Perhaps it will enable others to do 

the same. 

ware of F- 

Referring to the beginning of this text, this inquiry grew out of desire 

for a deeper understanding of human experïence, in patticular diildren's 

experiences of schooling. It began with a la& in my comprehension of the 



silences of my own chïldhood. 1 fdt a sense of alienation not only as a M d ,  

but a h  as a teadier in educationd contexts. Awareness of the potential for 

alienation is a signifiant recurring theme in this dissertation, with its specific 

focus on the dùld/adult dichotomy as one manifestation of the individuated 

self. Alienation may result eom an emphasis on difference, on being set 

apart or of being fragmented. 

My first experience with difference and fragxnentatiion was the abyss of 

my brother's institutionalization. The narrative of this experience, written 

through mernories of myself as a ten year old diild, was the genesis, the later 

motivation to inquiry into aspects of alienation within our culture. My 

gowing awareness was the key s t r a .  in what has grown to be an interactive 

web of questions explorhg the cyclicai nature of identity within the context of 

schooling. 

1 began by wondering: 

What is it like to be a chïld moving through school contexts? 

How does the way diildren learn echo in the learning of adults; then, 

redprocally, how do adults (ie. teachers) shape the way children learn? 

Does a cultural attribution of differences between child and aduit 

cirCUmSC]ribe the potential leaming of individuais? 

Questions made it possible to search for labels with which to voice 

unartidated feelings of difference and fragmentation in schooling contexts. 

Questions became toois, and those tools enabled me to continue the search for 

a way out of the silences. 



As a child 1 looked at the bare walls of the institution where my brother 

was howd. The walis gave no answers about experiences and maturing 

development for a child growing up. Where were the answers to my 

unvoiced qyestions? Silence grew on silence. 

In Grade 3, I leamed one way to draw a number Illie. My 

understanding of numbers was not to Vary fiom that linear definition of 

what represents quantities and their relationships. 1 dared not break the 

silence and risk the slam of Mc V's d e r  on my desk. 

Many yean later, 1 was asked in a graduate dass to fill in spaces which 

would indicate subjects in which we thought we were knowledgeable. In that 

moment, 1 remembered Mr. V, and the adult and chiid in me converged. 1 

found myself wondering about boundaries: where does chiIdhood end and 

adulthood begin? Later, I was to search for mwers  to this question in the 

iiterature focused on cuitural notions of identity of "the self" which form the 

underpinnings of our pedagogy. Yet it was primarily through speaking with 

other graduate students in education that 1 realized the cyclical nature of 

identity, particularly the living cohesion between M d  and adult/teacher. 

Consequently, rather than consaously selecting this research topic, the 

question of the cyclical nature of child/adult relationships had presented itseif 

to me through my own return to school as a gaduate student. Perhaps this is 

because a r e m  to school as an adult gave me the chance to diverge fkom my 

usual role of teacher, ailowing me glirnpses and traces of how chiidren8s lives 

are storied. I found that by inquizing into the commonalities and ciifferences 

in the experiences of chiid and addt leamers, 1 was also inquiring into the 

assumptions that undergird the discourses in many theories of chiid 

development, and how these may actually constrain development. A 



sequentialf linear, end-point view of human development does not enable us 

to understand the recursive experience of out becoming. In practical terms, 

the alternate process of refiexive questioning may infuse our teaching and 

leamhg with the potential ability to be thoughtfd, responsive and 

understanding - as the Foik Song says: "to be wise". 

In s ~ ~ ~ l l l l a r y ,  these two dimensions: becorning aware of fragmentation 

and reflexive questioning (discoverhg that which often "hides in the Iight") 

comprise a recursive practice. This whole process of inquiry is interco~ected 

and interactive and supports infonned action. 

Whüe t e a d h g  undergraduate courses in the teacher education 

program, I continued to question. One of the issues presented as part of my 

first curriculum methods course was behavior management. It was difficult 

to teach this course without cornprehending the complexity of behaviour 

management in the dassroom. On the one hand, having been a teadier, I 

understood the challenges of behaviour management and the place of 

technique and strategies in curriculum- On the other hand, 1 felt tembly 

disheartened by the many primarily presaiptive procedures and recipes for 

contro1lùig dassrcmm behaviour- I decided to present the students with " r d  

life" teadiing scenarios based on my own experiences. 

While an interesting discussion ensued regarding the use of 

techniques, 1 began to wonder how much the curricuium of out schooling 

engenders a dichotomy between child and adult. In the dassroom situation 

many of the undergraduate students taked about incidents during which 



they Mt they had been mistreated as childreh Barbara told of kneeling on the 

heating vent as a form of punishment. It exemplifieci h a  perception of this 

feeling of mktreatment (Ch2ipter 7). Experiences of mistreatment continue to 

pervade and echo within schooling, as teachers unquestioningly carry their 

silent mernories into reiationships with duldren. 

Continued questionhg may provide an opportunity to understand the 

process of becoming an addt who has integrated, rather than abandoned a 

child's sense of knowing. In the undergraduate dasses 1 teadi, 1 invite the 

students ta explore personal stories of childhood and reflect on how these 

stories may have an impact on thw teaching pracüce. Barbara shared her 

growing understanding of structure and routine in the dassroom as w d  as 

the impact her story (+ter 7) had on her teadung philosophy and practice: 

Karyn's Question: How did this event have an impact on your 

teaching practice? 

Barbara's Response: Smtcture is a good point. I think if instilled in me 

the oirtues of a routine. It is importanf to know the rules and play by thern. I 

became afrnid though to have my own thoughts and ideas. Somehow t h y  

were not good enough, or right. I had diflculty speaking in class and would 

not like fo hand projects in or show my work unless somehow I hm it was 

perfect. I nlso found that I would defend or protect slower students in class 

and would associate with both fhe s m r t  sfudents and the slower stYdenfs. 

Kàryn's Question: Hom do you fée1 ahut this now? 

Barbara's Response: Surprisingly, 1 hnd erased most of my childhood 

memories of school and had dificulty remembering a positive or negative 

experience. The experïence, as I look a t  it as an adult, gives me the shivers. 

Learning was in a vacuum. 1 don't remernber seeing anyone else's m t k  in 



class. We did not share our infQnnation or idrns or feelings. Projects were 

handed back in order by pmenfage grade starting fnmi the top. It sems  to be 

un in@cient way of learning. It was a direct Irnming; the answers were 

eifher right or wrong. There seemed to be no grey areas. In languuge arts 

cluss, however, I membcr taking tum reuding uloud. A purugraph to each 

sîudent. It  was painfil listening to the sfudents who struggled so hurd. 

Knryn's Question: How kas this event had an impact on your 

philosop hy ? 

Barbara's Response: Being fair is important to me. Giving each 

student some time and attention no matter what level they are at is 

important to me. I do not Zike the idea of forcing someone to do something. I 

don't like teachers who single students out to make the class or the student 

feel stupid. I would like to break d m  the inhibitions and fenr of making 

mistakes and lighten the consequences of some actions that were made with 

no malicious intent. Life is too short. 

ffiryn 's Question: M a t  is the relationskip be fween you r philosophy 

and your instructional practice. 

Barbara's Response: I like giving lots of examples, sharing stories, 

setting up a situation so that everyone can win. I like teaching through 

guided discovery. I like having students tty Q variety of ways to accomplish 

goals, allowing thtm to pick and mnkc decisions, und thm practice. I do not 

mind holding someone's hand until they feel conj?dent to do it on their own. 

No matter how silly it may seem to someone zvatching. I love to give others 

confXence to do the best job, to create the best possible learning mvironment 

and allow the "leanter" in eunyone fo sparkle with interest. 



Pheung, another undergraduate student, recailed an important 

narrative from his time spent as a student m elementary school. H e  stated 

that he wanted to share this pârficuiar narrative because he still remernbered 

the positive affect this inadent had on his iife: 

I can remember clenrly n specific mommf in art period duting my year 

as a fourth grade student. (This ment more than any oflier has had an 

impact on my developing feuching philosophy and proctice.) MT. S. had asked 

us to draw a pictute of a person's fice. Mt. S. allowed a feu, minutes to find a 

picture that we Iîbed. After we al1 shufled around the room, Zooking 

through magazines and books for the perf'ect face tu draw, we al1 retumed ta 

out desks and awaited further instncction. Mt. S. held up a picture completed 

by one of his students the preaious year. There were lots of oohs and ahhs in 

response to the picture. As I gazed at the drawing, I wns impressed by the 

detail and clarity. I f  Iooked very much Iike the original cover on the 

magazine. Finally, we were given instructions on how tu begin our own 

"Mas terp iece ". 
Mr. S. told us to fold our selected picfure in hlf and to place our folded 

side on out blank white art paper. Then we were told by MY. S. tu try to 

complete the face by drawing the opposite ha& Using our pencils and erusers, 

we al1 began tuorking. With careful druzuhg, and etusing, we al2 tn-ed to get 

the perfect match. There were students going up to MI. S. asùing for some 

assistance and others just showing him their work. I realized how fast time 

passes when one is hard nt work. 

As I was consunied in my work, 2 heard my name mentioned in 

conversation. I looked up and saw \oh#, telling Mr. S. that I was using the 

wrong methud or style of drawing. The room became silent. nie only sound 



heard was thnt of the people walking around the hallways jusf outside the 

classroom door. I Zookd townrd Mr. S's desk to see what mas happening. I 

could see John and Mr. S. talking but I could not mùe out what they were 

saying to each othct. Mr. S. then tumed and looked directly nt me. I 

automatically looked d o m  ut my work. (In my culture, when one thinks he 

or she hns done something wrong or has broken a rule, when confionted we 

are not allowed to look into the eyes of our authontotioe mode1 because it is 

considered disrespectfhl.) So 1 did not look up because Mr. S. wos my teacher. 

I was afraid and petriped when I saw MI. S. get out of his chair front behind 

his "mighty" desk. I could feel his giant footstegs getting closer. As Mr. S. 

approuched my desk I felt my body temperature rising in par. Finally Mt. S. 

was at my desk and I was waiting to heur the word "wrong" aloud! I did not. 

MI. S. asked me if I knew what I was doing exactly. I told him, no. Putting 

his hand on my lefi shoulder, he called the whole clnss to attention. MT. S .  

then explained to the class that I was using a method called sketching. He 

told me that I was doing an excellent job and to keep up witk the good work. 

Pheung wrote this reflection on his story: 

As I rejlect on this situation, I can see t h t  MY. S. accepted me for who I 

am and he understood my method of leaming. Everyone c m  be taught the 

same thing, but not everyone will learn it in the same wuy. There are no two 

living things alike in this mrlrl. Thme may be tavins in a fimily but within 

the twins, they each have differmt genetics, difiernit l i k s  and dislikes, and 

difietent persona1 characteristics. So no two things are nlike. Whnt t am 

Q i n g  to say is that not everyone in a class will have the same lerrming styles. 

As a teacher, we must iiccept each student for who they are and hy to adapt to 

each and eoeyone's method of learnhg. I belim that we are a11 learners and 



al1 teachm nt some point in our lives. One does not leam from just a 

particular individual but from everyone we rncounter. Together we must a11 

work hard to become befter teachers and leamers, 

If we can encourage student teachers to listen to th* own stones, as 

Barbara and Pheung have done (and as 1 have attempted to do), and reflect on 

these, and to share them through conversation and -tins it would be a step 

towards a philosophy and defensible practice for leaming. In this way it 

would be possible to deconstruct the hegemony of words tainted by cultual 

scripts. W e  might recognize our own chiIdhood in the voices of the children 

we teach. 

The process of rethinking my role as learner (child/adult) and teadier 

in the dassroom, and at University, has been an organic process. 1 explored 

and often questioned major theories of M d  development, especially those 

that focus on the process of identity formation. I gathered children's and 

adults' interpretations of their educational experiences whiie 1 was, at the 

same tirne, a teacher of elementary school chiidren, an instructor of 

undergraduate students, and a graduate student myself reflectuig on my own 

experiences. As I fomuiated questions and searched for answers, 1 began to 

experience the certauity of recturence in a pattem of hagmentation and unity. 

This ''certainty of recurrence,"a familiar pattern of cydical experknces, did 

not emetge as a theme which might be regarded as an answer to my 

questions, but one which came to be recognized. This cydical rhythm 



describes how the way children's leaming is echoed in the way we leam as 

adults. In ever widening cirdes, we become aware of how chiid and adult 

experiences, fragmented thtough tirne and space, do inform each other in a 

recursive relationship which is not often acknowledged. 

The understanding to which 1 have corne through the process of th& 

inquiry suggest that we must recognize a -ive, cyclical, rhythm of living 

cohesion between child and teachedadult. Within the adult rests a chiid; 

within the child rests an adult. We are, as Jung (1959) says, both the 

beginning and the end. Cyclical cohesion bespeaks of fragmentation and 

recursion. These aspects become visible through the cuitUral and daiiy scripts 

which we interpret and live. Narratives of these scripts bring voice to the 

unspo ken. 

For example, seven-year-old McKenzie's story (chapter 8) described an 

experience which helped me to realize that it was possble to step aside to 

allow students to occupy teachersf traditional positions. We can Iisten to 

diildren. We can shift positions and reiationships in order to encourage their 

voices, to enable them to articulate their understandings We can move away 

from a practice which views chiidren as deficient. We can remember what it 

is to be a chiid. W e  can &O allow undergraduate students to rememùer and 

value what it was like to be a student/child. 

I am suggesting that fragmentation of experiences, and thus 

fragmentation of our "seif", may begin very early in the education of our 

chîldren and is sustained throughout the education of OUI "preservice" 

coîleagues in many of our teadier education practices. Clandinin (1993) 

speaks to this very notion when she describes the discornfort that she, and 

some of her associates have with the language found in the teadier education 



programs. She states that there is partidar discornfort "with the language 

because we have learned to talk about our teadhg in terms of personal and 

practical knowing, emotionality, moral clil-, and ethic of caruig" (p. 3). 

Even the words 44presenrice" and "inservice" suggest teadhg to be akin to a 

tehnicai training modei for teadier education. 

This inquiry, therefore, artidates choice: we rnay choose to rem& 

the adult who has outgrown the M d ,  whose mernories of childhood were 

neatly boxed, revealed only in that fomi to children, as a "kit" to be taken out 

at scheduled intervals; or, we may choose to remember our childhood voices, 

the saipts we spoke to ourselves before our voices were muffied by the bigger 

cultural saipts of dominating discourses. 

Choosing a course of action that requires us to remember our 

chilcihood voices. to become aware of the dichotomy between M d  and adult 

in our teadUng practices, may be an experience that is at first ambiguous and 

undear. However, to continue questioning, to see this measureless space of 

arnbiguity as a realm of infinite possibility, may free us to recognize other 

dichotomies which may provide opportunities to explore and value multiple 

perspectives. 

The translation of these ideals into practice requires persistent 

questioning of the taken-for-granted cultural notions. This questioning 

would permit the expression of multiple perspectives. Let me illustrate the 

matter of perspective by refefnng to the sto ry of a 12-yearold Japanese victim 

of Hiroshima 1 read to the students in a third-year undergraduate language 



arts course. This moving story, Sadako and the Thousund Paper Cranes, was 

off& as an altemative to the popuiar &orth American representation of the 

tragedy of war. Some students fond the details of the giri's suffering 

"homfic" and calied for censorship. Others accused me of subverüng the 

intent of Remembrance Day by choosing this time to share the book. Their 

comments included: 

Perhaps the book could be presented in an apolitical way. 

Teaching is inherently political. 

It seems that a teacher must be everything to everybody. 

This makes me think of a book. Maybe 1 could bring it to share 

because it offers another perspective on the tragedy of war and one 

family's efforts to try to help at great personal N k  to theh own safety. 

The discussion was at times heated and seeming to promise no 

consensus, although some students did express a greater appreciation for the 

importance of acknowledging their own perspectives. My role as teadier- 

educator then became one of insisüng that the students not adopt other 

points of view, but simply remain open to thern, in particular, to the 

forgotten voice of the chîld. Whether 1 am teaching language arts or an 

introductory curriculum course involving prinaples of theory and praaice in 

the elementary school dassroom, 1 find that a simple and well-chosen story 

c m  lead badc to the ail-important concept of the teacher educator's pivotal 

position between self and others, and of teadung as a political, social and 

personal ad. Hence, the story of Sadako. 

Teaching, like choosing fiterature, is also an ethical act. If we choose to 

remember and reflect on such horrifie evenri as the bombing of Hiroshima, 

then perhaps through an awareness of moral and ethical ramifications we 



may be less inclineci to tepduce such devastating acts. As teahers, we mut  

be able to conftont the reality that allowed Hiroshima to happen, and admit 

that such conditions remain evident right here and now. 

In this country, we have the fourth highest M d  poverty rate amongst 

the eight richest countries in the world (Conway, 1993). As a teadier 1 witness 

the dulling effects of such statistics in my flascroom on a daily basis. 1 deal 

with constant hunger and profound sadness. If such statistics still seem too 

abstract, the Globe and Mail, dated Saturday, November 16, 1996, shows a 

startling image of the lower part of a srnail figure suspended from a tree. The 

reader is left to imagine the grisly scene of the noose around the chiid's ne&. 

The caption reads: "Young Canadians are kiUing themselves in such 

unprecedented numbers that suicide has become - after motor-vehicle 

acadents - the most common cause of death among themm (p. 1, section Dl). 

The dominant cultural discourse seems to keep me, as a teacher educator, 

from talkuig about issues such as this. 

Although this is a depressing commentary, 1 find some hope in that 1 

teach a number of undergraduate students who are courageous enough to 

address complex and yet relevant issues in theu dassroom discussion and 

practice. 1 also think of seven year old McKenzîe 1 introduced in the last 

chapter. Through her actions 1 am reminded of the power of the individual 

as an agent of change. Teachers and teacher-educators need to have more 

opportunity to reflect on the* experience and how it relates to the experience 

of others, pattidarly children. This reflection may allow more people to 

begin to appreciate how their experience diverges from their culture's saaed 

story, and to encourage possibilities for imagining a different saipt More 

need the chance to become confident in believing that they can make a 



difference, that they do have the resources to affect education with their 

practice. 

Repeating the pattem of knowing and questioning, of remembering 

and rethinking, 1 remember my brother, Michael, and 1 wonder how many of 

the undergraduates that 1 teach have brothers Iike him. Even if we would 

prefer that teaching not be a personal affair, the environment in whîch we 

teach is personal. Each one of us has expetienced Me's narratives which 

influence who we are becoming. Through aeatïng spaces in which personal 

stories may be heard and vaiued, teachers may be in a better position to 

understand the parüculars of an individual story as weii as how p~werful a 

culture's saaed script can be in our becoming. 1 wonder why it seerns difficuit 

to adaiowledge simultaneously both the uniqueness and the universality of 

any experience, and why acceptance of one often predudes the option for the 

other. 

Since 1 have corne to believe that education involves the need for 

social, morai and politicai awareness, 1 ask my students to pay dose attention 

to cultural assumptions that undergird some of out curriculum theuries and 

practices. Some of my undergraduate students do not think teaching is about 

such matters. Rather, they believe that teadhg entails primariiy being well 

acquainted with curridum guides and manuais. 

1 was pleasantiy surprised when one of my students asked if she could 

share a Native legend entitled The Vision Seeker. Her request related to the 

task we had: explorhg possibilities for integrating language arts across the 

curridum. She told me that she thought this book would tie in with social 

studies at the grade five level, in particular the concept of Iearning to 



appreciate native d t w e .  She taiked very sensitiveiy to the dass about her 

concems regarding speaking on behalf of another cuiture. 

This is but one example of infonned action. Many 0th- examples are 

evident in my own teadillrg practice and in the narratives in this inquiry. 

Some are particdarly compebg. A few that corne to mind are: 

advocating/iIluminating the need and acceptance of teadiing as personal; 

advocating for justice; respecting and valuing difference; the need for 

multiple perspectives. 

Informed actions do emerge from engaging in a recursive practice. 

wareness of 

Cultural scripts can be challenged through conscientious scnitiny of 

Our teaching practices at every level, from elementary school through 

university. 1 am encouraged by conversations with other teacher-educators 

who &O are interested in examining their teadiing practices. As we continue 

to question, 1 believe we can prevent perpetuating a fragmented 

understanding of human development, and therefore strengthen the 

potential for valuing differences between people as reciprocal and non- 

hierarchical. This is not an easy ta& It is aring to question the dominant 

cultural saipts. Nwertheiess, 1 have found in my experience and in the 

experience of many of the inquKy-participants that within ail of us lies 

inherent wisdom and an excellent potentid for enlarged understanding, of 

what it is to become a knowing and sentient being. 
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